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ABSTRACT 

The prevailing wisdom in current intercultural research is that people in coilectivistic 

societies such as Hong Kong have low levels of conflict and competition. This view is 

challenged, however, based on three arguments: cultural values are too often equated 

with actual practice, the multiple goals of actions are ignored, and the in-group/out-group 

distinction is not adequately addressed in theory and research. Data drawn from an 

ethnographic study of organizational relationships in Hong Kong indicate that a 

reexamination is in order. While the surface harmony reported in many studies was 

acknowledged, informants also consistently pointed to underlying currents of competition 

and conflict within the organization. Two models are proposed based on a reanalysis of 

the literature. The Classical Confucian Collectivist model represents the received view 

that Confucianism and collectivism lead to suppression of personal goals in favor of 

group goals. The Pragmatic Collectivist model, on the other hand, argues that 

instrumental goals still are the primary drivers of human interaction. While the Classical 

Confucian Collectivist might represent an idealized model that influences actors' 

accounts, the Pragmatic Collectivist model is a better representation of everyday action. 

Analysis of results in an experimental study lends support to these challenges. 
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CHAPTER 1—INTRODUCTION 

"A general consensus in research, as well as in conventional wisdom, is that 

collectivists tend to be more cooperative, whereas individualists are more competitive 

(Mead, 1976; Triandis, J 990)" (Chen, Chen & Meiiidle, 1998, p. 291). 

"All of this is just cliches as far as I am concerned, okay? You don't think they 

(we Chinese) compete? Like hell! ... They are very competitive, much more than you 

Americans or whatever, okay!" (Excerpted from an interview with a Hong Kong 

businessman, 2001). 

Underlying much of China-oriented communication research is the thesis that 

Chinese are Confucian collectivists and, in comparison to other societies, the values 

inherent in these two systems lead to more cooperation, less competition, a focus on 

group interest as opposed to self-interest, and an emphasis on interpersonal harmony as 

the end goal of human interaction. Much current research seems to support this thesis, 

finding that Chinese tend to value harmony and therefore avoid conflict as well as engage 

in cooperative behaviors at the expense of personal goals. 

The impression one gets in reading this literature is that the Chinese are a passive, 

compliant, conflict-avoidant, non-competitive people who live in idyllic harmony with 

one another. Not only are they accommodating and loyal to their organizations, but they 

are cooperative even when it hurts their self-interests. They are a long-sufi'ering, self-less 

people, ever obliging in relationships with others. While some might think this is an 
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overstatement, these stereotypes are nonetheless embodied in popular accoutits of 

Chinese commutiication and are even common in academic research literature, Doncy, 

Cannon and Mullen (1998, p. 610) for example, wrote that in collectivistic societies such 

as the Chinese, "self-serving behavior is unlikely because people are not motivated by 

self-interest." Hwang (1997-1998, pp. 28-29) commented that "Confucianism emphasises 

the value of hamiony. When one is conflicting with someone else within his or her social 

network, the first thing one has to leam is 'forbearance.'... (This leads to) giving up 

one's personal goal, for a prior consideration of maintaining a harmonious relationships." 

C. C. Chen, Chen and Meindle (1998, p. 291) summarized; "A general consensus in 

research, as well as in conventional wisdom, is tliat collectivists tend to be more 

cooperative, whereas individualists are more competitive (Mead, 1976; Triandis, 1990)." 

Oddly, however, much of the evidence for these claims is not in detailed 

ethnographic studies of the eveiyday lives of Chinese people, nor from in-depth 

interviews with organizational members, nor from observations of organizational life. 

Rather, most of the support for this picture comes from survey studies that are quite 

susceptible to face preservation biases or from appeals to Confiician writings, folk 

sayings and bald collectivistic stereotypes. While a minority opinion does exist that gives 

voice to contrary evidence, that voice is drowned out by the overwhelming force of the 

current paradigm. 

This picture is even more striking given that some of the very same authors who 

promulgate this view acknowledge contradictory reasoning, but then either ignore the 

implications of these comments or rationalize the contradictions away. For example, 
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Chinese indirectness is typically ascribed to Confucian teachings, but G, M. Chen and 

Cheng (1994) also pointed out: 

Con&cian teachings admonish followers to be cautious about their speech, 

because the "smartness" of speech elicits hatred from others. One's speech should 

be simple, direct, and to the point. In other words, one should express the precise 

meaning ratlier than what seems to be said or variant from it. Straightforwardness 

or too much candor during discourse, however, is dangerous, since it is often not 

regulated by the rule of appropriateness. Confucius warns that 

straightforwardness, without the rules of propriety, will often lead to rudeness (pp. 

96-97). 

In other words, one should be straightforward, but not too straighttbrward, clear and 

precise, but not vulgar. This statement, containing some contradictory advice appears 

similar to that found in many other cultures and in no way urges the indirect, cautious 

communication assumed to be inherent in Chinese communication. In fact, Leung, Koch, 

and Lin (2002) point out the Confucian classics have many such directives urging honest, 

clear communication as well as open, direct opposition to bad rulers, making reliance 

upon these ancient cultural writings as tlie explanation for Chinese conflict management 

practices problematic. Nonetheless, Confucianism is only used to explain the presumed 

indirectness inherent in Chinese speech. If Confucius urged simple, direct speech as well 

as polite, appropriate speech presumably displayed via indirectness, reference to 

Confucianism to explain indirectness alone is logically unsupportable. 
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In a similar manner, research evidence contradicting claims that Chinese are 

conflict avoidant, indirect, and avoid competition is also ignored or rationalized away. In 

a study of Chinese conflict management practices containing both qualitative and 

quantitative research, Ma (2001) found that the conflict accounts his informants provided 

contained a large number of conflicts he classified as dominating. The controlled study he 

conducted, however, indicated that conflict avoidance and compromise were the most 

chosen conflict management strategies. Rather than delving more deeply as to why the 

most common strategy reported was direct and adversarial, he accounted for tliis finding 

by explaining that such accounts were more likely to be remembered and thus reported by 

informants. He added that the assumed more common compromise and avoidance 

strategies were probably underreported because they were less likely to be remembered. 

He therefore concluded the most common strategies used by Chinese were compromise 

and avoidance as found in the controlled experiment portion of his research. 

In yet another example, Earley and Gibson (1998) acknowledge that not all 

studies found that Chinese were more cooperative in groups. Nevertheless, these 

inconsistencies were normalized by speculation that preserved an assumption of 

cooperativeness: "This may be due to the fact that in many of these studies, subjects 

participated with outgroup members" (p. 279). While other explanations not consistent 

with the received view could also explain these inconsistent findings, such explanations 

are not proffered in their analysis. In short, there seems to be a presumptive acceptance of 

stereotypical views of the Chinese instead of a more critical re-examination of conflicting 
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evidence. Inconsistencies arc notmalisied by speculation and then that speculation itself is 

normalized as part of the received view. 

When modem Chinese society is examined, however, there are many examples 

that do not fit well with the received view of Chinese culture. For example, the high 

incidence of family violence belies the group harmony stereotype. Current governmental 

reports from Mainland China indicate that spouse, child, and elder abuse is endemic in 

approximately one out of three families (Domestic Violence, 2003). Inter-organizational 

business strife is constantly reported in the newspaper (e.g., Kaser, 7-11-2002) and 

violent crime stemming from business frustrations is increasingly described as common 

(e.g., Tak-Ho, 2-28-2002). Fang (1998, p. 35) quotes the Taiwanese Chinese writer Bo 

Yang's (1992) description of the modem "Ugly Chinaman Syndrome." Bo Yang argued 

that the influence of Con&cianism presumably led such "ugly" Chinese to be "crass," 

"arrogant," "noisy," "uncivilized," "uncooperative," boastful," "dirty," and 

"unforgiving." While I do not urge acceptance of such negative views as representative of 

the common interactions in Chinese organizations, their existence should give the 

researcher pause when making strong claims in the opposite direction. 

While in some organizational research the benevolent Confucian boss and the 

loyal collectivist worker are referenced as typifying the superior-subordinate relationship, 

the title of one Washington Post article gives another perspective: "Getting Paid in China; 

Matter of Life and Death; Suicide Threats Rise as Employers Deny Wages" (Pan, 2-13-

2003). The "job-jumping" phenomenon now common among young Chinese 

professionals also provides contrary evidence. Clearly, references to 2500 year-old 
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Chinese texts tliat emphasize the role of the benevolent, autocratic ruler and the loyal, 

hard-working subject cannot explain what is happening in modem Chinese life where the 

bonds of the village and collective have been replaced by unfettered power ditferences 

between employer and employee. Nonetheless, a perusal of recent research in Chinese 

communication indicates that such references to support claims of current behaviors are 

common (e.g., G. M. Chen, 2002). 

Ancient Chinese history, fall of internal warfare and internecine strife, also does 

not support such harmony and cooperation claims. In fact, one proverb states that "One 

Chinese alone is a dragon, but three Chinese together are worms" 

yige zhongguoren shi yi tiao long, 

sange zhonguoren shi yi tiao chong). This saying means that one Chinese will work so 

h^d and be so brave (s)he can accomplish anything—much like the legendary dragon. 

Three Chinese together, however, will accomplish little because of constant in-fighting 

and thus making them like the lowly worm. Yet another proverb is the exact opposite of 

the English saying "The best offense is a good defense." Roughly translated it means "He 

who strikes first gains the upper hand" or "The best defense is to go on the offensive" 

A—xian fa zhi ren) (Situ, 1994). 

Pye wrote that Chinese tend to see business negotiations as warfare in which one 

side must win and the other must lose; 

Most Chinese officials tend instinctively to believe that everything is a zero-sum 

game. They are convinced that in any situation there must be a winner and a loser. 
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Even when both are benefiting one will benefit more than the other, hence there is 

still a loser (Pye, 1982, p. 71). 

Needless to say, such reasoning does not mesh well with standard Confocian accounts of 

Chinese business culture and although Pye is acknowledged as a fore-mnner in Chinese 

business research, sxich statements of his are not generally acknowledged. Are the 

Chinese the win-win strategists of the received view (e.g., Chen, G. M. & Chung, 1994; 

Deverge, 1986), or the win-lose strategists of Pye (1982)? 

Confucianism has been offered as both a desciiption and an explanation of 

conflict behavior in Chinese populations. This explanation fails to explain behavior in 

contemporary Chinese organizations and looks plausible only because people have 

opportunistically chosen those aspects that fit the conflict avoidant and cooperative 

stereotype while ignoring opposing cotnments also find in Confucian writings. At the 

same time, contradictory evidence has been rationalized away. 

When I started my research I was following the same path previously paved by 

those who found Chinese conflict management to be harmonious rather than conflictual, 

supportive rather than competitive, cooperative rather than strategically cunning. 

Ethnographic research conducted in Hong Kong, however, soon led me to re-evaluate 

such simplistic stereotypes. In interviews with Hong Kong businesspeople, the majority 

stressed the competitive nature of the workplace. Instead of cooperation, they talked 

about non-cooperation and strategic exploitation. Rather than harmony, they emphasized 

incidents of both overt and covert conflict that took place on a regular basis. Rather than 

a strong foundation of trust existing between organizational members, they talked about 
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suspicion and mistrust. Wbere was the multitude of compliant, other-focused, non

competitive people most research talks about? Their existence in the Hong Kong 

workplace seemed to be lacking. To be sure, a few of ray respondents did seem to match 

this stereotype, but the majority did not. In the sample I interviewed, few recounted 

stories that would lead me to believe that a vast number of such people exist in the 

general Hong Kong population. According to my informants, the evidence for the conflict 

avoidant and non-competitive behaviors in modem Chinese society is not as compelling 

as often portrayed in our literature. 

I argue that current research contains many such contradictory claims because it 

relies upon presxxppositions that may not be supported. For example, support for 

cooperation in Chinese organizations in part stems from the presupposition that conflict 

avoidant behaviors are non-competitive in nature and related to a higher degree of trust 

and cooperativeness in East Asian organizations. An initial investigation into conflict 

behaviors in Hong Kong organizations leads me to question some of these interpretations. 

Do conflict avoidant behaviors truly originate from a cultural preference for harmony 

such that East Asians are less competitive than Westerners, or is it that Hong Kongnese 

instead compete in ways different than those in the West? 

This investigation also looks at values as displayed by participants' action as 

compared to those values claimed by participants—in fact, the distinction between stated 

values and pragmatic actions is at the crujc of my questionnaire data. This approach rests 

on the belief that, in some sense, our true values perhaps lie at the intersection of what is 

said and what is done and that the schetnas molding participants' action originate as 
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much from the structures in which they find themselves as from the purported values that 

form the foundation of much cross-cultural conflict management research. Covert 

actions, "overt" pretense, and complicitly understood meanings must all be considered, 

making the interpretation and understanding of behaviors much more complex than that 

usually portrayed in our literature although such hidden meanings underlying the pretense 

is often clearly understood by the participants. 

This research seeks to rectify an overemphasis on philosophical and verbalized 

cultural values by focusing on the actual practices of Chinese communicators and 

allowing space for their own interpretations. Because these are serious challenges, I will 

first briefly lay out the general argument in favor of the current interpretation, outlining 

claims and supporting evidence. As mentioned earlier, the evidence in this area comes 

from two streams of research. Chapter two presents theorizing derived from an analysis 

of Conftician texts often used to support the claim that Chinese are cooperative and 

conflict avoidant Chapter three then looks at research based primarily upon self-report 

questionnaires that rely upon reported collectivistic values to support such claims. Taken 

together, these two trains of scholarship draw a picture of the "classical Confucian 

collectivisf—a person who places a high moral emphasis on interpersonal relationships 

even to the detriment of her or his personal goals. 

Notwithstanding these claims, data gathered from interviews with 42 Hong Kong 

businesspeople conducted over nine months fieldwork during the 2001-2002 academic 

year indicate that a reexamination of the Confucianism, collectivism, conflict avoidance 

and cooperation links are in order. Following these interview accounts in Chapter Four, 
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Chapter Five takes a second look at the literature on Chinese conflict niajiagement and 

competition. I find that much evidence in support of ti*aditional claims is open to multiple 

interpretations and it is plagued by theoretical shortcomings and methodological 

problems. A more thorough review of the literature reveals theory and research that offers 

a contradictory view. 

The Pragmatic Collectivist model in Chapter Six is based on this data and related 

research and it is set up in opposition to the Classical Confucian Collectivist model 

detailed in Chapters Two and Three. These two models are tested by the questionnaire 

study presented in Chapters Seven and Eight using botli standard statistical methods as 

well as descriptive statistical charting. This multi-analytic analysis of questionnaire data 

offers significant support for the Pragmatic Collectivist model. Possible explanations for 

these findings are offered and theoretical and methodological challenges for future 

research are presented in Chapter Nine. 

Culture 

Before beginning the literature review I wish to lay out a brief introduction to 

understandings of culture. In general, culture is thought to have three common 

characteristics (Fang, 1999; Hall, 1976,1981). First, it is thought to be imposed through a 

learned socialization process rather than by any inherited structure. Second, its 

components are thought to be one large, interrelated system. Third, it is shared by 

members of a community, a geographical region, or a language system. 

HotMede (1980) called culture a mixture of symbols, heroes, rituals and values. 

Adler (1991) looked at culture as a system of shared values. Triandis took a more broad 
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perspective by looking at how culture is influenced by ecology, writing that it is "shared 

attitudes, beliefs, categorizations, expectations, norms, roles, self-definitions, values, and 

other such elements of subjective culture found among individuals whose interactions are 

facilitated by shared language, historical period, and geographic region" (1972, p. 3). 

These elements are transmitted through socialization, modeling, and other forms of 

communication from one generation to another (Triandis, 1993). 

Scholars looking at the influence of Confucianism on Chinese culture are 

definitely looking at culture as imposed by shared history and values. 

Individualism/collectivism theory generally looks at culture as shared values and 

norms—and hence most measures of individualism and collectivism tbcus on shared 

values. Yet other perspectives on culture, however, look at culture as a toolkit (Swidler, 

1986; Jepperson & S widler, 1994), focusing on those skills and interaction styles from 

which people construct their strategies for dealing with particular situations. This 

approach is distinctive from those looking at values, because its origin is more in a view 

of culture and norms of action as imposed by outside structures rather than originating via 

internalized, shared values. It does not deny public adherence to such values, but points 

to outside forces that enforce such adherence. As a result, underlying motivations are 

often different than those publicly stated and hidden currents running counter to pubHcly 

held values may exist, if culture consists of shared and internalized values, then much of 

our current research can be accepted at face value. If culture is imposed from the outside 

by external structural forces, then we need to dig deeper to uncover real actions and 

motivations underlying public adherence. This more structural approach indicates there 
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are other cuhural phenomena such as power relationships that offer better explanatory 

power for cultural differences than do values. 

Roadmap Summary 

In the next two chapters I will elaborate both Classical Confucian and Collectivist 

explanations for Chinese organizational communication. Following this literature review, 

qualitative data from interviews with 42 Hong Kong businesspeople is presented in 

Chapter Four, In this chapter, the voices of these informants are tnore powerful than any 

concise summaiy I could present. Hence, I will to a large extent let them speak for 

themselves regarding their views of Hong Kong organizations, conflict, and competitive 

practices. Following Chapter Four, 1 lay out several issues that point to major 

shortcomings in our literature (Chapter Five), present alternative models of Hong Kong 

organizational communication practices (Chapter Six), and test those models in Chapter 

Seven with a quantitative questionnaire study using data from 145 respondents. Further 

explorations of the data utilizing correspondence analysis are reported in Chapter Nine. I 

will show how all of these data indicate that our current understandings of Hong Kong 

and Chinese organizational communication practices, particularly in the areas of conflict 

management and competition research, is fatally flawed and that my analyses point to a 

new, more complex model. 
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CHAPTER 2---C0NFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND ORGANIZATIONAL PRACTICE 

"The Chinese approach to the study of human communication differs from Western 

approacties in.., that hannony is the end ratlier tlian the means of human commimication" 

(Chen, G. M., 2001, p. 55). 

The 5th centuiy B.C. Chinese philosopher Confocius (IL?"—Kongzi), whose 

teachings focused on the "practical ethics of everyday life" (G. M. Chen & Chung, 1994, 

p. 94), has had a tremendous influence on Chinese culture and social structure, llie 

central principles of his teachings are found in the claims that relationships between 

people are hierarchical, with each member having mutual and complementary 

obligations; that the family is the center of all social organization; and that the balance 

and harmony are to be found in the maintenance of others' dignity and prestige. People 

were to pursue virtuous behavior by being careful to not treat others in ways that they 

themselves would not like to be treated (Chang & Chang, 1994; Hofstede, 1991; Rhee, 

1985). Confucian teachings were eventually adopted and sanctioned by most Chinese 

rulers over the course of 2500 years. An educational system that required leaders to 

immerse themselves in the Confucian classical teachings in combination with a 

collectivist agrarian society allowed Conflicianism to permeate Chinese society (Bond 

and Hwang, 1986). 

Interestingly, initial references to the influence of Confucianism on organizations 

by Western academics were mainly negative. Weber (1930,1951), for example, wrote 
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that while the pursuit of wealth was universal, rational capitalistic enterprise was not; 

Modem capitalism meant that economic activities should be organized for maximum 

efficiency and traditional Confucianism lacked this "spirit of capitalism." iTie Confucian 

emphasis on harmony was thought antithetical to economic profit and thus inhibited the 

development of capitalism. Other researchers also critiqued Confucian societies for their 

conflict-avoidant tendencies that presumably influenced organizational and interpersonal 

relationships negatively. 

Hofstede (1980) and later researchers (e.g., G. M. Chen & Chung, 1994; Frank, 

Hostede, & Bond, 1991; Hofstede and Bond, 1988; Kahn, 1979), however, took a new 

angle in this writing regarding the relationship between Confucianism and economic 

development. The rapid economic growth of tlie late 20*'' century led to the growth of a 

body of literature that argued Confucianism did not harm the development of capitalism 

but rather helped the development of more compassionate and efficient forms of 

capitalism. In communication and social science research, more recent writings have also 

followed this trend toward more positive rc-intcrpretations by looking at how 

Confucianism encourages compassionate organizations, increased cooperation and high-

quality teamwork. Researchers claimcd that the Confucian stress on harmony did not lead 

to an inability to deal with conflict, but rather led to fewer destructive conflicts between 

organizational members (Chow, Inn, & Szalay, 1987). The firm as family concept was 

thought to encourage a sense of belonging, shared ownership, and increased productivity 

(Hall & Xu, 1991) as well as lower turnover. In inlia-organizatioEal relationships, the 

close ties created by gucmxi networks were thought to lead to lower transaction costs in 
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business interactions (Peng, Lu, Shenkar, & Wang, 2001; Redding, 1995; Seagrave, 

1995). 

Current writings often stress the importance of understan ding Confucian ethics in 

studying Chinese organizational relationships. O'Keefe and O'Keefe (1997), for 

example, concurred with Hofstede's (1980) claim that in Confucian societies individuals 

are to be understood only in relation to their position within the family or group. Those in 

positions of authority were to be honored, and in turn, leaders in such positions should 

both protect and show generosity to those subordinate to them. Subordinates were asked 

to be loyal to the group. Other important influences of Confucianism on the Chinese 

organization were displayed in the importance of face preservation. When conflicts 

occur, disputants had a moral obligation to restore harmony through compromise and 

self-sacrifice (Kim, Sohn, & Wall, 1999). 

Confucian Relationships 

G. M. Chen and Chung (1994) take a more in-depth look at the relationship 

between Confticianism and organizational communication. Confucian human 

relationships are classified in five basic dyadic categories: ruler and subject, father and 

son, husband and wife, older brotlier and younger brother, friend and fiiend. Each of 

these relationships embodied strict power hierarchies and complementary obligations. 

Those in lower positions were to be respectful and obedient; those in higher positions 

were to protect and compassionately guide (Chen, G. M. and Chung, 1994). 

These relationships are part:icuiaristic and reciprocal There is a clear distinction 

between in- and out-groups and personal and public relationships often overlap (Chen, G, 
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M. & Chung, 1994; Yum, 1988). As a restilt, relationships constitute a resource that can 

be relied upon in both social and business interactions (Cheng, 1991, cited in Chen, G. M . 

& Chung, 1994). When Chinese receive gifts or favors from others, they feel indebted 

and look for opportunities to do vsomething in return. Group membership is considered 

long-term and extended to only a relatively small number of people. Individual desires 

and goals are to be subordinated to those of the group. Furthermore, the Confucian 

principles otyi ("fZ righteousness) and H propriety) dictate that relationships must 

follow proper rules and order (Hwang, 2001). Using intermediaries, communicating 

indirectly, having smooth and predictable verbal and nonverbal code.s, and saving other's 

face are the natural outgrowtli of>'/ and li (Chen & Chung, 1994) and help Chinese avoid 

conflict and other embarrassing situations. 

Ren iA (benevolence) is another central tenet of Confucianism. It incorporates 

ideas of love, benevolence, filial piety, loyalty and trust as displayed by appropriate 

behavior in all relationships. Members should respect social norms and mles of human 

interaction and engage in reciprocal conduct. Hwang (2001) commented that ren is the 

characteristic attribute of personhood. Its primary expression is in showing affection to 

other close group members. 

Benevolence (ren) with its emphasis on differential order corresponds to the 

expressive component of the relationship (guanxi). In judging the guanxi, 

righteousness (yj) corresponds to the rule for social exchange and propriety (li) 

corresponds to the overt behaviours resulting from the dialectical conflict 

underling the psychological process" (Hwang, 2001, p. 199). 
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Last, Confucian ideals of social reciprocity lead to a mix of personal and public 

relationships. Researchers claim that building warm relationships is the key to success in 

businesses. "One must develop a mutual understanding, establish a personal relationship, 

keep frequent contacts, develop personal trust, and build mutual interests in social 

activities with one's counterpart to develop an effective business relationship" (Chen & 

Cheng, 1994, p. x). 

Confucian Organixations 

As the family is the prototypical Confucian organization it is assumed to influence 

all other relationships, including those within tlie organization (Farh & Chung, 2000). 

Researchers claim this leads to authoritarian relationships (Chen, 1988), economic 

success (Hwang, 1989) an emphasis on harmony (Chen, G.M., 2002; Hofetede & Bond, 

1988), and a focus on family enterprises (Chen, G. M. & Chung, 1994). The assumed 

characteristics of these enterprises are private relationships, paternalistic leadership, 

harmony, distrust of out-group members, and loyalty and commitment among managers 

and employees (Chen, G. M., 1988). 

G. M. Chen and Chung (1994) claim that Confucian teachings parallel the Human 

Relations model of management in that it focuses on personal relations and interpersonal 

relationships. Confucian management is said to be "ethical management" (Tseng, 1991, 

cited in Chen, G. M. & Chung, 1994); Managers should strive to be clear and sincere in 

their leadership. G. M. Chen and Chung (1994) added that the Confucian leader is 

supposed to be employee-oriented, focusing on high achievement without being proud, 

and inspiring awe from followers without treating them brutally. Not only is the 
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Confucian employer to embody such excellent virtues, but the employer should avoid 

evils such as cmelty, outragcousness, deterioration and pettiness. 

The Confucian organization is said to invest heavily in preventive programs to 

ensure employee satisfaction and avoid communication problems. This, according to G. 

M. Chen and Chung (1994) is supposed to result in a more effective, caring organization 

that focuses on the human aspect of problems, leading to high-producing organizations as 

specified by Likert (1961). Such organizations are claimed to have lov*^ turnover, few 

conflicts, and good moral (Chen, G. M. & Chung, 1994), greatly contributing to the 

economic success of Asian companies through a reduction in communication cost and 

greater organizational effectiveness. 

Harmony 

The strong influence of harmony, or conflict avoidance, in East Asia is primarily 

ascribed to the teachings of Confucius, with the Chinese word "/?e" |P (harmony) being 

one of the most frequent characters found in classical Confucian writings. He is generally 

translated as harmony in English, although the connotations of the Chinese word are 

richer, including meanings such as "on good terms with each other," "gentle, mild," and 

"peace." (Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press, 1988, cited in Leung et a!., 

2002). In Confucian terms, harmony is the maintenance of proper balance in relationships 

and is fostered by acting in accordance with the five primary relationships. Deviance 

from appropriate behaviors results in disharmony and conflict. 

Thus, hamony is said to be an importaotit part of Chinese relationships (Boisot & 

Child, 1996; Chen, G. M., 2001; 2002; Chen, G, M. & Chung, 1994; Chen, G. M. & 
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Starosta, 1997; Hwang, 1987,1,997-8; Kirkbride, Tang & Westwood, 1991; Knutson, 

Hwang & Deng, 2000), with the basic proposition being that Confucian teachings have 

created a culture that emphasizes conflict avoidance tactics and cooperation with others 

in order to achieve group goals (Leung et al., 2002), Hwang (1997-8) commented that 

this emphasis on harmony leads to forbearance and the suppression of personal goals in 

favor of group goals. G.M, Chen and Pan (1993) concluded that all Chinese goals are 

subordinate to the Confucian harmony imperative. Numerous traditional Chinese sayings 

lend credence to this emphasis on interpersonal hannony. Among them are "Harmony is 

valuable" (|tl^^—he we gui), "Quiet in mind and peaceful (hannonious) in 

disposition" ('6^*^ ffl—xin ping qi he), and "If the family lives in harmony, all atfairs 

will prosper" (iC^TJ•^—jia he fang shi xing) (Leung et al, 2002, p. 202). 

G. M. Chen (2002, p. 5) added; "Philosophically, the concept of harmony is the 

foundation of all schools of Chinese thought, including Confiicianism, Moism, and 

Taoism.... harmony not only renders the same rhythmic frequencies of movement with 

natural forces, but also forms the cardinal value of Chinese culture." As such, achieving 

and maintaining harmonious relationships is said to be the ultimate goal of all Chinese 

communication (Chen, G, M., 2001; 2002; Chen, G. M. & Chung, 1994) This entails 

sincerity and honesty in relationships, as well as whole-hearted efforts to avoid 

embroilment in interpersonal conflict. This naturally leads to high levels of cooperation. 

For the Chinese "harmony is not only tlte end rather than the means of human interaction, 

but also dictates that human interaction is a process in which the interactants 

continuously adapt and relocate themselves towards interdependence and cooperation by 
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a sincere display of whole-hearted concern between each other" (Chen, G. M., 1993, 

cited in Chen, G. M., 2002, p. 5). 

Conflict Management, Cooperation, and Harmony 

Much conflict management research has its roots in the dual concern models such 

as those developed by Hall (1969), Thomas (1976) and Rahim (1983,1986). All of these 

loosely involve the dimensions of other- and self-focus, with Rahim's often referenced 

"concern for self and "concern for other" being the hallmjttk in this area. The five 

general conflict management patterns predicted by Rahim's scheme— 

integrating/collaborating, obliging/accommodating, compromising, 

dominating/competing—have been used extensively in. mono- and niulti-culttjral research 

(Leung et al, 2002). 

Asian researchers, however, have critiqued these models as not adequately 

describing what happens in the Chinese Confiician societies (Hwang, 1997-1998). Hwang 

(1997-1998) wrote that, based on Taoism and Confucianism, Chinese believe that Ymg 

and Yang should be maintained in a harmonious state. All things should be in their proper 

relationships. He argued that Western models did not adequately address this focus on 

relationships as opposed to individual concerns. His model of Chinese conflict 

relationships has two dimensions that differ from those in the past: Pursuing goal versus 

discarding goal and ignoring versus maintaining harmony. This leads to four basic 

conflict types: confrontation (pursue goal and ignore hamiony), obey publicly and defy 

privately (pursue goal and maintain hannony), severance (discard goal and ignore 

harmony), atid endurance (discard goal and maintain harmony). Compromise is a mixture 
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of these behaviors. Hwang adds that group relationships also must be considered, with 

maintaining harmony being important with in-group members and not with those 

considered part of the out-group. 

G. M. Chen (2001; 2002) contended that harmony is the principal virtue in 

Chinese culture and establishing harmonious relationships is tlie most important rule in 

interpersonal interactions. He claimed that harmony, along with the subsidiary prineiples 

of guanxi, tnainzi (face), seniority, and authority, guided Chinese interpersonal 

communication and conflict management. As a result, establishing a harmonious 

relationship is at the heart of Chinese communication practices and the ability to achieve 

this goal is the main criterion by which communication competence is measured. 

Underlying this focus on harmony is the assumption that it is motivated by a "sincere 

display of whole-hearted concern." 

Lee (2001) concuned with G. M. Chen's basic argument and wrote that the 

"national character of the Chinese people" is influenced by the Confucian stress on 

harmony in relationships and adaptation to the collective, and leads to an emphasis on 

"face" maintenance behaviors. Wilson (1970) wrote that to upset harmonious 

relationships is shameful in Chinese society. As a result, Chinese are less likely to voice 

their dissatisfaction even when unhappy. Morris and Fu (2000) indicated that one of the 

most frequently noted cultural differences between Anglo-Americans and Confucian East 

Asian settings is that Anglo American settings involve more overt competition, while 

Confucian East Asian settings involve more harmonious, compromising behaviors. 

Theorizing in the related area of trust indicates that Confucian values influence trust 
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among Chinese. "It is regarded as a norm in interpersonal relations, and has been 

identified as one of the key foundations on which relationships in China are based 

(Osland, 1990; Wu, 1994)" (Mavondo & Rodrigo, 2001, p. 114). 

The works referenced in this section clearly advocate the view that there is a close 

overlap between traditional Conflician philosophy and eveiyday actions of ordinary 

organizational members. "Right conduct" is important (Powers & Gong, 1994), as is a 

lack of attention to one's own personal gain in relationships (Yum, 1988). Powers and 

Gong (1994) added "For East Asians... the process of speaking is more important tlian 

the outcome.... Confucian philosophy places great value on nurturing and maintaining 

relationships, so a premium is put on the ongoing process of communicating rather than 

the end product" (p. 211). They claimed that indirect communication is a natural 

outgrowth of this focus, as it allows Chinese to show the "politeness and deference 

demanded by Confucian principles as well as privilege the audience above themselves" 

(Power & Gong, 1994, p, 211). Thus, there are clear claims in this literature that the 

Confucian influence on Chinese society led to the development of values that cause 

people to avoid conflict and competition, instead emphasizing self-sacrifice for the group, 

cooperation with others even when it harms personal goals, and development of long-

term, trusting relationships. 
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CHAPTER 3~C0LLECT1VISTIC VALUES AS AN EXPLANATION FOR CHfNESE 

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION PRACTICES 

"Chinese collectivism predicts that people in Chinese societies are more flexible 

in their decision making, willing to compromise, and include the 'other' in the outcome.. 

., social obligations, harmonious relations, and honouring trust indicate a more careful 

and subtle approach to decision making" (Brew, Hesketh, & Taylor, 2001, pp. 4-5). 

Collectivistic values are often used in tandem with Confucianism to explain the 

peculiarities of Chinese organizational communication practices. Nevertheless, while 

such value-based explanations may add to our understanding of cultural differences, they 

also fall short in providing an adequate explanation for the conflict and competition 

accounts I heard in Hong Kong. In this chapter, I will present an overview of cultural 

values research, focusing on the individualism-collectivism dimension that has dominated 

such research, particularly in its application to conflict and competition. 

Individualism and Collectivism 

Cross-cultural studies have consistently pointed to the dimension of 

individualism-collectivism as one that exhibits important variation across cultures. Smith 

and Dugan (1996) wrote "It is probably safe to infer that this dimension is the most 

important yield of cross-cultural psychology to date" (p. 251), although they also 

acknowledge that this idea predates social psychological research and has its roots in 
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Tomiies's (1957) distinction between gemeninschafl (community) and gesellschaft 

(society) as well as Durkheim's (1933) organic and meclmnical solidarity. 

Hofetede's Value Dimensions 

In tlie management literature, one of the first broad-based studies in the area of 

cross-cultural variation was conducted by Gerte Hofstede (1980). Completing his 

research while working for IBM, the cultural dimensions derived from the study are 

based on questionnaire responses obtained between 1967 and 1973 from more than 

100,000 employees of the multinational firm. The focus of this study was primarily upon 

work-related values. One of tlie dimensions Hofstede identified was individualism-— 

collectivism (I/C), which he defined as the degree to which the identity of members of a 

particular culture are shaped by either personal choices or by the group to which they 

belong. Individualism is the tendency to be more concerned about the personal 

consequences of one's own behavior and one's own needs, interests, and goals; 

collectivism is die tendency to be more concerned about the consequences of one's 

behavior on in-group members and to be more willing to sacrifice personal interests for 

the attainment of collective interests. 

Hofstede's analysis was later extended to more than 53 cultures (Hofstede, 1983) 

and has since been tested in a variety of settings (e.g., Bochner & Hesketh, 1994; 

OffeiTtnann & Hellmann, 1997; & Smith, Dugan, Peterson & Leung, 1998). As of 1994, a 

total of 61 replications had been recorded, with the majority finding support for the 

usefulness of Hofstede's dimensions for cross-cultural research (Sondergaard, 1994). 
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The Chinese Value Survey 

Michael Bond and a team of Chinese researchers in Hong Kong established the 

Chinese Culture Connection (CCC, 1987) and conducted research in cross-cultural 

dimensions from an Asian perspective. This research group sampled students in 22 

countries using items developed by the multinational team. The study yielded four 

factors, called integration, Confijcian work dynamism, human-heartedness, and moral 

discipline. Comparison with Hotstede's dimensions yielded moderate correlations 

between Hofetede's power distance and individualism dimensions and the CCC 

integration and moral discipline factors. Again, these factors loaded together in a second 

order factor analysis, suggesting that they represent aspects of one dimension-that of 

individualism and collectivism (Smith & Dugan, 1996). 

Schwartz's Value Dimensions 

Yet another broad-based value research progiam was conducted by Schwartz 

(1992,1994). Schwartz surveyed secondary school teachers and students in 25 countries, 

testing 56 values theoretically derived from an analysis of both Western and non-Western 

sources. Statistical analysis of these values led to two broad bi-polar dimensions. One of 

these was anchored by the value openness to change on one end and conservatism on the 

other. Openness to change incoiporated selt-direction and stimulation value types, while 

conservatism included security, conformity, and tradition value types. The second 

dimension found was that of self-enhancement versus self-lianscendence. Self-

enhancement included the hedonism, power and achievement value types, while self-

transcendence included universalism and benevolence value types, 
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As did Bond, Schwaitz (1994) later correlated Ms value types with Hofstede's 

dimensions. "The most important concordance was between the Hofstede power distance 

and individualism-collectivism dimensions and the Schwartz value types representing the 

openness to change versus conservatism dimension" (Smith & Dugan, 1996, p. 240). 

Triandis^ Individualism and Collectivism Syndromes 

Triandis (1993) wrote that cultural syndromes are demarcated when shared 

attitudes, beliefs, norms, roles, values, and similar elements are distinguished among 

those who share a language, historic period and live in a common geographical location. 

The within-culture variance of a cultural syndrome is significantly smaller than between-

culture variance and there is a link between these patterns of subjective culture and 

geography. The dimension of collectivism and individualism, he argued, constitutes such 

a syndrome, 

Tri andis (1993) added that most cultures have a mixture of individualistic and 

collectivistic elements. Under certain conditions, either collectivist or individualistic 

cognitions are activated. People sample from these elements depending on the situation. 

"If individuals in a culture sample collectivist elements most of the time and across most 

situations, then we call that culture collectivist" (Triandis, 1993, p. 163), This concept 

can be divided into four distinct parts: vertical collectivism, vertical individualism, 

horizontal collectivism, and horizontal individualism (Singelis & Triandis, 1995; 

Triandis, 1995), At the individual level, Triandis (1989) distinguished between 

individualists and collectivists by commenting that while individualists "give priority to 

personal goals over the goals of collectives," collectivists, on the other hand "make no 
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distinctions between personal and collective goals, or if they do make such distinctions, 

they subordinate their personal goals to the collective goals" (p. 509). 

Self-Construal 

One of the more recent developments in the study of individualism and 

collectivism has been in attempts to more finely specify these constructs at the individual 

level. Markus and Kitayama (1991,1994) wrote that at this level it is possible to 

distinguish between how people construe their self-identities. An independent self-

construal indicates that a person sees the self as independent and differentiated from 

others and expressed by unique attributes, while an interdependent self-construal 

indicates that a person sees the self as connected to and less differentiated from others 

and expressed by group attributes. These construals are dominant in Western, typically 

individualistic, and Eastern, typically collectivistic, cultures respectively. Thus, it is 

argued that in the sense of self as part of an extended social network is very strong in 

collectivistic societies as compared to individualistic societies where members can 

maximize their own gain without consideration for others. In China, for example, Jehn 

and Doucet (1997) claimed that this results in a sense of shared responsibility, 

cooperation and a focus on social harmony that take precedence over individual goals and 

personal. 

Dimensionality 

Another important distinction to be undersitood in research utilizing the concept of 

Individualism/Collectivism is that it has been conceptualized as both single- and multi

dimensional. Hofstede (1980) saw I/C as a single dimension, with individualism and 
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collectivism respectively anchoring each side of one dimensional pole. Yet other 

researchers (e.g., Kagitfibasi, 1994; Singelis, 1994) have argued that individualism and 

collectivism are two separate dimensions, while Triandis (1996), conceptualized 1/C as 

having four dimensions, with individualism and collecttvisra being two orthogonal 

dimensions further divided by the concepts of horizontal and vertical power relationships. 

In addition, while I/C has often been studied at the cultural level (e.g., as in Hofetede's 

work), its application and measurement has recently been popularized at the individual 

level (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Singelis, 1994). 

In-group and Out-group 

An important distinction to add to that of individualism and collectivism is that of 

group membership. Collectivist behavior is distinctively different when dealing with in-

group as opposed to out-group members. Members of collectivist cultures differentiate 

according to group membership much more sharply than do members of individualist 

cultures (Smith & Bond, 1993). Therefore, it is singularly important to identify the 

boundaries of this group membership. In addition, some research shows that the lines 

between in and out-group membership are drawn differently in different collectivist 

cultures. Japanese, for example, often identify with the organization as a whole (e.g. 

Kashima & Callan, 1993 cited in Smith, Dugan, et. al, 1998), while Chinese employees 

mentally align themselves with smaller groupings (Hui, 1994; Hui & Tan, 1996). In this 

view, collectivism is target specific-it is tlie "collectivist witli whom" question which is 

the most important (Hui & Triandis, 1985). Some researchers (e.g., Triandis, Boirtempo, 

Villareal, Asai & Lucca, 1988) have suggested that compared with individualist cultures, 
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cooperation in collectivist cultures is higher with iii-group members, but lower with out-

group members. 

Chinese Collectivism 

In much research, the Chinese are identified as collectivists psychologically and 

behaviorally (Bond, Leung & Wan, 1982; Earley, 1993; Shenkar & Ronen, 1987; Stipek, 

Weiner & Li, 1989; Yang & Ho, 1988) with the majority holding interdependent self-

construals. Xiao-Ping Chen (2002, p. 327) wrote: 

Relationships are highly valued in Chinese culture, not only because they have 

instrumental values (e.g., the pervasive use of giianxi, or personal connections, in 

Chinese business transactions), but more importantly, it has implications in one's 

conception of self. Most Chinese hold an interdependent construal of self (Markus 

& Kitayama, 1991), in which an individual is in some respects viewed as "a 

fraction" who becomes whole when fitting into or occupying his or her proper 

place in a social unit (Lebra, 1976). Borrowing Sun's words, a Chinese person "is 

enclosed by a network of interpersonal relationships which defines and organizes 

his existence, which controls his heart-and-mind" (1990: 152). 

Behavioral Attributes of Collectivism 

In sum, the dimension of individualism-collectivism is one that has consistently 

been found to exhibit important variation across cultures. Among posited variation arc 

the following; First, the self is defined differently. In collectivistic cultures, the self is 

defined by role relationships (Markus & Kitayama, 1991) and group memberships 
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(Earley & Gibson, 1998) while in individualistic cultures the self is seen as autonomous 

and separate from groups. 

Second, goal structure is assumed to differ. Collectivists are willing to 

subordinate personal goals to the group's goals (Triaiidis et al, 1985; Dieiier & Diener, 

1995) while individualists are more focused on individual interests. A study of Asian 

values by Wirthlin Worldwide in 1996 found that the top seven values given by Asian 

executives were hard work, respect for learning, honesty, openness to new ideas, 

accountability, self discipline and self reliance (Mitchell, 2000, p. 149, cited in Huang, K, 

2003). There is no mention of individual rights or "thinking for one's self in these Asian 

values as is found in similar lists of American executive values. "Instead, the Asian 

business executives think highly of self-discipline, which puts tihe collective interests or 

group norms above individual interests and preserves harmony by avoiding confrontation 

and conflict" (Huang, K, 2003, p, 4). 

Last, collectivists tend to belong to a few select, stable groups (Gomez, Kirkman, 

& Shapiro, 2000) and emphasize unconditional relatedness with in-group members 

compared to the individualistic emphasis on rationality. Thus, the collectivist will give 

priorit)' to personal relationships even when this emphasis may be to their personal 

detriment, while the individualist will instead conduct cost-benefit analysis of 

relationships when making decisions (Kim et al, 1994). 

Among the typical findings in I/C research are that collective societies emphasize 

group goals (e.g., Ali, Taqi & Krishnan.1997), focus more in group harmony (e.g, Chen, 

0. M. & Pan. 1994) and assign rewards in a more egalitarian manner (e.g., Bond et al, 
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1982). Cooperation is motivated by outcomes that benefit the group. In individualist 

societies, on the other hand, people presumably place more emphasize on self-interest 

and independence and seek to maximize individual goals (e.g., Wagner & Moch, 1986). 

Collectivism and Cooperation 

Diaz-GueiTero (1984) wrote that collectivists emphasize the value of cooperation, 

whereas individualists emphasize competition. Barley (1989) found that Chinese 

collectivists did not exhibit social loafing under situations of high or low accountability, 

compared to American subjects who did "loaf under conditions of low accountability. 

Cox, Lobel and McLeod (1991) found that people from collectivistic ethnic group.s 

cooperated more and that groups composed of mixed individualists and collectivists 

made more cooperative choices than those composed solely of individualists. 

Collectivists enjoyed working togedier more and were less likely to free ride. Wagner's 

1995 research further supports these findings that collectivism influences cooperative 

behaviors, while Chatman and Barsade (1995) found that individualists were more 

competitive than collectivists regardless of the nature of the task they were assigned. In 

an article focusing trust, Doney, Cannon & Mullen, wrote that in collectivistic societies 

"self-serving behavior is unlikely because people are not motivated by self-interest" 

(1998, p. 610). In a yet more recent article, Kirkman & Shapiro (2001: 612) claimed that 

collectivistic teams are "more productive, cooperative, and empowered." 

It is thought that because collectivistic cultures emphasize group dependency and 

interpersonal relatedness (Berry, Poortinga, Segal!, & Dasen, 1992; Earley & Gibson, 

1988; Etzioni, 1968; Triandis, 1989; Vemia, 1986), they are therefore more sensitive to 
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the impact of their actions on others (Drake, 2001). As Drake concluded, in collectivistic 

cultures, "Personal needs are typically subordinated to the needs and goals of the in-

group (Triatidis, 1984; Wheeler, Reis, & Bond, 1,989). These concerns foster an 

appreciation for cooperation and harmony (Triandis et al, 1988), conforaiity and loyalty 

(Acuff, 1993), and integration of needs (Griefat & Katricl, 1989) in order to preserve 

relationsliips" (p. 320), 

Dutta-Bergman and Wells (2002) wrote, "Competition, challenging jobs, self-

reliance, autonomy, advancement, recognition, pleasure earnings, and dominatice are 

emphasized by individualists (Han & Shavitt, 1994; Hui & Villareal, 1989; Ronen, 1994; 

Triandis, 1990). Harmony, family security, social hierarchies, cooperation, lov*? levels of 

competition, and affiliation are hallmarks of the collectivist (Hui & Villareal, 1980: 

Triandis, 1989,1990)" (p, 232). These attributes are assumed to be valued across the 

greater Chinese region of Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore. Shenkar 

and Ronen (1987,1990) found that cooperative values were strongly engrained in 

Chinese traditional culture and that organizational members in all these cultures shared 

these values. 

Collectivism. Conflict Styles, and Hannonv Beliefs 

Differences in cultural values are also thought to exert strong influence on the 

related area of conflict management (Kirkbride, Tang & Westwood, 1991; Lee & Rogan, 

1991; Leung, 1988; Trubisky, Ting-Toomey & Lin, 1991). Research findings include the 

following: Chinese employees preferred avoiding, yielding, and compromising more than 

British employees (Kirkbride, Tang & Westwood, 1991); Japanese subjects used 
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avoiding and indirect methods more than U.S. subjects (OhbucM &;TakaliashiJ,994) and 

a high degree of collectivism was associated with a cooperative and other-oriented 

negotiation style across an eight nation study (Graham, Mintii, & Rogers 1994). 

As a result, collectivists are thought to use more indirect and face-saving 

communication (Earley, 1997; Holtgraves, 1997; Jehn& Weldon, 1997; Mortinson, 

2002) and to exhibit a more pleasant demeanor in conflict (Jehn & Weldon, 1997; 

Wofson & Nordon, 1984, cited in Jehn &Weldon, 1997). In particular, Chinese 

negotiators are thought to focus more on maintaining friendly relations and thus less 

likely to use malicious threats and loaded words (Drake, 1995) and Chinese managers are 

argued to be less likely to use threats and interruptions (Adler, Brahm, & Graham, 1992). 

Kim (1994) found that while individualists focused on clarity in communication, 

collectivists instead focused on not hurting the other's feelings and minimizing 

imposition. Oetzal (1998) found that in collectivistic cultures conflict is to be avoided 

because of the relational issues involved. In particular, the conflict management strategies 

of avoiding and cooperating were associated with interdependent self-construals and the 

strategy of competing or dominating was associated with independent self-construals 

(Oetzal, 1998), Chinese collectivism predicts that negotiators should be flexible, willing 

to compromise and considerate of othas in decision outcomes. They will defer to the 

desires of others, valuing social obligations, harmonious relations and trust. Decisions are 

externally oriented to the needs of the group rather than internally oriented to the needs of 

the individuals (FJrew, Hesketh, «& Taylor, 2001). 
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The high value placed oti harmony and conflict avoidance in Chinese 

organizations is ascribed to collectivist values. Xin, Tsui, Wang, Zhang, and Chen, (2002, 

p. 428) wrote: "Organizations are perceived as like families. Members of such a 'fkiiily' 

are encouraged to share not only their ideas and thoughts, but also tlteir emotions and 

feelings. This goes beyond what typically is referred to as teamwork' in the West" 

Consequently, in collectivistic cultures harmony is emphasized and confrontation avoided 

(Leung, Au, Femandez-Dols, & Iwawaki, 1992). 

Collectivism and Self-Enhancement 

The relationship between collectivism and self-enhancement is another area of 

study. In collective cultures self-enhancement is thought to be negatively evaluated 

(Markus & Kitayama, 1991) and so less emphasized. In its place, belonging, fitting in, 

acting appropriately, being other-focused and maintaining harmony are thought to lead to 

positive feelings for the collectivist (Markus & Kitayama, 1991,1994). Self-esteem is 

even believed to have a collective component (Kagit^ibasi, 1997). In collective cultures 

such as the Japanese, self-enhancement and self-promotion are perceived negatively 

(Markus and Kitayama, 1991), with Confucian modesty being the norm (Heine, Takata, 

& Lehman, 2000). Other's successes are built up and the blame for failure is explained 

away by attribution to external causes (Meijer and Semin, 1998, cited in Hooghiemstra, 

2001). The Japanese, for example, "seem to make sure not to deny others' contribution to 

a success, and save their face by not blaming them in any way for a failure, also because 

blaming others would disrupt harmony in a relationship" (Meijer and Semin, 1998, p. 15, 

cited in Hooghiemstra, 2001, p. 6). 
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Sumjmry 

In sum, collectivism is argued to be related to a whole host of orgatjizational 

communication practices. Presumably, collectivistic societies and collectivistic people 

exhibit less competition and conflict and more cooperation and harmony. They self-

enhance less and build up otliers more. Organizations in collectivc cultures are more 

caring, familial and supportive as compared to those in individualistic cultures. This 

traditional view of collectivism, coupled with Confucian explanations, is often used to 

explain the assumed other-focused, conflict-avoidant, cooperative behavior in Chiiiese 

societies. 
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CHAPTER 4—QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS AND CONTRARY EVIDENCE 

(Chinese cuhure) "should not be assumed, but must be identified by studying the 

normal everyday practices of the participants" (Chang, 2000, p. 130). 

A Brief History 

As this review of ConfuciaB and Collectivist writings indicate, the study of 

Chinese organizational communication has overwhelmingly been focused on harmony 

and cooperation. Classical Conftician beliefs and collectivistic values have been posited 

as the sources of these assumed cultural traits. There has been a dearth of research on any 

conflict and competition that might occur and the underlying assumption, sometimes 

stated (e.g., C. C. Chen et al, 1998; Doney et al, 1998), but oft unstated, is that conflict, 

competition, and self-serving behaviors are minimal. I arrived in Hong Kong to begin my 

research having imbibed these basic theories. Like many visitors to East Asia, I had had 

experiences that would contradict these impressions, but nevertheless, these contradictory 

experiences were all too easily dismissed by my academic training and reading. 

As a result, I began my interviews looking for examples of conflict avoidance, 

cooperation, and group orientation. Nonetheless, I had not completed many interviews 

before ! began to realize the accounts my informants were providing diverged greatly 

from my prior assumptions. To be sure, some did give accounts that seemed to support 

the influence of classical Confucian philosophy and collectivistic values on interactions 

in the workplace. Many others, however, gave accounts that were clearly not compatible 
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with these traditional explajmatioiis. As I continued ray interviews, I began to probe more 

closely into these differences. 

The more 1 cotitinued with the interviews, the more I was forced to cooclude the 

"Classical Confocian Collecti vist" (CCC) portrayal or Chinese organizational behavior 

was far from adequate. The majority of interviewees indicated they found the workplace 

a stressful, competitive place, with plentiful conflict. What conflict that did appear was 

also not as covert as 1 had initially expected. In fact, the power relationships between 

people seemed to drive conflict and competition more than any other factors, with those 

in lower power positions evidencing more cautious behavior, while those in higher power 

positions being more bluntly confrontational. 

The impetus provided by this interview data in combination with recollections of 

prior experiences in Mainland China and Taiwan forced me to challenge many of the 

assumptions I had unquestioningly imbibed as both an undergraduate and graduate 

student interested in conflict, culture, and organizational communication. In particular, I 

reflected on a workshop I attended in central Taiwan. Two Westerners gave an interactive 

presentation on Hofstede's cultural dimensions. As I worked through the exercises with 

my mostly Taiwanese co-participants, many of them grumbled about what they called not 

very accurate stereotypes of Chinese behavior. Most found the acquiescent, conflict-

avoidant Chinese stereotype quite insulting, even when framed quite positively by the 

workshop presenters. While some admitted that the cutairal values research presented 

might explain some differences in E^ast-West behavior, they also argued it was far from 

an adequate pictare. 
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In my four years living in Mainland China 1 also have numerous, vivid memories 

of strident arguments on the streets and in the marketplace. In one particular incident an 

unhappy customer buying flour dumped tlie bag over the head of the shopkeeper, while in 

another a crowd of more than 50 spectators watched two men argue for over 30 minutes 

about who would back up on a tight street. In my apartment in Western China few days 

would go by without heaiing some family argument in the courtyard outside or 

emanating from a nearby unit. Such conflicts tended to be loud, vigorous, and in my 

experience, relatively common. 

Qualitative Methods 

I conducted a total of 42 in-depth, problem-focused interviews witli Hong Kong 

business people during nine-month period. Interviews were semi-structured, starting with 

a core set of questions (Appendix A). As the interviews progressed, however, interesting 

themes were followed up as they appeared and not all questions were covered in all 

interviews. Interviews took from 40 minutes to over two hours, with the average 

interview lasting slightly over 1 hour. The majority of interviewees were recmited 

through contacts with an international business association. All but six were members of 

this association and most others were employees or colleagues of members. Thirty eight 

of the people interviewed were Chinese, three were Western expatriates who had lived 

and worked in Hong Kong for several years, and one was an Indian who had lived in 

Hong Kong since he was six. Several had received college degrees from overseas. All 

were conversational in English, the language in which the interviews were conducted. 

While a few were middle-level staff people, the majority were in the upper management 
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of their respective organizations. My informants ranged from several owners/managers of 

small local organization with four to approximately 30 employees to the personnel 

director of a multi-national organization with 600 plus employees in the Hong Kong 

ofTice she supervised. Fourteen were women, ranging from one in a lower level support 

staff position to five who were in senior management positions. Of the 28 men 

interviewed, half were in upper management positions, with the remainder in middle 

level positions in their respective organizations. As a whole, I believe this sample is fairly 

representative of the breadth and variety of Hong Kong organizations, with a focus on 

middle and upper management organizational members. 

The majority of the interviews were conducted in informal settings outside of the 

office. While drinking coffee or having a light snack, we chatted about work experiences, 

in particular focusing on how they or others in their organizations dealt with "problem 

situations." My initial interviews focused more on reasons for conflict avoidance in such 

situations, while later interviews looked at conflict avoidance, confrontation, and 

competition. 

Most interviewees seemed fairly comfortable chatting with me. Many informants 

seemed to enjoy "venting" about problems, perhaps finding it cathartic to talk with 

someone interested in their experiences who did not work in the same organization. A 

few informants, however, did seem somewhat uncomfortable. In these situations 1 tried to 

elicit responses indirectly, or would engage in general business related conversation 

before directing the interview back to the topics of interest. If inform,ants seemed to 
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evidence discomfort talking about their current job, I directed the questions to refer to 

their previous employment, particularly if the person had recently changed jobs. 

Research Questions 

The interviews centered on the following general research questions: 

RI. How do Hong Kong businesspeople talk about conflict/problem situations? 

R2. How do they talk about competition? Do they believe it is common? If they 

do, how do people compete? 

R4. How do they talk about cooperation? 

R5. In organizations, do people have trusting relations? If they do, whom do 

people tnist? 

Initial data analysis was conducted immediately after the interviews, when 

interview notes were typed and observations recorded. More in-depth analysis was 

conducted as time allowed, including transcription of the interviews, coding of transcripts 

for themes and problem cases, writing of initial memos and notes, and follow-up analysis 

as unexpected themes and viewpoints came up (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995; Lofland 

& Lofland, 1995. This follow-up analysis period was particularly important in this 

research as my initial set of inteiviews caused me to reformulate the focus of my 

research. This reformulation is the heart of the qualitative data analysis and informed the 

later construction of the quantitative portion of this research). The qualitative data 

analysis software Atlas .ti was used to aid in the coding, linking, and in-depth analysis of 

the interview data. 
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The interview excerpts and summaries that follow begin with accounts that appear 

to support the traditional view of Chinese organizational coinmunicatioti, then delve into 

those that diverge from this common understanding. 

Accounts Supporting the Traditional View 

Traditional accounts of ihe influence of Conftician philosophy on Chinese 

communication assume that Chinese work relationships are harmonious and familial. 

Employers are to take care of their employees in that same maimer that the fimiily 

patriarch is to care for his family members, while employees should be devoted and loyal 

to the employer. Co-workers are assumed to be oriented toward the good of the group 

rather than to personal success. In this family-like situation, conflict is avoided and 

cooperation is stressed. An organizational member is supposed to achieve harmony in her 

relations with others, fulfilling the appropriate role as laid out by Confucius some 2,500 

years ago. 

Traditional accounts of the influence of collectivism on Chinese communication 

also assume that Chinese organizational communication stresses conflict avoidance and 

cooperation. Open conflict is abhorred because of its destructive influence on 

relationships. Indirect communication is common. Close relationships such as family and 

friends are strongly relied upon and informal business relationships and conti-acts result 

from these close relationships. An organizational member is expected to give up personal 

goals for the good of the organization as a whole. 

In analyzing my interview data, I thus began by looking for accounts that 

supported these traditional views and in fact, found many such explanations that did seem 
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to support conventional descriptions given of Chinese culture and its underlying values. 

A few informants even made direct connections with Confocian teachings: 

Participant 9 (P9): (1 need to encourage them to talk about) the problem. Make 

them speak about the issue. Veiy difficult step because of Confocian teachings. 

People want to keep personal problems to themselves. They only talk to close 

friends. 

Participant 40 (P40): The Confucian philosophy is remarkable. If you show 

respect to other people then you respect yourself. 

Family Atmosphere 

Others commented on the close relationships between people in the workplace. 

For example, one informant commented on the caring, familial atmosphere in a past job: 

PIO; That job was better in the sense that those people cared more about you. 

[Pause] A little bit more Chinese style. If you're sick, they ask me, 'Oh, are you 

all right? That firm, is a little bit of Chinese family touch . 

Yet another added, "All the staff is like 65 years old. At least 50. [Pause] But I enjoy it 

because they just take care of me like their kids" (PI), while a third, a manger in a small 

insurance office, said "I think the culture of our company is mainly on the family 

atmosphere" (F21). 

Cultural Explanations for Behavior 

When I probed for explanations of particular behaviors, a number of informants 

responded that their origin was ii Chinese culture and its supporting values. Among the 

behaviors explained in this way were harmony maintenance behaviors, the proverbial 
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"yes foi-no" (Ma, 1996), as well as the dislike of providing negative information. One of 

my four non-Hong KoEgnese informants, an American manager who spoke Mandarin 

and had been in Hong Kong for seveml years, commented that his employees did not like 

to upset interpersonal harmony: 

P13; Everybody else on the team had the same issues, but they didn't want to 

address it, they're all Asian, and so it's more acceptable to just keep cruising. 

A native Hong Kong resident added that her underlings would often tell her they were 

able to finish a project only to have her find out later they were not able to do so; 

P I: There is a tedious thing, every day, just like, for example the client ask for the 

proposal and they want to have an English and Chinese one and I call up them 

[her colleagues] and ask "Do you need any help and they say "No, it's fine." And 

at the end of the day, the deadline, and they say, "Oh, the Chinese version, have 

you done it?" And I say, "You say you don't need help!" (laugh). Something like 

that, every day happen, every [pause] yeah. 

Another man added: 

P20; There was this designer, at the charity project, and he had his ideas, but they 

weren't appropriate for a dentist clinic. I have worked in dentist clinics, and 

designed several—I know what they need. But he didn't want to listen, he would 

just say yes, and then do what he wanted to. 

Other Hong Kongnese informants also gave culturally based explanations that fit the 

common picture: 
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PI5: But for our culture, specifically, only a few will do that (confront a co

worker about a problem). Not many, not common. 1 would say that is not a 

typical. People are typically quiet. 

He added later in the interview that Ms Hong Kongnese subordinates 

, . .  a r e  n o t  a g g r e s s i v e  i n  p r o m o t i n g  t h e m s e l v e s .  B u t  a  f e w  w i l l .  U m .  H o w  t o  p u t  

it? I am not so sure if they want to get ahead, they do so much stuff, promotion. 

Um, something that, for me, I have been encouraging them to take initiative. 

That's something that our culture have some discomfort with. Old problem. They 

don't want to take initiative (P15). 

When asked if Hong Kong people would be comfortable talking about problems another 

infomaiit clearly stated "No" and that this was due to "more a cultural aspect" (P26). 

Another informant made two comments that closely adhered to the traditional line. 

P29: But the culture is such that people won't ask during the in-house training. 

Because there is not initiation. And so people, so sitting all around the table, they 

won't ask questions, They feel not comfortable because they are sitting with their 

manager. 

Afterwards, she elaborated in her own example that she would not be comfortable talking 

directly with superiors because it was not accepted "in my culture or from the teaching of 

my family, I won't talk to the director of this company. 1 think it is not useful and there is 

no need" (P29). 
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Conflict Avoidance 

Conflict avoidance is a major theme in the Chinese communication literature and 

many of my infonnants agreed that Hong Kongnese did not like to have disagreements. 

They made general comments as well as supplied specific examples. One manager talked 

about an employee whom he had to confront about a problem: 

Interviewer: What did he say? 

P7: He responds very accommodatingly. There is no disagreement. He won't say 

no. Here in Hong Kong, people sometimes disagree, but it is very rare. 

This same person added: 

P7: Chinese people are not by nature too outspoken. Normally they will sfemd it as 

much as they can and wait until they can't really stand it any longer and then they 

look for help. And by then the problem is really bad. She (a middle-level 

manager) doesn't normally come to me until the problem is very serious. 

Other informants concurred with this view. "Chinese people, they always keep it 

underneath, they don't want to talk about it" (P37) and "Chinese people [pause] most of 

them [pause] tend to be less direct, more reserved (P32). 

Indirect Communication 

Examples of the indirect communication thought to show politeness and 

deference were also found in the interviews. PIO commented on his own behavior when 

upset at how some colleagues were treating him; 

I kind of uh [pause] I kind of say something in front of some partners so that they 

know I am not feeling happy. 
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Interviewer; You just said it so they could hear you? 

P10; It wasn't directly to them, 

P19 had a similar example: "If I complain to my boss You don't know what he will say. 

So I will do something in an indirect way to see how he would respond." 

Informal Business Contracts 

The use of informal business contracts was also commented on several times: 

P2: You are sort of friends, and um [pause] pat the shoulder and "Oh, we are 

brothers" and you know we just get together and work on something, it was like 

that. 

Another businessman gave a very traditional story of how he communicated with 

the major investor in his business: 

P3: This guy is not interested in running tlie day to day company, but he wants to 

keep informed so I give him a monthly report. How much I spend, what the 

salaries are. The most convenient way to communicate is to play Mahjong. It 

helps to build the relationship. We play every one to two weeks. I always lose. He 

has an accounting background. He knows numbers and so plays very well So I 

tell him piece by piece about the business while playing. He is patient and knows 

we must wait [for profit]. In order to make him know what is happening we play 

Mahjong. "We have a guy" "He can do tliis" blah blah blah. "Oh, I don't care 

about that You take care of it" So I check with him, but not too openly. I get the 

feedback I need without asking openly. 
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This same person often used informal contacts in his business building and 

problem solving efforts. 

P3: The way I solved it, it was easy-one dinner, some chit-chat, then introduce the 

solution. I like to do business that way—^tam a business partner into a Mend. 

Each month at least one to two times I organize something with business partners. 

About ten years ago, it was Karaoke. I organized it every week. I asked friends 

from different companies to come. 1 was the matchmaker for a three couples,.. I 

brought the marketing managers of [X company] and [Y company] together. I 

also use golf as a tool. A few weeks ago, I played tennis with the vice president of 

a bank and the managing director of a medical company. I bring people together. 1 

also use lunch to meet people. 

Another informant used the following technique to find out what was going on 

with his subordinates; 

P7: And 1 do go out with the sales people two to three times a month. In the 

daytime they don't tell you what they have in mind. In the evening, it is easier 

with a few bottles of wine to get them to talk. 

Family Business Relations 

The importance of family relations was commented on several times, although 

one informant, P2, added that his family members had often caused him grief in his 

business and yet another, PI9, was frustrated when he was in a firm where some other 

managers' "power is originate from their relatives." This same young man now was 
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working in his brother's firm because his brother "want(ed) someone he could trust" 

(P19). 

Sunmarv 

From these comments it is clear that indirect commuHication, lack of self-

promotion, avoidance of giving negative information, and conflict avoidance are 

sometimes described as common in Hong Kong organizations and this description is 

consistent with the traditional paradigm. Several informants even accounted for these 

aspects of organizational relationships in terms of this paradigm, ascribing such behaviors 

to traditional Chinese culture. 

Contradictory Evidence 

While these comments fit within in the commonly stated Confucian/ Collectivist 

paradigm, many others, however, did not fit so easily. For example, one explained that 

"Hong Kong people is always very shy," but then added, "they just uh, stand the 

problem. They always complain the problem but not to their boss. The boss is very high 

and he should maintain a seriom image. And if you say something the boss doesn't like, 

maybe he doesn't punish you now, but you are always afraid someday he will do 

something to you" (P19). Thus, while his initial explanation fits the Confucian paradigm, 

his succeeding elaboration changed the picture to one of being woiried about future 

repercussions ajid portraying a boss who definitely diverged from the Con&cian 

benevolent patriarch prototype. Rather than containing the amicable, supportive 

relationships assumed by the Confucian Collectivist paradigm, the workplace instead 

contained distrastful, abusive relationships. 
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And although several employees specifically referred to the familial atmosphere 

expected in the traditional Chinese workplace, another said: 

PI9; Many Chinese bosses are impolite. 

Interviewer: Why? 

PI 9: It sounds bad, but it's trae. 1 think at first it's because of the position. What I 

fear is many people in Hong Kong have an inferiority complex so they become 

quite arrogant. So when tliey have power they abuse it. 

Yet another informant referred to a lack of trust in the workplace: 

P23: We don't dare speak openly because we are atraid of being fired, and getting 

into trouble. The boss doesn't want to hear bad news or complaining. 

Complaining to the boss is a big problem. 

This fear of the repercussions and personalization of conflict was often reiterated: 

P31: So if we are not happy with our job, we can always apply for a transfer, to 

other firms or to the head office in central. But, uh, I think people are reluctant to 

do that. Especially Chinese people. 

Interviewer; Why? 

P31: Um, they think it will become personal 

Another brought up the issue of surface versus underlying intentions: 

P37: E verybody fight for the same position. But in Asia, I do believe in most 

experience I got, is that they will keep very peaceful at the surface, at a certain 

level. So this is what we call professional ethics. You still show the courtesy. You 
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go OKt to lirncli, but underlying a lot of stmggling and different things happening, 

is like fighting foT control of different areas, fighting for projects. 

An expatriate business manager who had lived in Hong Kong for more than 20 

years commented: 

P41: It's an aggressive culture. People are constantly striving and the focus of it.. 

. [is] about being better than your parents, succeeding more each generation, 

succeeding more than other people around you. It's a constant drive. So that 

reason, they will always be extremely aggressive, no matter what they are doing. 

Cause it's not some vision of becoming a big shot in the corporation, its about the 

whole of your life. It's not a context of succeeding in a certain sector, it's the 

whole of your life being successful... Because in this part of the world, 

business, family, social [pause] there are no walls between them. And that's a 

difficult thing for Westerners to understand. 

This same man did ascribe some of the Hong Kong behaviors to Confodanism. 

Nonetheless, it is clear from the remainder of the comment that his idea of Confucianism 

has a very instrumental focus: 

P41: They give the Confucian philosophy which is remarkable. If you show 

, respect to other people then you respect yourself. It epitomizes it, is Sun Tzu, you 

know The An of War. And again the main thing is if you get into fighting you are 

destroying resources you may need afterwards. And that permeates everything 

that goes on, 
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Thus, when people made comments about culture and its influence on 

interpersonal relations in the workplace, while some of their comments did fit the general 

Confiician pattern of harmony and cooperation in relationships, many others gave a view 

that was not a good match. People often avoided conflict, but not so much because they 

treasured harmony as much as because they feared potential repercussions. Bosses were 

sometimes reported to be caring and nurturing, but many others were abusive and power 

hungry. Relationships were cultivated not always for the relationships themselves, but 

because the ties between people were important and useful for potential future business. 

In the following sections, I classify the major themes that emerged from this 

analysis of the interview data. The primary themes here are the instrumental focus of 

organizational relations, the lack of confidence in their employers, competition among 

colleagues, betrayal, lack of loyalty, conflict, ulterior motives underlying harmony 

behaviors, suspicion and lack of trust, and internal attributions for negative behaviors. 

Each of these themes contains comments, observations, or cases that contradict the 

traditional paradigm delineated in Chapters Two and Three. 

Instrumental Focus 

While the above statements do not exactly fit the traditional Confucian view 

elaborated in our literature, it can be argued that they fit a modified coliectivistic picture 

(Leung et al, 2002), However, the instrumental, self-directed focus underlying this 

picture needs to be clearly stated as it diverges greatly from the pure "good of the group" 

explanations generally proffered in the literature. In my interviews, this instrumental 

theme was readily apparent. 
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For example, in accord with the collectivistic view, good relationships were 

stressed as important. My informants, however, gave this a self-focused twist. 

Relationships were stressed and were guarded because of the possibility those 

relationships would be needed in the future: 

P10: In all the cases I think 1 left with very good relationships with my bosses. 

Interviewer; How did you tell them you were going to quit? 

PIO: In a letter. [Pause] It is important to be on good terms with people because 

you may find yourself, uh, maybe in another you may [need to] cooperate. 

Employees were careful about what was said openly to others, but not so much because 

of a value placed on the relationship or respect for the other's face, but because they 

assmned word might get back to those in power and those people would then retaliate. In 

addition, several informants were very clear that much griping took place behind the 

scenes: 

Interviewer: Did you ever talk with him or anybody else about him? 

PIO: Well, of course we all like behind the boss, say bad things about him, he's a 

[pause] I know of colleagues who talked to him, even talked to the partners, the 

top boss, but, uh, I didn't do it. Especially tJiat per.son, I don't think he will take it 

graciously. 

Interviewer: So you were worried about him doing something back to you? 

PIO: Definitely, he would do that. I know of incidences from those experiences 

other people have. 1 wouldn't get anywhere. 

A lawyer commented on what she saw as the prevailing attitude at her company; 
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P14: We have an idea in my previous company in China that is managed by a 

huge conglomerate in Hong Kong that if you, if you do a lot of things you will 

have committed a lot of mistakes and that if you do only a few things you will 

commit a few mistakes and if you do nothing you will commit no mistakes! So 

people are not ready to take up responsibility. They do everything to push away 

any blame to the other. 

This instrumental focus was a clear thetne running through stories of 

employer/employee relationships, comments about competition and conflict, and other 

areas of organizational life as can be clearly seen in the following areas. 

Non-Confucian Employers and Non-Confttcian Employees 

While tlie Confucian boss is supposed to be benevolent and caring, asking for 

loyalty from his/her subordinates and caring for them in turn, my infonnants seldom 

seemed to encounter such a manager in the workplace. While hierarchical power 

differences were highly salient as described in the Confocian relationships, the 

importance of hierarchy and power was seen not in terms of benevolent roles. In addition, 

repercussions were primarily described in personal terms rather than group terms. The 

idea that the boss would punish the bearer of bad news was a common conception: 

PI 9: The boss is very high and he should maintain a serious image. And if you 

say something the boss doesn't like, maybe he doesn't punish you now, but you 

are always afraid someday he will do something to you. 

As P20 said: 
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Of course I would say nothing. He's the boss. He can fire you. You have to do 

what he says. I would just make the changes, even if f don't agree. 

And yet another: 

P23: We don't dare speak openly because we are afraid of being fired, and getting 

into trouble. The boss doesn't want to hear bad news or complaining. 

Complaining to the boss is a big problem. 

P24 provided a solid example of a boss who treated his employees poorly; 

P24; So, and this guy, um, power corrupts and you ask why he did all these bad 

things is because I think he has this inferior complex, he hated people, he hates 

people that are sharp, bright and draws attention, he hates people that are popular, 

so he will, I will use the word "freeze" people if they become popular, and throw 

them, throw them away, or terminate them. Makes it hard for them to advance, .so 

that makes his position firm... . And make them suffer. He likes to make people 

suffer. 

Interviewer: Now, does he do that openly, or behind the scenes? 

P24: Oh! He even sometimes admit it, Yes! Yes! 

Interviewer: So he eould do it openly because he was in this position of power? 

P24: Yes! He will say something like, um, Like .... he says "I will make him 

suffer during the Chinese New Year." His angle is like this. Those kinds of words, 

he actually will say that. 

Another informant's behavior toward a long-term employee was blatantly 

instrumental, evidencing none of the familial caring that is often talked about in the 
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literature. When the firm was undergoing financial difficulties, this owner cut all 

employees salaries drastically, including the general tnanager's salary by more than one-

third. When the general manager protested this cut, the boss told him to go look for 

another job: 

PI 1: He [the general manager] also left. He cannot accept it. He had $28,000 each 

month. I ask now for only $10,000 plus one percent of the sales. Right now we 

have 700,000, so about $17,000/month total. It would be hooked to mine. He 

talked to me several times and he .said "you let me go." "If you can, get more," 1 

said, "If not, you can come back." He came back yesterday. But I say too bad. Too 

late. I have already advertised. I, was interviewing someone. I won't bargain with 

him. But if he can accept it, I will take him back. He wanted to talk ye.sterday, but 

I had two interviews. I couldn't talk. He will cotne back tomorrow. He worked for 

me for more than 10 years. 

On the other side of the supervisor/subordinate divide, relationships were also not 

always loyal and focused on the good of the group. This woman had a clear example of 

how a s ubordinate did not work for the good of the group: 

P24: Uh, I have a manager who is also crooked. Um, took money from my 

agency, a few thousand dollars and lied. And also the, um, and also he bribed the 

company reception and then the company reception transfer all the calls of 

inquiry, recruitment, to manager. So he get all the agents and all the refemls, 

outside inquiries to his own pocket. 
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Several other informants (PI, P6, P25, P27, P32) also commented on unethical or other 

problematic behavior with employees, giving the appearance such problems were 

relatively comntott in Hong Kong organizations. 

Non-Cooperativeness 

In the interviews I conducted in Hong Kong, several themes appeared that 

definitely diverged from the verbalized values in Chinese society. I have labeled these 

three themes non-cooperativeness, direct competition, and overt conflict. Non-

cooperativeness consisted of lack of help in situations or the expectation that help would 

not be offered even if one asked. One informant commented that in his job he was fearful 

to ask for help. Rather than helping, he said, his more experienced co-workers would 

ridicule him and ask, "Why don't you know such an easy question?" (PI9). Another gave 

a specific example of how one person did not give the expected help; 

PI 1: Recent example, right? Before [XX] come, we have another colleague, when 

he joined this company, I feel very uncomfortable with him because I am the 

director of marketing and he sometimes conflict with me, because he bring 

business as well But how he bring—^he made through my contacts. He is the [XX 

position], right, and I got a job I will pass to him to tbllow up. After follow up he 

may know this and that and then he will get the job from them. But that is for me I 

think it is xmfair. So I write some email to him. Like heart-to-heart:. Even saying, 

"Your salary is packaged by yoxir fixed hire. Da da da and I am commissioned 

based., da da da..." Veiy open-minded. He returned back (sent an email back) to 

me. But the problem camiot be solved. 
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In this case, not only was the expected cooperation not reciprocated, but my informant 

engaged in very direct communication to tell the other person about the problem. 

The same informant talked about an even more cutting incident that happened in 

her office: 

P11; Even just here, a small company, we are very, uh, one secretary doesn't like 

one manager, then she will tell all secretaries 'Just don't talk to that person.' And 

then we even have some birthday party, blah, blah blah, here, internally [at the 

office].... [The secretary will say], "Just ignore him." 1 tiiink it is very rude. 

Here one employee openly encouraged others to be unhelpfol to a disliked person, even 

arranging that everybody except this one person be invited to an office paxly held during 

work hours in the employee lounge. 

Competition 

In the theme of competition, informants talked about how competition was an 

expected part of organizational life. While not all informants related egregious examples, 

competition still underlined many of their comments. In one early interview, an informant 

even responded somewhat angrily to what he saw as stereotyping by Western researchers 

who described Chinese as non-competitive, meek, and indirect in their conflict. I tried to 

paraphrase his comments at one point and asked: "Am I summarizing right what you are 

saying? That in a lot of these situations where people talk about, lets say 'Chinese don't 

compete with each other because they want to be nice' that its more of a surface sort of 

thing?" He answered: "Very m,uch of a surface thing. They are very competitive, much 

more than you Americans or whatever, okay" (PI7). This man, now an independent 
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businessperson, had worked with both Westerners and Chinese during his career, and 

described the Chinese as more strategically competitive than their Western colleagues. 

He said that he and others often used the "harmonious Easterners" stereotype to gain an 

edge over their Western competitors in negotiations and business deals. 

Yet another informant was crudely blunt in his self-assessment of this surface 

harmony and underlying competition theme; 

P5: They [Hong Kongnese] are too competitive. They have to fight for their lives. 

Kids grow up only with their parents. They don't have experience with other 

people [outside of their family]. They axe used to that. You can be acquaintances 

with them, but not friends. People don't trust each other. They are always 

competing, looking for advantages. Like dogs, sniffing each other's butt. Family is 

their only fi-iend. After high school they don't make friends. That cooperative stuff 

is only on the surface—^they aren't cooperative, they are more reserved. People do 

what society says. We were told when we were kids—only tell 30% of what you 

know to others. Keep the rest for yourself 

In other words, information is power that you should keep for yourself This is clearly not 

the other- or groiip-oriented approach claimed by Confucian or collectivist theories. 

Some infonnants commented that they did form good relationships with their 

colleagues, but added they were carefol to make sure they didn't let colleagues know 

information that could be used to gain an edge over them. Others, however, concurred 

with the prior views that trusting relationships in the workplace were difficult to find. As 
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one explained, the workplace was "very, very competitive. So it is difficult to establish a 

very trusting relation" (PI4). 

Thus, while Confucian and collcctivistic relationships are assumed to be 

cooperative and group oriented, my informants instead described individually oriented 

competition as common: 

P17: How should 1 put it. Well, maybe the example is uh, is uh, a very big 

coiporation which 1 used to work in. We had execs coming into China to expand 

the China market. Obviously at that time the economy was quite good, the U.S. 

market was quite good. Uh, uh, there's uh, another person who is in charge of 

regional marketing, he is thinking he can do quite well in China. So, uh, you 

know, he tried [asked rae all sorts of questions about my duties]. [For example] 

"What do you do?" "The China market?" And things. There's, you know, it is 

difficult for me to explain the whole things. But it depends on what people ask 

you, "What do you do?" "What is your background?" Kind of like getting [pause]. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you thought he was asking for all of this information so he 

can get a competitive advantage over you? 

PI7: Yeah, that's right. 

Another informant was somewhat angiy at what he called naive Western stereotyjjes of 

Asian non-confrontational behavior; 

Interviewer; Well, it's not a matter of confronting and all that. People here in 

Hong Kong or in Asia are a lot more devious. 

This same man supplied several concrete examples of such devious behaviors; 
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PI 7: We had this very big customer. What do you call it, otie of the brokers. And 

then the other broker started going ahead. I worked day and the night. He comes 

out there all the titrte. I seen him in the office, I started at 10:00a.m., left at 

6:00fi.m., came back in at 9:00p.m., stayed until 3:00a.m. I saw a lot of things that 

happened. And what 1 saw was this fellow going at such a big custoRier. Any time 

the customer was there, this guy would ingratiate himself, drinks, he chitchatted 

with him, and everything. All to convince the customer to go ahead and switch 

over to him. All right. So this broker came up and "Oh, the customer wants to 

switch over." 

and 

P17: My best friend, this guy that I was talking to you about. Our wives got into 

it, because this [XX], our kids were the same age, wanting to go into the same 

kindergarten behind us. She did all sorts of things to get ahead. And my wife was 

so pissed offl I mean, what, there is at least 5- or 600 people going ahead and 

competing for 70 or 60 places. But this [XX] went ahead and bad mouthed my 

kid. That's how bad it is. 

Conflict Avoidance and its Origins 

While conflict was often avoided in the accounts supplied by my informants, the 

reasons for conflict avoidance were not that people were focused on harmony, but that 

many instead feared that conflict would become personal and result in negative self-

consequenees. As P28 said: 



So if we are not happy with our job, we can always apply for a transfer, to other 

firms or to the head office in central But, uh, I think people are reluctant to do 

that. Especially Chinese people. 

Interviewer: Why? 

P28: Urn., they think it will become personal. 

One man who worked for a public organization thought that contlict was secretive in his 

organization, but that in private ones where people had more employment options, 

conflict was more open: 

P40: Here, people will not switch jobs. In a commercial firm, people walk with 

their feet. Here they won't do that, They tend to be more aware that there are 

repercussions if they fight back, so they tend to write anonymous letters. In a 

commercial firm, nobody gives a damn about this. They are not happy, they talk 

about it, if nothing change they just leave. But here people they don't do that. 

An expatriate manager summed up his experiences working and living in Hong Kong for 

twenty some years: 

P41: But here success is defined in terms of one's environment. So to succeed you 

create an environment, your environment, tliat means you have the good life. It's 

a whole package. So within your environment you create difficulties and 

struggles. It's in your environment. It will come back to you. 

He then added a key comment about expatriates or foreigners doing business in Asia: 

P41; Foreigners are not permanent. They are not part of your environment. You 

are in China doing business, and some foreigner comes along, well you think, 
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"that foreigner is here today and gone tomorrow. He's not part of our 

environment." That foreigner will go back to where he came from. It will never 

come back to you. 

Conflict: Both Overt and Covert 

While indirect conflicts seemed to be more common than direct conflicts, a 

number of incidents of overt conflict were reported. In tiiese cases, it was clear that those 

people in higher positions were more likely to openly voice their dissatisfaction; 

PI 1:1 saw what she [the secretary] did, she complained with another lady, but not 

really direct with her boss. That is the way they [lower levels] will deal with the 

problem. They will just swallow it, and then complain, not really to the right 

person, but just mumbling among friends. But when I hear I will try to help her. 

But she still very afraid. Because I am just going to call the Shanghai office to 

shout back to them and "You should appreciate my secretary, da da da." 

Another talked about a conflict between his boss and the secretary and how it was 

spreading through the office as other employees began to take sides: 

P5: But recently, B has a problem with his secretary. Maybe he thinks to let her 

go. The others think she's okay. All the girls are distressed right now. They want 

to help her, so they are starting to take sides. They are upset. But that is just 

starting. B was screaming at her today. So people know about it. 

Yet another commented on the fact that your confidence in your position determined 

the actions you could take when you were upset. If other jobs were available, you did not 

need to worry, or if your job was secure you could get away with more open conflict. For 
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example, one said that the conflict he would engage in "depends on the job. If you don't 

care you can scream and yell If you do care, maybe you had better think first" (P5). 

Another common conflict theme clearly indicates that the avoidance of direct 

confrontation does not mean the avoidance of conflict. In fact informants commented that 

this indirectness could lead to some of tJie worst types of conflict. One woman reported: 

P19:1 just want to say it [conflict] is not obvious in their face. They will not show 

it in the work. But the staff is know [laugh] they have problem. But their 

subordinate knows they are just not friends. But they will show they are friends at 

work. They will say to some colleagues, that guy, I don't like them. Then their co-

subordinate will spread news to [loud laugh| to other subordinates. And so we 

know that they are not have a good relationship. 

Another said the rumor mill was a prevalent tool used to indirectly undermine others 

while the combatants continued a presumably good relationship on the surface; 

PI7: [They] do it to undermine the other. I have seen it happen. I have seen it 

happen even in social life. Find out what each other and come up "Oh, did you 

know?" Sort of drop a hint. People come to you and make sure that you know. 

[To their face] they pretend to be best buddies or whatever. They go out drinking 

or whatever and find out that you've screwed around with somebody or whatever, 

then drop a hint, make rumors around. It happens all the time. 

In my interviews, informfuits stressed that surface harmony behaviors were 

enacted for multiple reasons, Several stressed that underlying goals were particularly 
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prevalent when fiiere were status differeiices in the relationship. In one session, an 

informant commented: "In lower levels, they are more likely to do, you know, that kind 

of shoe shine, shoe shine" (PI 7). When I asked why, he responded that it was to get into 

the other person's "good graces. They don't mind conflict. Whoever says that Chinese is 

inscrutable and not going to face each other, that's wrong" (P17). Another added that he 

was careful to avoid conflict and wasn't open with his opinions to avoid getting into 

trouble. Office politics and the existence of competing "parties" was taken for granted: 

P19: If you say something wrong, then you cannot join the party. You get 

expelled from some people. I am always careful of my work. But I see some 

people [laugh] have done something vwong and then [pause] they are not in a 

really good situation. 

Yet another informant argued that you should never contradict the boss, even 

when you thought the boss was wrong; "Of course I would say nothing. He's the boss. He 

can fire you. You have to do what he says" (P20)) Again, harmony is chosen not only to 

protect the relationship, but to avoid potential negative consequences to an employee's 

career. Yet a third informant told an account of how a woman in his organization craftily 

pursued a strategy of non-confrontation until she had gathered enough information about 

her opponent to deliver a killing blow. His narrative also included interesting 

commentary on the interaction of social class, conflict, and competition; 

P2: At the junior level it is more simple—nine to five. If friends after work you go 

for drinks and rnahjong [a traditional game played for fun and for gambling]. So, 

if there is no competition, or chance of promotion, you can become good friends. 
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How do people compete? At the lowest level, they quarrel. You show it on the 

surface. People will see you fighting for your own interests. This, however, is 

natve aad low class. At the middle level, insiders know what is happening, but 

there is surface cooperation. You would build upon your own team in the 

organization. At the highest level, once I was involved. I know a woman in this 

situation. Even her competitors didn't know what was happening. She told me. 

She made it seem everything is for the company. But she wrote memos, talked 

vi^ith her boss, collected information and charges against her competitor. Once she 

had the chance, she reported it to her boss—not just with a report, but she gave 

advice, who to watch. In this way she got rid of the other person. 

Thus, while indicating that harmony in relationships was a sought-after value, 

respondents also indicated that there were often other underlying goals to these 

harmonious behaviors that must be acknowledged in order to understand the why and 

how of people's actions. 

Trust, or the Lack Thereof 

Trust is also supposed to be a hallmark of Confucian and collcctivistic cultures. 

Nonetheless, I found few infonnants who gave credence to this aspect. In fact, most 

talked about its opposite. One woman talked about being friends with another woman in 

her office, but not ever really trusting her: 

PI 1: Another lady called [XX] and I were in competition position. We are totally 

In competition. We are not trusting each other, passing information to each. So we 

are okay, we are friends. We share other information, [laugh] But not clicnts. 
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A Hong Kong accountant who now manages he own small firm had this to say 

about his local clients; 

P10: The biggest observation is that Hong Kong people are very suspicious. They 

think you are, they always think you are getting a very big slice of the fees. That 

is what mean, illogical 

Interviewer: What about if people work with you for several years. Do you still 

find the same thing? 

PIO: Yep. Still inside them. 

This same man had a rather cynical view about his prior bosses. 

PIO: And you can't just rely on the boss to be fair-minded, to be good manager. 

There are so few of these kind of people. These ideal person, 99% are hopeless. 

His comparison with Western clients was the opposite of what would be expected: 

PIO: Sadly, I think expatriates they trust accountants and respect accountants 

much more than local people. Lef s say, I got American clients. They gave you a 

job. You just do a good job. You give them the bill, they pay it, no questions 

asked. 

Another woman, who had a lower level position in a firm had this to say: 

PI2: In the law firm, I don't trust my colleagues very much. In this fmn I trust my 

colleagues. 

Interviewer: What about in general, in Hong Kong fmns, is it easy to trust people? 

PI2:1 think general, it is not easy to trust others. 

Interviewer: Why? 
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P12: Because 1 help some of my friends, and they have some colleagues who are 

very bad. They always tell, speak some bad things about your work to others. I 

think this is not good. 

Another woman, a lawyer in a large Hong Kong company, had this to say; 

P14: For local firms, it depends. The firm that I worked for was a larger Asian 

firm in Hong Kong, in Asia, I think. It is Hong Kong based. They have a lot of 

partners from abroad but also a lot of local partners. Very, very competitive. So it 

is difficult to establish a very trusting relation. 

She added "you know people tiying to push the blame to others" (P14). Another man 

agreed: 

Interviewer; Thinking about in the other firms, did you find that it was easy to 

trust people you work with? 

PI9: Not very easy to trust. 

Interviewer: Why not? 

PI9: Because they say some, sometimes you need to have time to get along with 

people. Because if they just know him you don't know him, in which party in the 

firm, so if you say something wrong, you may put yourself in a difficult situation. 

So, I think in a big firm, you should take care of your work (PI 9). 

This informant, a Hong Kong Chinese who had also lived in Canada and Great 

Britain, indicated he believed that few people had true friends in the Hong Kong 

workplace. Friendships were reserved for family and classmates. 
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P6: Here in Hong Kong you also will never have good friends at work. In Canada 

you can make friends at work. I honestly don't think people here have real Mends, 

They are too competitive. They have to fight for their lives. Kids grow up only 

with their parents. They don't have experience with other people. They are used to 

that. You can be acquaintances with them, but not fiiends. People don't trust each 

other. They are always competing, looking for advantages. 

Internal Attributions for Negative Behavior 

Even though in collectivist societies, people are supposed to make external 

attributions for negative behavior, my respondents made plenty of internal attributions 

regarding colleagues' negative behaviors. For example, when one informant commented 

on a secretary slighting another worker in her office, she clearly said it was because the 

secretary did not like the other manger and was "very rude" because "she is not very 

kind" (PI). 

Another informant called the same person his Mend and a crook in the same 

sentence and indicated a subordinate was sabotaging work because "he tried to prove his 

importance to the company" (P2). Another talked about a man she knew who was rude to 

a friend, saying this man was very selfish and "he doesn't want to take care of other 

people" (P5). A third CEO finally fired a man because although "He had strong points, 

but he was unstable, not consistent. You couldn't rely on him. He was too immature" 

(P7). A fourth worked for "the biggest jerk of all" who kept making promises that he 

didn't keep and did "all sorts of things that is very undesirable" (P10). 
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One business owner talked about her employees this way: "People are very 

spoiled. They don't know how to deal with power and responsibility. They want power, 

but not responsibility. They don't know how to respect the boss" (PI I). A manager in an 

office talked about her colleague, saying, "I don't like the way she is fundamentally. She 

is very stubborn, fixed in the mind. It is hard to talk to her because everything is seen as 

personal She is very full of herself and gets angry" (PI 8). 

A last woman, tlie director of human relations in a large organization, commented 

about one employee she had to deal with; 

P30; She is the top sales manager in the division. From the head of the division, 

she is the star, you know, because she makes so much money. But she [treated her 

co-workers poorly], not subtle, and it's a problem. No matter by email, or by 

writing or whatever, she just couldn't care less, because [she thinks] I am the 

money maker, my manager supports me, whatever. 

She later added: "In China, no matter how much we have invested in the person, they will 

not think of it. They will easily change to another job. Just focused on their career and 

salary" (P30). 

All of these comments describe others' behavior and attribute the causes of this 

behavior to the otliers' disposition, character, attitudes, or beliefs. None refer to external 

forces that "make" a person act in a certain way, but instead refer to internal forces 

inherent to the person described. Most comments also assume the other person is focused 

on self-ccntered goals rather than group-centered goals. 
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Research Questions Revisited 

In looking back at the research questi'ons I proposed at the beginning of this 

chapter, it is clear that many of the answers my respondents provided to me were not 

consistent with the traditiooal paradigm of Chinese communication. People talked about 

conflict and problem situations in the organization as common. While there was a 

substantial amount of conflict avoidance, the main origins of this conflict avoidance was 

insti-umental and self-focused in nature. People avoided conflict because of the potential 

negative repercussions rather than any particular value placed on harmony. This conflict 

avoidance is an instrumental act, not the consequence of "being nice" or "supporting 

others" or "putting the team first" as assumed by many researchers who ascribe to the 

traditional Confucian collectivist paradigm. 

While responses to conflict were sometimes indirect, direct moves also took 

place. Competition, both covert and overt, was also seen as common. Some of the 

accounts provided were very devious in nature, consisting of multiple moves before they 

come out into the open. At lower levels of the organization, subordinates seemed very 

mindful of their superior's power and were concerned about negative repercussions. At 

higher levels of the organization, however, open competition and conflict seemed more 

prevalent. 

Last, while some cooperation was talked about, particularly in the smaller family-

run companies, lack of cooperation by co-workers and managers was also a common 

theme. Part of this appeared connected to the fact that trust in organimtional members 

was low. In fact, people seemed to expect the opposite of trust in their relationships with 
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colleagues, believing that others would take advantage of them if openings were le ft for 

this to happen. Trust was resei-ved for long-tetro relationships and close friendships, such 

as family members and school classmates. It seems that most relationships within the 

organization did not fall into these categories. 

Thus, the accounts provided in ihis section overwhelming disagree with the 

claims made in the previous two chapters. Clearly something different is happening in 

Hong Kong organizations than what would be expected if Confucian and collectivist 

values prevailed in organizational relationships: Conflict and competition are much more 

pervasive and universal than thought. These excerpts indicate that while conflict 

avoidance and cooperativeness might underpin Confucian philosophy and even be 

cultural values espoused by people, the actions reported in organizations do not always 

coincide with those stated values. Not all people reported incidents of conflict or 

competition, but a significant number did indicate that these types of actions were 

common and to be expected in the work world. 
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CHAPER 5—INITIAL EXPLANATIONS FOR CONTRARY EVIDENCE 

Advance secretly along the Chencang route - an po chencang), 

Chinese proverb meaning to gain an advantage over an enemy and to obtain one's end by 

clandestine means. Refers to a battle that took place after the fall of the Qin dynasty. 

(Situ, 1994). 

"[T] his does not mean that Chinese communicators are only interested in 

elevating others (i.e., the collectivity) at the expense of denigrating themselves 

Whereas Chinese communication may appear modest and polite, there is also the 

practical side that involves speakers' ulterior motives; The tendency toward indirectness 

and maintaining a superficial social harmony allows Chinese to enhance personal gains. 

Their "selflessness" may at times serve as the path toward self-centeredness" (Wang and 

Chang, 1999, p. 300). 

While current theorizing and research imply that conflict avoidant and non

competitive behaviors should predominate in the Hong Kong workplace, my interview 

data did not support this. When conflict avoidant and non-competitive behaviors do 

occur, the interpretations given to these behaviors also do match the other-focused 

explanations attributed to such behavior by the traditional Confucian and collectivist 

paradigm. At best, the data imply tliat while surfece level analysis may reveal conflict 

avoidant and non-competitive behaviors, a great degree of conflict and competition still 

exists beneath this deceptively placid surface. Conflict and competition are not non
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existent; nor, perhaps, to be found in any lesser quantity than in non-Confocian or more 

individiialistically oriented societies. 

Another Look at Confucianism and Collectivism 

A re-analysis of the links between Confucianism, collectivism, Chinese culture, 

conflict and competition is required. First, I will reexamine the link between 

Confucianism, conflict avoidance, and cooperation, arguing that this link is not as strong 

as traditionally supposed. Next, 1 want to look more closely at traditional explanations of 

the link between Chinese culture, collectivism, conflict avoidance and cooperation, 

making a similar argument. 

How Classically Conflician is Modern Chinese Culture? 

Leung et al. (2002), in a review of the link between Confucianism and Chinese 

conflict management behaviors, argued that ascribing to Confucianism the typical 

conflict avoidance behaviors of the Chinese neglects many Confiician writings that argue 

for reasoned opposition to bad leadership. They conclude that a generalized norm of 

conflict avoidance is better explained as a distortion of traditional Confucianism by the 

Chinese political elite who only emphasized those aspects of the ideology that helped 

them retain power throughout Chinese history. As the last Governor of Hong Kong, Chris 

Patten wrote; 

Order and harmony, which may sometimes be translated in practice as repression 

and intolerance of dissent, have deep roots in the religious, philosophical and 

cultural traditions of Asia It is usually Confucius who is taken as the fount of 

Asian distaste and disregard for liberal values. Confucius, it is said, emphasized 
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order, hierarchy, self-discipline and obedience Leys notes that "Imperial 

Confucianism" only extolled those statements from the Master that prescribed 

submission to the established authorities, whereas more essentia! notions were 

conveniently ignored - such as the precepts of social justice, political dissent and 

the moral duly for intellectuals to criticize the ruler (even at the risk of their lives) 

v^^hen he was abusing his power, or when he oppressed the people. (Patten, 1998, 

pp. 161-162) 

In the Analects of Confucius, for example, Confucius told his followers, "To 

worship gods that are not yours, that is toadyism. Not to act when justice commands, that 

is cowardice" (The Analects of Confucius, 2,24, quoted in Patten, 1998, p. 275). 

Mencius, another ancient scholar in the Confucian tradition, commented; 

Indeed, I am not fond of disputing, but I am compelled to do it [dispute].. . .  I  a m  

alarmed by these things, and address myself to the defense of the doctrines of the 

former sages.... I also wish to rectify men's hearts, and to put an end to those 

perverse doctrines, to oppose their one-sided actions and banish away their 

l icent ious  express ions;—and thus to  carry on the work of  the  three  sages . . . .  

Whoever is able to oppose Yang and Mo is a disciple of the sages. (Legge, 1973) 

Leung et al. (2002) conclude that not even this political distortion of 

Confucianism completely accounts for the conflict avoidant strategies common in 

Chinese culture, and that collectivism offered a better explanation. 

Most conflict researchers, including those who link Confucianism to conflict 

avoidance, acknowledge the relationship between collectivism and conflict 
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avoidance. Hwang (1997-1998), for exaxnple, supports Ms Confucian explanation 

by also referring to the agricultural and collective structure of Chinese society that 

encourages harmony. The central argument of this cultural position is that the 

importance attached to groups in collectivistic cultures gives rise to values and 

norms favoring the maintenance of the integrity and proper functioning of groups. 

Conflict obviously threatens group cohesiveness and in some cases causes groups 

to break up. Thus, in collectivistic cultures conflict is typically viewed negatively, 

and is avoided and even suppressed (see Brett, 2001; Carnevale and Leung, 2001; 

Leung, 1997; Morris et al, 1999). In fact, this analysis suggests that regardless of 

culture, if group cohesiveness is deemed very important, conflict is likely to be 

suppressed. The well-known analysis of "'group-think" provided by Janis (1972) 

demonstrates vividly how the emphasis on group cohesiveness led presumably 

individualistic American politicians to suppress conflict and dissenting views in 

decision-making. (Leung et al, 2002, pp. 208-209) 

They concluded that as conflict avoidance is practiced in many societies not 

subject to the historical influence of Confucianism, collectivism is a much broader, 

cultui'e general explanation. Conflict avoidance is common in collectivistic societies 

because the consequences of any disruption of these ties are far-reaching and 

dangerou.s~as would also happen in any similar society whether under the influence of 

Confucian philosophy or not (Leung et al, 2002, p. 209). The anthropologi.st Laura Nadar 

(1990), for example, wrote about similar conflict avoidant and harmony oriented 

behaviors in the Zapotec Indian culture of Mexico. Interestingly, while East Asian 
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scholars have traditionally ascribed such behaviors to Confucianism, Nadar points to 

Christianity as the origin of conflict avoidance in the traditional Latin American Indian 

cultures she studied. Anotlier study examining conflict processing in two collectivistic 

cultures, Spain and Japan, found that both had similar conflict processing procedures. 

The authors concluded that collectivism was a better explanation for tlie conflict 

management processes common to both due to its broader explanatory power (Leung, 

Au, Femandez-Dols and Iwawaki, 1992). 

A New Model of Haniionv 

Leung and colleagues (2002) set forth a model of Chinese conflict behavior that 

contrasts classical Confucianism and cultural collectivism to illuminate a multi

dimensional model of harmony that goes beyond tlie traditional non-confrontation and 

lack of conflict that is often portrayed in the literature. This model identifies value and 

instrumental dimensions of harmony: Harmony as the end goal of an interaction and 

harmony as the means to some other ends such as maintaining group cohesiveness. Leung 

(1996, 1997) theorized that two behavioral syndromes motivated conflict avoidance 

behaviors. One set of behaviors, harmony enhancement, is found when people promote 

inteipersonal harmony because it is seen as a virtue. These behaviors are motivated by 

trust, relationship building, and sincerity. The second group of behaviors, disintegration 

avoidance, is used when tire primary motivation is avoiding negative repercussions if 

interpersonal relationships are disrupted. 

According to Leung et al's (2002) model there are four basic styles of hamiony: 

aligning, where a person is willing to sacrifice personal goals for the sake of the harmony 
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ideal; smoothing^ where superficial harmony is sought so that negative repercussions 

might be avoided; balancing, or attempting to both achieve harmony as an end and to use 

harmony as a means to achieve other goals; and disintegrating, or a complete neglect of 

relational issues in goal achievement. 

This model incorporates two of the main views seen in the Chinese conflict 

management literature. The first, exemplified by Hwang (1997-8), acknowledges that 

guami relationships can have both expressive and instrumental components, but are 

mainly concerned with harmony as a means to an end. This is exemplified by his conflict 

management category of "agree publicly/disobey privately." G. M. Chen, on the other 

hand, focuses more on harmony as an end value in his explicit statement that, "The 

Chinese approach to the study of human communication differs from Western approaches in 

... that harmony is the end rather than the means of human communication" (2001, p. 55). 

This concept of harmony also supplements Rahim's (1983) dual concern model of 

conflict management. Like Hwang (1996-7), the dual concern model is instrumental in 

nature as it assumes conflict behaviors are driven by outcome concerns. 

The harmony model introduces value-based concerns as well as clearly indicating 

harmony is a group-level construct; Value harmony "does not indicate an importance 

placed on the needs and concerns of the other person, although it may encompass such 

interests. Instead, it indicates a value placed on the relationship between the self and the 

other. Instrumental harmony is also at the group-level, because its concern is not focused 

on the goal alone (as is the concept of self-concern) but is rather focused on how the 

relationship may be used to achieve a goal" (Leung et al, 2002). 
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How Collectivist are the Chinese? 

While Leung et al. (2002) question the Confucian origin of Chinese conflict 

avoidance behaviors, yet other evidence exposes problems underlying the assumed 

collectivist nature of many Asian cultures. Cheng and Mallery (1999-2000), for example, 

found that on the INDCOL measure of individualism and collectivism U.S. participants 

were rated as more collectivist than Chinese on six of the seven subscales. With regard to 

Japan, Matsuraoto (2002) has argued that portrayals of the Japanese as collectivistic are 

more based upon traditional stereotypes and modem folklore than unbiased, well-founded 

research. 

Yet another study by Hwang, Francesco and Kessler (2003) used Wagner's 

(1995) 5-factor I/C scale to study differences between Singapore, Hong Kong and U.S. 

subjects. These five factors were labeled Stand Alone (independence and self-reliance) 

Win Above All (competition), Group Preference (preferring to work in groups), Sacrifice 

in Group (acknowledging that individuals have to make personal sacrifices in group 

situations), and Individual Thinking (wanting the group to accommodate individual 

beliefs.) Wagner classified the first, second, and fifth factors as individualistic factors and 

the other two as collectivistic. In this study Hong Kong had a significantly higher score 

on the Individual Thinking variable (M = 3.8 vs. M = 3.36), and a somewhat higher score 

on the Win Above All variable (M = 4.0 vs. M - 3,93) as well as a significantly lower 

score on the Sacrifice to Group measure {M - 532 vs. M -= 5.51). The Individual 

Thinking scale included items such as "A group is more productive when its members do 

what they want to do ratlier than what the group wants tliem to do" and "A group is mote 
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productive when its members follow their own interests and concerns." They comment 

on their finding that in some areas Hong Kongnese are more individualistic than 

Americans: 

Although not generally discussed, this is not a new finding. For example, Hui 

(1988) found similar results in comparing Hong Kong and American students. Ho 

and Chiu (1994) found both individualistic and collectivistic themes in a content 

analysis of popular Chinese sayings, and a recent study comparing university 

students in the United States, Hong Kong, Australia, and China found tliat the 

Chinese were more vertically individualistic than the students in either of the 

Western countrie.s (Chen, Li, Wasti, & Bachrach, 2000), (Hwang, Francesco, & 

Kessler, 2003, p. 85) 

Cheng and O'Leary (1995) used yet another scale to access I/C values, comparing 

Chinese, Americans and Irish. Contrary to expectations, they found the Chinese the most 

individualistic of these three groups, while yet another study by Chen, Li, Wasti, & 

Bachrach (2000) found that Chinese students were more vertically individualistic than 

students in the U.S. or Australia. 

Others who found similar results tended to discount those unexpected results. 

According to Bailey, Chen and Dou (1997), the Chinese consistently departed from 

expectations when looking at individualism and collectivism, resembling Americans 

more than Japanese in that they desired success feedback and took initiative. Nonetheless, 

Bailey et al. (1997) discount their results as an anomaly: They acknowledge their results 

could mean the Chinese arc not as collectivistic in their orientations toward work as 
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supposed and/or that the supposed relationship between collectivism and feedback 

seeking is wrong. Nevertheless, tiiey still concluded that "there is a substantial body of 

research that Chinese managers and employees are psychologically and behaviorally 

collectivistic" (p. 609) and they found no compelling reason to doubt that finding. 

Within country variation in value scores also lends much error to such analysis. 

Huo and Randall (1991), for example, point out that the variation between value scores 

for locations within China is sometimes larger than the variation between value scores 

from China and other countries. Using an economic game experiment, Koch and Koch 

(2004) found that residents of more economically developed areas of China were 

significantly less collectivistic than residents in less developed areas and that the more 

collectivistic Chinese were actually more competitive than their individualistic 

counterparts. One of their Chinese informants laughed when told many researchers would 

be surprised at such findings. He wondered why anyone would need to do an experiment 

to find out what he saw as patently obvious. 

Chinese Culture as Individualistic and Instrumental 

As did Leung et al (2002), Lu (1998) questioned the whole-hearted acceptance of 

classical Confucian views by scholars researching modem Chinese society. He extended 

this questioning to include a critique of the assumed collectivist and cooperative nature of 

contemporary Chinese society. Lu argued that the Chinese concepts ofj'iX (morality, 

benevolence, righteousness, faithfulness) and li ffj (benefit, utilitarianism and profit), 

although not exact equivalents to the English term,s collectivism and individualism, could 

add insight into our understanding of how these meanings have been understood both in 
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classical Chinese writings and modem Chinese culture. Yi is typically associated with 

Confucianism and the /I with MoMsm and Legalism. 

According to Lu, Han Feizi, a famous Chinese scholar, indicated that: 

it was the utilitarian principle of li, not the Confucian standard otyi, that 

comprised the measure and purpose of all levels of human relation. Holding a 

very low opinion of human nature, Han Feizi believed that humans by nature were 

motivated by self-interests such as power, fame, pleasure, and material gain. To 

achieve their selfish end, humans would use all the means of deception, trickety, 

and disguise in their social relations. (Lu, 1998, pp. 96-96) 

In terms of cooperation and competition, Han Feizi saw li as a win-loss situation, where 

people used manipulative strategies in order to achieve profits. This concept of li was 

based on little or no trust in human relations, 

Lu (1998) asserted that this utilitarianism and individualism is a predominate 

feature of contemporary Chinese culture and communication, Lu pointed out that Chinese 

people are known to be realistic and Machiavellian, skillfully using communication 

strategies to gain personal benefit in their social relations (see also, Bond & Hwang, 

1986; Stover & Stover, 1976). Lu concluded that li often takes a "covert, subtle, and 

sophisticate form" (1998, p. 97). 

In interviews with Beijing residents, Lu (1998) used references to two Confucian 

archetypes to elicit comments about modem Chinese society. In the Analects, Confucius 

referred to two types of people, the Jumi or gentleman, and the xiaoren A, or 

petty person. "The gentleman \jumi] understands what is moral [yi]. The small man 
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[xiaorenj uEderstands what is profitable [//]." Lu commented that these are not clearly 

associated with collectivism and individualism, as "the /Mwz/ is supposed to serve the 

interests of the group, but should also seek self-improvement. A xiaoren is focuses on 

utilitarian goals, but may seek to gain profits in the name of protecting the interests of 

group members" (p. 97), but they could be used to probe people's understanding of 

collectivism and individualism. 

Of the 28 interviewees in his study, all but two claimed to focus more on li than 

yi. "[R]espondents admitted that their motivation for making friends and social contacts 

was for material gain. Some even put it blatantly as: 'To see if the person can be useful to 

me and if there is any benefit to be gained through this relationship'" (Lu, 1998, p. 101). 

Another added, "There are a lot more xiaoren out there today. What is Jumrl If someone 

is referred to sis jumi, that person must have some mental problems" (p. 104). 

Socially Appropriate Responses 

How, then, do so many researchers find that the Chinese are self-sacrificing, 

cooperative and conflict avoidant? Wilson and Waltman (1988) wrote that "self-report 

i n s t r u m e n t s  a c t u a l l y  t a p  t h e  p e r c e i v e d  s o c i a l  a p p r o p r i a t e n e s s  o f  c o n f l i c t  s t y l e s . ( c i t e d  

in Wilson, Cai, Campbell, Donahue, & Drake, 1995, p. 213). As Lu (1998) argued, 

"Although the Chinese emphasize moral value of yi at the official and public level, in 

their actual behavior, their actions are often guided by utilitarian need and conditioned by 

the context and their roles" (p. 97). Thus, while questionnaire respondents inight indicate 

that they subscribe to the moral value ofyi because it is the culturally appropriate 

response, actual behavior is more likely to be guided by the utilitarian and more 
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individualistic value of H. When a clear demarcation exists between socially appropriate 

and actual behavior, it is likely that observations of actual behavior and in-depth 

interviews will tap into real behaviors that questionnaire responses might miss. 

In a bogus pipe line pro-social/pro-self experiment, Dutch students were hooked 

up to a monitor that presumably could identify lies and asked to respond how they would 

act in certain situations. When told their lies would be revealed, they gave significantly 

more pro-self and less pro-social responses as compared to a no bogus pipeline condition. 

In cultures that score high in collectivism, self-presentation goals are thought to be 

stronger and these findings presumed to be even more extreme (ledema & Poppe, 1994). 

Thus, pressures to give socially appropriate answers might influence Chinese responses 

in many situations. 

Further Explanations 

Thus, while Confucianism is not an adequate explanation for Chinese conflict 

management and competition behavior, collectivism may also fall short. At a minimum, 

the current bifurcation of conflict management behaviors in their assumed association 

with collectivism is demonstrably deficient. It is clear such difficult issues are not 

adequately addressed by much of our current literature. 

In addressing this contradiction between surface and underlying cuixents, I 

believe there are three problematic issues inherent in much of the research and theorizing 

currently done. First, there is the common mistake of believing that philosophical and 

cultural values are the equivalent of everyday practice. Second, the fact that multiple 

goals and multiple meanings are typical of most communication is not given great 
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emphasis. Last, while the importance of the in-group and out-group distinction in 

collectivist and Confucian societies is accepted, the natural implications of this 

importance are often methodologically and theoretically ignored. 

Cultural Values and Everyday Practices 

While some critiques of the Confucian paradigm have been written before, these 

have generally been passed over in current research. In Japan, for example, Krauss, 

Rholen, and Steinhoff (1984, p. 3) wrote that while this culture is generally characterized 

by as lacking major schisms and resolving minor conflicts with ease, the Con&cian 

model used 'Virtually excluded serious consideration of conflict. Anyone who knows 

Japan will agree that it witnesses conflict like other societies." In a similar manner, 

Chinese oriented researchers emphasize hannony as a central tenet of Confucian cultures. 

In article after article, references to Conlxician ideology can be seen and Chinese 

interactions are interpreted in light of this ideology (for a good review and critique, see 

Leung et al, 2002). Harmony is presumably valued because it maintains the proper 

balance in relationships; deviance from appropriate behaviors results in the despised 

disharmony and conflict. Thus, harmony is portrayed as a driving behavioral motivation, 

leading to suppression of conflict and self-interest. Nonetheless, an overemphasis on this 

model may lead us to miss the conflict that does take place. 

W. Chang (2000) gives a counterpoint when writing that Chinese culture "should 

not be assumed, but must be identified by studying the normal everyday practices of the 

participants." While one may talk of the Confucian classic tradition, how this tradition is 

lived out by ordinary people needs to be considaed. This is the "culture that is relevant to 
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these people" (p. 130). A closer look at "harmony " for example, reveals underlying 

motivations for behavior that may have less to do with Confucian philosophy and related 

value-driven reasons than instrumental motives (Leung et al, 2002). People may enact 

"harmonious" behaviors for self-serving reasons. In my current research, numerous 

interviewees commented that their primary motivation for avoiding even the appearance 

of conflict centered on fear of the passible repercussions. In yet other interviews, people 

recounted stories of enacting "harmonious" behaviors to gain time while resources were 

gathered for a winning blow. 

In a related area, Yamagishi, Jin and Miller (1998) argue an intrigxiing thesis that 

the differences between relationships in collectivistic and individualistic societies are 

based not on different values that people hold, but instead upon differing relational 

structures. In collectivistic societies informal mutual monitoring and sanctioning systems 

ensure cooperation and harmony among members (Yamagishi, Cook & Watabe, 1998). 

When members are removed firom these systems, their behaviors are no more harmonious 

or cooperative than those from Western, individualistic societies (Yamagishi, 1988), 

Yamagishi and colleagues stress that these behaviors are in.strumental rather than value 

driven. 

Thus, while a focus on Confucian philosophy and cultural values may illuminate 

some interesting differences between East and West, to assume that everyday practices 

are stiictly in compliance with this philosophy and its attendant values ignores an 

overwhelming amount of social science research that shows this is often not so. In fact, 

the link between Confucian philosophy, cultural values, and "harmony" practices must be 
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challenged. One preeminent researcher in cross-cultural differences. Bond (1998), 

commented that while the Chinese emphasis on harmony was undisputed in the literature, 

there was little evidence outside of the philosophical texts that in practice Chinese 

emphasize harmony more than any other group. 

Research done in Mainland China (Ma, 2001) illustrdtes the potential for 

contradictory finding. Experimental research asking Chinese managers to respond to a 

hypothetical situation revealed the expected findings: The majority of the respondents 

indicated they would chose non-confrontational and cooperative responses. In fact, 

dominating behaviors were chosen by only 16%. Wlien Ma asked his respondents to 

report on actual conflicts, however, he found that 57% reported a conflict in which they 

engaged in "dominating" actions. Their conflict opponent was said to engage in 

dominating behavior 80% of the time. Thus, reports of the actual conflicts the 

respondents engaged in contradicted research findings based on responses to hypothetical 

situations by these same respondents. Ma discounted the high incidence of conflict 

reported by his respondents in favor of the lower incidence of conflict revealed by the 

experimental data. Nevertheless, the high incidence of conflict in his accounts matches 

what I found in my Hong Kong interviews. 

Actions Often Have Multiple C?oals 

Related to this conflict between stated values and actual practices is the under 

emphasized fact that actions may, and often do, have multiple goals, Wang and Chang 

(1999) write that while Chinese often refuse compliments, this "does not mean that 

Chinese communicators arc only interested in elevating others (i.e., the collectivity) at the 
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expense of denigrating themselves.... Whereas Chinese communication may appear 

modest and polite, there is also the practical side that involves speaJcers' ulterior motives; 

The tendency toward indirectness and maintaining a superficial social harmony allows 

Chinese to enhance personal gains. Their "selflessness" may at times serve as the path 

toward self-centeredness" (p. 300). (This Chinese "modesty" response is often compared 

to that presumably typical in the West, the immodest "thank you" that accepts a 

compliment as true. Ignored here, however, is evidence that says the most common 

compliment response of Americans is to downgrade or qualify a compliment, not to 

merely accept it (Jacobs, unpublished research; Pomerantz, 1978). While U.S. values 

stress that "thank you" is the polite response, the actions often do not match. 

Chinese people, in other words, can exploit harmony norms and values to 

accomplish conflicting goals. Public definitions can thus be maintained while hidden 

options at odds with the public definition are pursued (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The 

public and private aspects of any particular communication may have contradictoiy 

meanings and this conflict between the surface and underlying currents creates a duality 

of behavior. People pursue activities while maintaining veneers. While the veneer may be 

interesting, the underlying content cannot be ignored and the conjunction and conflict 

between the two is important in understanding how things are accomplished. Labov 

(1972) wi'ote that the most productive research is found by studying the conjunction of 

the formal (surface or value-driven) and the casual (everyday practice) together. 

H, C. Chang (1999, p. 535), for example, wrote "Uodemeath externally 

harmonious Chinese social interaction lie elaborate verbal means of relational 
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manipulation." In fact, she reports that many seemingly hatmoiiious messages have 

"strategic and manipulative goals." Interviews conducted in Taiwan support this 

conjunction of surface harmony and underlying strategic, disharmonious, goals. A 

mother-in-law, for example, hints she would like her son and daughter-in-law to drive her 

to a store. She does this indirectly by saying she would have to take tlie very slow bus. 

The daughter-in-law responds that her mother-in-law should take a taxi instead of the bus 

because this would be faster. H. C. Chang and her informants interpreted the sequences 

thusly; By asking indirectly the mother-in law enforces her authority as this allows her to 

avoid asking for a favor while at the same time presenting a 'front' that isn't too forceftil 

because it allows the daughter-in-law the opportunity to volunteer. In addition, the 

indirect hint enables the mother-in-law to avoid losing face in case of a refusal. A last 

underlying message is that her son and daughter-in-law have been neglecting her. H. C. 

Chang added that that this message was seen as somewhat malicious by her informants 

(p. 534). 

Thus "[t]wo seemingly incompatible goals—social harmony and hurting 

someone's feelings—can be integrated in indirect speech rituals.... Such dual purpose 

utterances are acknowledged by many Chinese as examples of skillful and subtle 

manipulation" (Chang, H. C., 1999, p. 548). Wliilethe general collectivistic explanation 

for indirectness is to save face, another explanation for the preference for indirect 

messages is that it offers the opportunity to violate another's face while maintaining 

relational structure and a ''harmonious" society. Another reason is that ambiguity in 

communication is useful because clarity can get one into trouble. "The Chinese, he 
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indicates, admire people who are frank, such as Judge Bao (p. 369), but do not emulate 

him" (Lee, 1997, cited in Triandis & Suh, 2002 p. 143). Unfortunately, however, the 

surface harmony and cooperation have been the focas of most research while these 

underlying currents have been ignored (Chang, H. C., 2001). 

A Taiwanese researcher, Hwang (1997-8), offers an interesting perspective on 

such multiple goals to communication. Again, while emphasizing the importance of 

haraiony—or at least the appearance of harmony—Hwang writes that the Chine.se, 

particularly in situations where the relationship is very important, will not openly 

disagree. Hence, the search for common ground as stipulated by the strategy of 

collaboration is not possible. Instead they will preserve the harmony of the relationship 

by agreeing with tlie other person in public while pursuing their goal in secret. Yet 

additional research (Huang, 1999) distinguishes between "genuine" and "surface" 

harmony. The former is that seemingly referred to by G. M. Chen (2001; 2002) and 

others—a sincere, holistic focus on relationships. The latter, however, indicates that 

conflicts still remain underneath a deceptively placid surface. "In this sense, surface 

harmony is a tool that covers or supports hidden conflicts: strategic tolerance might be 

employed to wait for a better opportunity to achieve one's own goals.... [Huang] argues 

that genuine harmony is difficult to establish and that people instead generally settle for 

surface harmony" (Leung et al, 2002, p.204). 

In-group/Qut-group 

Hui, Triandis & Yee (1991) wrote, "IC is target-specific. Thus, for some purposes 

it is insufficient and even superficial to indiscriminately label a person (or a culture) 
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individualist or collectivist (Hui, 1988). A person may be an individualist to certain tai^ct 

persons but collectivist to others" (1991, p. 41). The "collectivist with whom?" question 

is of utmost importance (Hui and Triandis, 1987). An implication of this distinction is 

that compared with individualist cultures, cooperation in collectivist cultures is higher 

witli in-group members, but lower with out-group members (Triandis, Bontempo, 

Villareal, Asai & Lucca, 1988). Therefore, it is singularly important to identify the 

boundaries of group jnembership. Even if one were to grant that collectivists are more 

cooperative, conflict-avoidant, and self-sacrificing than individualists, research indicates 

that this cooperation, conflict-avoidance and self-sacrifice occur when the interaction is 

with in-group members. Behaviors when dealing with out-group members are 

distinctively different than those with in-group members (Smith & Bond, 1993). 

Yamagishi, Cook and Watabe (1998) suggest that this in-group/out-group 

distinction is actually the defining difference between collectivists and individuahsts. 

While collectivists are more person or situation specific in their behaviors, individualists 

are not. In fact, they prefer the term "universalist" to emphasize this distinction. Other 

researchers (Chen, Peng, & Saparito, 2002; Triandis, Bontempo, Villareal, Asia & Lucca, 

1988) have suggested that compared with individualist cultures, cooperation in 

collectivist cultures is higher with in-group members, but lower with out-group members. 

Gabrenya, Latane, & Wang (1983) found similar levels of free riding in ad hoc groups of 

Chinese school children as in similar American studies. Leung (1984) wrote that while 

Chinese are less likely to sue a friend they are more likely to sue a stranger when 

compared with Westerners, Chan, Triandis, Camevale, Tam and Bond (1997, cited in 
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Probst, Carnevaie & Triandis, 1999) measured cooperation in bilateral negotiations in 

Hong Kong and Illinois. CoBipared to U.S. participants, Hong Kong participants showed 

greater cooperation with a friend and less with a stranger. Another "collective" culture, 

the Japanese, showed lower conformity rates and higher anti-conformity rates in groups 

formed with out-group members than did Americans in similar studies, while Iyengar, 

Lepper, and Ross (1999) found that Asian students made more charitable and less critical 

attributions to friends than to strangers when accounting for antisocial actions. Triandis 

(1989, p. 516), noted that while collectivistic "relationships tend to be very supportive 

and intimate within the group there is little trust and often hostility toward outgroup 

members." Bond (1988) indicated that some of the elements of Confucianism, such as 

filial piety, are negatively related to other "pro-social values" that lead to cohesiveness 

and cooperation with out-group members. 

This competitive and suspicious orientation is also revealed in traditional sayings, 

Redding (1993, p. 66) quoted a Chinese saying that translates, "Watch out for strangers. 

They will exploit you!" While cooperation might be expected with in-groups, there is no 

such expectation when the others are strangers. 

This can perhaps account for some of the contradictory findings. In research on 

trust, for example, Yamagishi and Yamagishi (1994) found that the individualistic 

American respondents reported higher levels of interpersonal trust than did the 

collectivistic Japanese when asked, "Do you think you can put your trust in most people, 

or do you think it's always best to be on guard?" and "Would you say that most of the 

time people try to be helpful, or that they are mostly just looking out for themselves?" 
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Hwang (1997-8) noted that Chinese can be very aggressive in their conflict with 

outsiders. Thus, w^ith outsiders, collectivists are more likely to choose coiitiontational 

sti ategies and engage in more prejudice ami competition than do individualists (Leung et 

al, 2002; Peng, Chen, & Saporito, 2002), Good relationships are not a given and contlict 

avoidance is less emphasized. 

While this collectivistic differentiation between the in-group and the out-group is 

widely acknowledged in the cross-cultural literature; nonetheless, in the broad claims that 

are made in the literature the logical extension of the importance of group membership is 

often forgotten. Rather, the assumption seems to be made that the typical work 

relationship is an in-group relationship (Guzley, Arafci & Chalmers, 1993; Hofstede, 

1991) and that the majority of interactions in a collectivist's day to day life are with in-

group members. Nonetheless, this assumption should not be accepted without first being 

challenged and tested. Rhee, Uleman and Lee (1996, p. 1038) wrote that "coworkers may 

be considered an ingroup in one culture or context and an outgroup in another" and H. C. 

Chang (2001) commented that while the Chinese emphasize social harmony, this tends to 

be "narrowly defined within the family and is not usually extended to other, larger social 

units" (p. 158). Thus, Chinese employees mentally align themselves with smaller 

groupings (Hui, 1994; Hui & Tan, 1996). Therefore, while members of Chinese family 

firms might be considered to exhibit higher cooperative tendencies, in the larger firms 

this finding might not hold true, 

We also cannot let the assumption go unchallenged that in collectivist societies 

the majority of interactions arc witli in-group members. "V^Tiile this assumption might be 
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tenable in rural communities, in modem China and places such as Hong Kong it is not a 

given. Of the 42 inforajants I interviewed, less thati 10 indicated they had significant 

relationships with their colleagues. Few engaged in frequent interactions with their 

colleagues outside of work (men were more likely than women to say they went out 

drinking regularly, but even these were in the minority). When asked to tliink of their five 

closest friends, not including family members, an even smaller percentage indicated that 

one or more of these friends currently worked with tliem. Most indicated their closest 

friendships were formed during high school, college, or even earlier during their 

elementary school years. Thus, it should perhaps not be expected that everyday work 

relationships fall within the patterns of harmonious, cooperative, and confl ict avoidant 

behaviors set foi"tib by many researchers as typical of collectivistic cultures. From a 

logical standpoint, if the majority of day-to-day work interactions are with out-group 

members, and if collectivists are more competitive and conflict-oriented with out-group 

members than is the typical individualist, the claim that "collectivists are more 

competitive and conflict oriented than individualists" is more plausible than its reverse 

within the work context. In any case, the statement "collectivists are more cooperative 

than individualists" is not identical to the statement "collectivists are more cooperative 

than individualists in in-group relationships." Unfortunately, much of ow literature does 

not clearly distinguish between these two. 

Methodological Problems 

This in-group/out-group distinction also presents a challenge to our Western-

oriented methodology. In an initial survey of management research done in China, Koch 
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and Koch (2004) report that the majority of experiments did not adequately control for 

pre-existing group relationships. In most Western cultures, the assumption is the 

classroom relationship is not a strong or enduring one. While a few students might have 

relationships outside of a class, these are in the minority and classmates will vaiy from 

course to course. In China, however, students in a class have likely gone through their 

entire college experience together. They live together, socialize together, study together 

and take almost every class together. The college classmate bond is a very strong one. 

Thus, our assumption is that unless steps are taken to ensure the contrary, students 

recmited from a class in a Chinese university are often members of a pre-existing in-

group with strong bonds and traditions of reciprocity, while the opposite is true in the 

U.S. This creates a major confound in the interpretation of data from many studies. When 

business people have been recruited as subjects in Mainland China, often these business 

people are drawn from MBA courses or other courses oriented toward working business 

people and compared to similar groups in the West. Even these comparisons, however, 

may be problematic. As one informant from Mainland China commented, he was 

enrolled in such a business course not so much for the learning that took place, as to 

network with other businesspeople who might become important contacts in the future. 

Such an orientation is arguably quite different than that of the typical Western M.B.A. 

student and could greatly influence the outcomes of game theoretical and similar research 

focusing on cooperation and competition. 
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CHAPTER (y-'-A NEW LOOK AT CHINESE ORGANIZATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 

Give in order to take - Jiang yu qu zhi, bi xian yu zhi). 

Chinese proverb indicating that if you initially give in to someone it may place you in a 

position to overcome them later. 

Play a clever trick - qi yi qi fang), Chinese proverb meaning to know 

the right way to cheat. 

As delineated in chapters four and five, several countcr-intuitive themes appeared 

in the interviews. Contrary to expectations, most respondents believed workplace politics 

and conflicts were common. Many also saw an extremely competitive workplace and felt 

there was little basis for trast between employees or between subordinates and superiors. 

Last, there was a strong instrumental theme to informants' reports and explanations. 

Because informant accounts so often ran contrary to the standard description of Chinese 

culture in which harmony and cooperation are primary components of organizational life, 

I felt obliged to reevaluate current research in a more critical light. A deeper look at the 

literature revealed contrary evidence that is often overlooked, as well as methodological 

issues complicating the interpretation of many comparative studies. Thus, claims for the 

Confucian and collectivist origins of Chinese conflict avoidant and cooperative behaviors 

are questionable, as are the existence of such behaviors in the degree implied by our 

literature. 
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It seems our research, has focused on the appearance of hamony and cooperation 

and neglected the occurrence of conflict and competition. This is problematic if we have 

confused official accounts of the existence of harmony and cooperation with actual action 

or failed, to identify underlying vstractures and norms that, notwithstanding such official 

accounts, contribute to the plentiful existence of conflict and competition. Researchers 

expecting to find harmony and cooperation and informants femiliar with a culturally 

approved vocabulary of motives may collaborate in subtle and not so subtle ways so as to 

confirm official accounts even though the real world of organizational communication 

greatly diverges from this expected path. Since Chinese know they are supposed to act in 

accordance with Confucian and collectivistic values, they can be easily prompted to give 

standard accounts in conformance with these values even though everyday practices often 

fall far short of such ideals. Activities may be dramatized or exaggerated in order to agree 

with official accounts. Alternative interpretations may never occur to researchers who 

find their assumptions confirmed, and activities inconsistent with such presumptions may 

be discounted or missed altogether. In order to understand what actually takes place, 

therefore, we need to dig a little deeper to get underneath this official accounting of 

actions. It is possible that indirect Chinese communication patterns hide conflict and 

competitive moves. Also, indirect patterns may be more common in self-reports than in 

actual practice. 

In order to probe these competing explanations, a hypothetical scenario based 

questionnaire study was designed to test the received view that cooperative support, 

harmonious stability, and absence of conflict prevails in Hong Kong organizations. This 



contrasts with a more skeptical view that conflict, competition, and an instrumental focus 

are common practice at both surface and underlying levels. Thus, in the second part of 

this multi-method research plan, two models were constructed to test the theory that there 

are better explanations for practices in the Hong Kong workplace than the traditional 

writings on harmony and cooperation. 

At the crux of these two models is the distinction between instrumental and value 

orientations. This distinction is well-known in the social sciences (Leung et al, 2002) and 

has already been applied in research involving justice (Ohbuchi, Fukushima & Tedeschi, 

1999; Thibaut & Walker, 1975) as well as conflict management (Leung et al., 2002). For 

example, Ohbuchi, Fukushima and Tedeschi (1999) suggest that identifying differences 

in whether people value justice as an outcome or as a means to other ends may better 

explain some cross-cultural findings, Leung et al. (2002) suggest distinguishing 

instrumental and value motives within the Chinese concept of harmony. Thus, looking at 

various forms of conflict, harmony, competition and cooperation from the dual 

perspectives of instrumentality and value may add greatly to our understanding of how 

people use and evaluate these different forms of interaction. 

One recent research article deserves particular attention at this juncture. Ralston, 

Vollmer, Srinvasan, Nicholson, Tang & Wan (2001) studied upward influence strategies 

in six countries. They found that the collectivistic Hong Kongnese and Mexicans were 

more open to using "hard" strategies in which tliere is the intent to hurt or to allow 

someone else to be hurt than were managers in the other counti-ies studied. While rating 

the behaviors negatively, they tended to use them more than other strategies because they 
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saw the strategies as useful. In addition, the HoEg Kongiiese and Mexicans both rated the 

"soft strategies," in which there was no intention to hurt, as less productive than did 

managers in other countries. While rating soft behaviors more positively, they tended to 

use them less because they saw them as less effective. A clear instrumental focus is 

revealed in this survey that is contrary both in intent and action to Confucian and 

collectivistic views. 

The anomalous and problematic quality of both the interview data and various 

reported findings in the research literature can be clarified by constructing two 

contrasting model actors and then comparing tlieir predicted actions to the choices of 

human subjects tested under more controlled conditions. Constructing such models has 

the advantage of spelling out in a clear way crucial assumptions and theoretical choices 

that might otherwise be sources of taken for granted bias, explanatory equivocation, and 

other kinds of conceptual confusion. Such models admittedly simplify the complexity of 

real life situations, gloss over the rich texture of everyday experience, and deplete human 

motivation of much its substance. But that is the cost of isolating distinctions and 

pinpointing crucial features. Such an exercise should be seen as a complement to the 

qualitative investigations reported in previous chapters, not as a replacement. The 

proposed models are grounded in and framed by the interpretation of that data. 

Classical Confucian Collectivist Model 

The received view of Chinese organizational communication, or what may be 

termed the "Classical Confucian Collectivist" (CCC) model, assumes an actor who 

avoids conflict and competition because of the collcctivistic and Confucian values placed 
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upon harmony and interpersonal relationships. The CCC model actor has internalized 

these values. Appropriate and correct actions are those that maintain relationships, 

respect social norms, and benefit tlie group. Conflict and competition are inherently 

damaging to relationships and group welfare and are proscribed by social norms. 

Avoiding such actions has an intrinsic moral virtue regardless of personal benefit. 

Therefore, notwitlistanding its outcomes for self, CCC model actors should evaluate an 

action primaiily in terms of whether or not that action is other-oriented, moral, right, and 

appropriate for the relationship. 

Pragmatic Collectivist Model 

By contrast, the "Pragmatic Collectivist" (PC) model assumes an actor who takes 

into account the personal outcomes of actions in calculating the value of those actions. 

Relationships in the organization are thought to be instrumental in nature, and both 

conflict avoidant and competitive behaviors emanate from this more instrumental focus. 

Therefore, a PC model actor should evaluate any particular action primarily in terms of 

its personal consequences and only secondarily in terms of any inherent value that may 

be associated with that type of action. Conflict avoidant behaviors arc considered useful 

if they allow communicators to avoid negative repcrcussions or to continue to pursue a 

personal agenda. In contrast to a CCC model actor, a PC model actor will pursue more 

overt competitive behaviors if the likelihood of success is thought to outweigh the risk of 

negative repercussions. While actions may be taken for the benefit of the group, the PC 

model actor's actions are motivated by individual, self-interest; e.g., one's personal 

fortunes are perceived to be tied to the group's fortune. Individual goals are accomplished 
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through the group, not subordinated to the group. Social norms may be rcspected by the 

PC model actor not because they are internalized, but because it is useful to do so. Where 

that is calculated not to be the case, the PC model actor will not be bound by those nomis. 

Admittedly, while the outward manifestations of some PC model actions are 

similar to tliose of the CCC model, the underlying motivations are quite different, In 

addition, the PC model allows for the choice of both confrontational and overt strategies; 

Conflict and competition are not unexpected, and even common under certain conditions, 

and neutral and conflict avoidant behaviors are ascribed to instrumental drives rather than 

Confiician values. PC model actors choose the mode of interaction—competitive or 

cooperative, harmonious or conflictual—that best achieves their organizational goals. 

Model Hypotheses 

So, which model more closely fits Chinese organizational communication as 

displayed in Hong Kong? To compare these two models, several types of behaviors were 

analyzed and competing hypotheses about the relationships between these types of 

behaviors were constructed. Wliile the behaviors referenced here are not argued to be 

comprehensive in the sense of encompassing all types of communication possible in an 

organization, they are thought to be varied enough to compare the relative empirical 

adequacy of the two models. 

Harmony and Conflict 

One of the major areas of emphasis in the literature on Chinese organizational 

communication, and hencc Hong Kong organizational conununication, is that of harmony 

and conflict avoidance. Several types of behaviors are examined here. First, actions that 
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maintain relationships were compared to actions that disrupt relationships. In the CCC 

model, the balance of harmony is stressed, as is the cultivation and preservation of 

existing relationships. Therefore, CCC model actors prefer relationship maintenance 

behaviors over relationship disruptive behaviors. In the PC model, however, no such 

preference is assumed. Moreover, these maintenance and disruption behaviors originate 

from contrasting motivations. Wliereas the CCC model actor maintains a relationship 

because of an intrinsic value placed upon the relationship, the PC model actor maintains a 

relationship because it is thought to offer some benefit (or at least extracts no cost). 

Relationships might be disruptive for instrumental motives, or they may be disruptive for 

non-instrumental, more expressive motivations, to the CCC model, value motivations 

should be preferred to instrumental or expressive motivations. In the PC model, on the 

other hand, instrumental motivations should dominate value motivations. 

In sum, CCC model actors should choose to maintain harmony in relationships 

and avoid disruptive behaviors notwithstanding the personal outcome, while PC model 

actors will prefer hanrtony to conflict only in those situations where conflict causes harm, 

and opt for relationship disruption if the outcome of that disruption offers potential 

benefits. More specifically, in the CCC model world, relationship maintenance behaviors 

motivated by intrinsic values (VRM) will be more common than relationship 

maintenance behaviors motivated by instrumental reasons (IRM). The CCC model actor 

will also choose VRM behaviors over relation.ship disruption behaviors motivated by 

either instrumental (IRD) or expressive (ERD) reasons. Relationship maintenance 

behaviors motivated by instrumental reasons (IRM) will be more common than such 
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disraptive behaviors motivated by instrumental reasons 0ED) or expressive reasons 

(ERD). No specific hypotheses are proposed for the remaining relationship. 

If the CCC model is an accurate reflection of Hong Kong Chinese organizational 

communication, then the following hypothesis is proposed; 

Hypothesis I; Hong Kong Chinese organizational members act like CCC model 

actors. 

The following subsidiary hypotheses follow from hypothesis one: 

Hypothesis la: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

VRM behaviors occur more frequently than IRM behaviors. 

Hypotliesis lb: Hong Kong Chinese organi2:ational members will indicate that 

VRM behaviors occur more frequently than IRD behaviors. 

Hypothesis Ic: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate tliat 

VRM behaviors occur more frequently than ERD behaviors. 

Hypothesis Id: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

IRM behaviors occur more frequently than IRD behaviors. 

Hypothesis le; Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

IRM behaviors occur more frequently than ERD behaviors. 

Conversely, PC model actors hold instrumental goals to be of primary 

importance, although they may acknowledge the importance of relational ties as 

secondary goals. Therefore behaviors marrying both of these goals, relationship 

maintenance behaviors motivated by instrumental reasons (IRM) will be considered most 

common. This instramental focus also carries over to the evaluation of relationship 
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dismptive behaviors, PC model actors will chose to engage in IRD behaviors more often 

than either VRM or ERD behaviors. Last, since disruption will be avoided unless it has 

clear benefits, in the PC model actor world, VRM behaviors will be more like than ERD 

behaviors. If tlie PC model is an accurate reflection of Hong Kong Chinese organizational 

communication, then the following hy|50thesis is proposed; 

Hypothesis 2: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members act like PC model 

actors. 

As explained above, the hypotheses listed below follow from hypothesis two: 

Hypothesis 2a: Hong Kong Chinese organizational membas will indicate that 

IRM behaviors occur more frequently than VRM behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2b: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

IRD behaviors occur more frequently than VRM behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2c: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

VRM behaviors occur more frequently than ERD behaviors, 

Hypothesivs 2d: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

IRM behaviors occur more frequently than IRD behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2e: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

IRM behaviors occur more frequently than ERD behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2f: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

IRD behaviors occur more frequently than ERD behaviors. 
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Cooperation and Competition 

A second major area of emphasis in Chinese organizational studies is that of 

cooperation and competition. Several types of behaviors are also examined here. The first 

major area of comparison pits cooperative and competitive move choices against each 

other. To m.ake this model more full-fleshed, neutral moves that are neither cooperative 

nor competitive are also examined. Ib addition, two types of competitive moves are 

distinguished: covert, indirect competition and overt, direct competition. Cooperative 

moves are defined as those moves that occur when an actor helps a colleague or 

competitor. Neutral moves are an intermediate category where an actor neither helps nor 

hinders a colleague or competitor. Competitive moves are those that have direct benefit to 

the actor while revealing a colleague in negative light. When competing covertly, the 

actor communicates in such a way that the colleague is not aware of the action; while 

when competing overtly, the actor communicates in such a way that the colleague is 

aware of the action. 

Since CCC model actors arc primarily motivated by the intrinsic values associated 

with an action, they will prefer cooperation to other moves due to its intrinsic value. In 

addition, cooperation embodies the act of sacrificing personal goals for the good of the 

group, one of the hallmark actions of the Confucian collectivist. In the CCC model actor 

world, competition is seen as pushing oneself forward at the expense of other group 

members, and thus should be avoided at all costs. CCC model actors will prefer neutral 

moves over both overtly and covertly competitive moves. This choice also reflects the 

assumed conflict avoidant tendencies in collectivistic cultures. 
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The PC model, on the other hand, clearly indicates instrumental motivations are 

primary. The PC model actor will prefer competitive moves that clearly help her achieve 

her goals over both neutral and cooperative actions. Nevertheless, the PC model also 

acknowledges the secondary importance of maintaining relationships and conflict 

avoidance. Thus, all other things being equal, covertly competitive moves will be 

preferred over overtly competitive moves. Last, in those cases where coopeimtion will 

hinder the goal achievement of the PC model actor, neuti-al moves will be preferred. 

If the CCC model is an accurate reflection of Hong Kong Chinese organizational 

communication, then the following cooperation and competition subsidiary hypotheses 

are proposed: 

Hypothesis Ig: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

cooperative behaviors occur more frequently than neutral behaviors.' 

Hypothesis Ih: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

cooperative behaviors occur more frequently than covertly competitive behaviors. 

Hypothesis 11: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

cooperative behaviors occur more frequently than overtly competitive behaviors. 

Hypothesis Ij; Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

neutral behaviors occur more frequently than covertly competitive behaviors. 

Hypothesis Ik: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

neutral behaviors occur more frequently than overtly competitive behaviors. 

I Hypothesis sequencing is not consecutive. They are ordered so as to clearly set up comparisons between 
the two models. E.g., Hypotheses la-Id match hypotheses 2a-2d. As there are fewer Harmoay and Conflict 
CCC model hypotheses, le and If are skipped so as to continue the comparative sequencing with the PC 
model predictions. 
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If the PC model is an accurate reflection of Hong Ko ng Chinese organizational 

communication, then the following cooperation and competition subsidiary hypotheses 

are proposed: 

Hypothesis 2g: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

neutral behaviors occur more frequently than cooperative behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2h: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

covertly competitive behaviors occur more frequently than cooperative behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2i: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

overtly competitive behaviors occur more frequently than cooperative behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2j: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

covertly competitive behaviors occur more frequently than neutral behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2k: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

overtly competitive behaviors occur more frequently than neutral behaviors. 

Hypothesis 21: Hong Kong Chinese organizational members will indicate that 

covertly competitive behaviors occur more frequently than overtly competitive 

behaviors 

Methodological Hypothesis 

Most survey research asks respondents to evaluate particular actions or estimate 

how they themselves would act in a particular situation. Such responses, however, are 

subject to a self-serving bias as well as a natural tendency to dramatize self-actions in 

ways that fit with cultural norms. My assumption is that people are likely to give more 

normatively ideal and positively framed responses about their own probable actions, 
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while answering more realistically when describing someone else's probable actions, 

especially where that action is normatively disapproved. In classic sociological research 

from the 1940s, Robert Merton, Alice Rossi, and other students of reference group 

behavior found that, when asked about "a Negro family moving into the neighborhood," 

it was common for Anglo interviewees to indicate that while "1" would approve, "others" 

in the neighborhood would disapprove. Answering in the first person evoked a statement 

of expected nonns, while answering for "others" revealed lypical behavior that was not 

bound by such norms (M'erton & Rossi, 1960). Tolerance of "Negroes" was expected of 

such Americans, but was not expected from them in the 1940s. Cooperation and conflict 

avoidance is the expected norm in Chinese societies. Nonetheless, the reality of behavior 

is not always in conformance with such norms. Thus, responses concerning a "typical 

employee's" actions should better fit with "reality" while responses concerning a 

respondent's own actions should better fit with cultural norms, e.g., the conflict 

avoidance and cooperation assumed by Confucian and collectivist theorizing. Therefore, 

if the CCC model reflects the received view in Hong Kong culture but is not reflective of 

the actual behavior that takes place, respondents will indicate that their behaviors match 

these more valued behaviors while indicating that the typical Hong Kong employee 

would act differently. 

Methodological Hypothesis: Respondent ratings of realism for hypothetical 

behaviors will more strongly correlate with likelihood ratings of others' behaviors 

than of self s behaviors. 
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Research Questions 

Last, several research questions are proposed. Broadly speaking, this research 

challenges much of the existing literature about the relationships of collectivism, conflict 

and competition within the orgaaization. If prior research is inaccurate, what is a more 

accurate portrayal of this relationship? In addition, how do other individual values relate 

to organizational communication practices and the evaluation of those practices? Thus, 

several research questions are proposed, 

R1; What is the relationship of collectivist attitudes with conflict and 

competition? 

R2: What is the relationship of individualist attitudes with conflict and 

competition? 

R3: What is the relationship of attitudes toward instrumental harmony with 

conflict and competition? 

R4; What is the relationship of attitudes toward value harmony with conflict and 

competition? 

R5; What is the relationship of trust with conflict and competition? 
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CHAPTER 7~QUESTI0NNAJ11E STUDY 

"Observance of social harmony thus leads Chinese to greater cooperation, less 

confrontation and more other-oriented social behavior" (Chang, 200 J, p. 157). 

Honey in the mouth, a dagger in the heart. (P - Kou mi fu jian) ~ Chine.se 

proverb describing treachery and craftiness (Situ, 1994). 

Using the neighbor's field as a drain. (WfP^^S - Yi lin wei he) ~ Chinese saying 

describing the act of safeguarding one's own interests by shifting difficulties onto others 

(Situ. 1994). 

Materials 

Much current social psychological research relies upon only one scenario in 

testing treatment effects (Jackson, 1992). This is particularly true in research examining 

cultural differences since it is quite difficult to develop valid instantiations of a tested 

message variable in multiple languages and cultures is quite difficult (e.g., Triandis, 

Carnevale, Gelfand et al, 2001). Nevertheless, good methodology requires experimental 

designs with multiple replications when testing message variables. As Jackson (1992) 

points out, message research based solely upon single scenarios suffers from irreparable 

validity problems. No causal claims can be made due to the many message-specific 

confounding variables that could also account for any differences in subject responses: 

Consequently, the variable of theoretical interest cannot be attributed as the source of 

observed differences, nor can findings from such research cannot be reliably generalized 
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beyond the scenario used. To combat this methodological problem, in the current 

research four message instantiations were developed for each variable of interest. 

These message replications were developed for both sets of questiormaires used in 

this study. The first questioimaire set focused upon harmony and conflict behaviors, 

while the second set was used to examine the related area of cooperation and 

competition. The core scenarios were generated from incidents reported in the interview 

data as well as from brainstorming with Hong Kong and Western colleagues. 

Questionnaire Sets 

Harmony and Conflict 

As identified in Chapter Six, harmony and conflict scenarios were conceptualized 

as varying on relationship aid motivation levels. On the relationship level, actions were 

conceptualized as either maintaining or disrupting a relationship. Relationship 

maintenaace was operationalized as remaining loyal to or cultivating an already existing 

relationship even though an alternative relationship was possible. For example, a 

hypothetical employee remained loyal to an immediate supervisor and followed that 

supervisor to a new organization or a buyer continued a relationship with a supplier 

whom the company had done business witli for a number of years. Relationship 

disruption, on the other hand, was operationalized as complaining or otherwise disrupting 

the harmony of the organization, e,g„ lodging a complaint when a colleague stole an idea 

or venting steam to co-workers over some mistreatment. On the motivation level, actions 

were conceptualized as emanating from either instrumental or value/expressive 

motivations. This was operationaliEed as having clear personal benefit or potential harm 
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outcomes. For example, moving to a new job bad more (instronientaJ relatioBship 

maintenance) or less opportunity than remaining with the current job (value relationship 

maintenance). An employee could complain in time to rectify a wrong (instrumental 

conflict) or simply complain to colleagues after it was too late to repair the situation 

(expressive conflict). 

Cooperation and Competition 

The second set of scenarios looked at cooperation and competition behaviors. 

Behaviors ranged from cooperation, to neutrality, covert competition and openly 

competition. Typical scenarios varied from noticing a competitor's mistake and helping 

that person correct the mistake (cooperation), noticing the mistake and doing nothing 

(neutrality), noticing the mistake and helping the colleague, but then quietly making sure 

your boss knew about your help (covert competition), and noticing the mistake and 

openly critiquing the colleague for the mistake (overt competition). The two complete 

sets of scenarios are found in Appendix B. 

Instruments 

Sixteen versions of tl\e questionnaire were created using a Latin-square design. 

Respondents read four different scenarios; each scenario kernel was crossed with one of 

each scenario level (4x4 = 16). In each scenario, a hypothetical middle-management 

employee engaged in one of the harmony/conflict or cooperation/competition types of 

behavior described above. After reading the scenario, respondents gave answers to a 

variety of items using seven-point Likert type scales. See Appendix C for scale items. 

Several demographic variables were also measured. 
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Ethicaj and Pragmatic Scalcs 

Respondents first rated the hypothetical employee's behavior in terms oi'value 

(ethical, moral, etc.) and instramentality (intelligent, pragmatic, etc.). The Likert-type 

items ranged from 1 (Completely Disagree with the statement) to 7 (Completely Agree 

with the statement). One item was reverse coded. (Ethical scale: M=20.99, ;5"£>-"5.8, 

a=.81; Pragmatics scale: M=26.72,5'£>=6.72, a=.82). ITie value and instrumentality 

scales were developed through multiple iterations. First, two Chinese cultural infonnants 

were asked to provide a list of words relating to the value and instrumentality concepts. 

These lists were then given to another set of native speakers who evaluated the scales and 

suggested improvements. Next, the scales were translated to English, then back-translated 

to Chinese to check for accuracy. Last, the scales were administered to a group of six: 

bilingual students. These students completed the scales and gave their feedback about the 

scales and the translations. Based on this input, the scales were finalized. The Likert-type 

items ranged from 1 to 7, with 1 indicating respondents Completely Disagreed with the 

statement and 7 indicating respondents Completely Agreed the statement. One item 

was reverse coded. (Ethical scale: M = 2039, SD =- 5.8, a = .81; Pragmatics scale: M 

- 26.72, SD = 6.72, a - .82).. 

Action Probability and Realitv 

Following the ethical and pragmatic evaluation scales, respondents were asked to 

indicate how likely they would be to engage in the same behavior in a similar situation, 

how likely a typical Hong Kong resident would be to engage in the same behavior in a 
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similar situation, and how realistic the situation was (for all three items, Not at Alhl; 

Completely-?). 

Allocentric and Idiocentric Setf-Constmals 

In the fmal section, respondentij completed 3 scales. The first scale contained 25 

items measuring degree of collectivist and individualist self-constmal. The allocentric 

and idiocentric self-construal scale was adapted from T. Leung and Kim's (1997). The 

items were translated into Chinese by a bilingual researcher, back-translated, then 

compared for accuracy. After discussion of possible discrepancies, the items were 

finalized. Twelve items measured allocentrism and 13 items measured idiocentrism (1 = 

Strongly Disagree and 7= Strongly Agree), One item was dropped from the idiocentric 

set (Allocentrism: M = 55.8, SD ~ 6.65, a ~ .72; Idiocentrism: M = 59.26, SD - 7.95, a 

= .75). For the future purposes of this study, the more common terms of collectivism and 

individualism will be used in place of allocentrism and idiocentrism. 

Hamiony Scales 

A value harmony and instrumental harmony scales were based on those 

developed by Kwok Leung (unpublished work). This scale was initially developed in 

Chinese, translated into English, refined by tiie author for readability and accuracy, then 

back-translated into Chinese to ensure the original meanings of the items were not lost. 

Respondents completed a seven-point Likert-type scale anchored by Strongly Disagree 

and Strongly Agree. One item was dropped from the instramental value scale. (Value 

harmony; M == 33,28, SD ••= 4,73, a = .74; instrumental harmony: M = 25.82, SD 5.49, a 

-.71). 
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Organizational Trust 

An organizational trust scale was presented, based upon a scale initially 

developed by Ganesan (1994) and later translated into Chinese by Tsjovoid and 

colleagues (personal communication, March, 2004). Each item was anchored by Strongly 

Disagree and Strongly Agree. (M = 40.22,61? = 7.15, a = .81). 

A total of 158 questionnaires from six different organizations were collected. 

Fifteen questionnaires were eliminated from the study as the respondents indicated they 

were not Hong Kongnese, leaving 143 for analysis. Of tliese 143, 77 were Cooperation 

and Competition questionnaires and 66 were Hannony and Conflict questionnaires. 116 

of the questionnaires were completed in Chinese, while 27 were completed in English, 

The choice of questionnaire language was based upon the company and employee. One 

company requested English-only surveys, two requested Chinese-only, while the 

remainder requested they be supplied with both Chinese and English surveys. See 

Appendix D for a brief description of each company. 

Questionnaire distribution was handled by a contact person in each organization, 

To ensure anonymity, a manila envelope was provided with each questionnaire. 

Respondents were asked to complete the questionnaire, seal it in the manila envelope and 

return it to a collection box. The contact person collected these completed questionnaires 

and returned them to the researcher. 
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Preliminary Analysis 

Descriptives 

Descriptive statistics for the scenario outcomes measures and individual value 

measures are presented in Appendix E. 

Scenario Ethical and Pragmatic Evaluation 

Harmony and Conflict 

The first level of this variable is Instrumental Relationship Maintenance (IRM), 

the second Value Relationship Maintenance (VRM), the third Instrumental Conflict 

(IRD) and the fourth Expressive Conflict (ERD). As conceptualized, IRM and IRD 

should be evaluated as more pragmatic than ethical, and VRM more ethical than 

pragmatic. ERD should be evaluated as equally pragmatic and ethical Paired-sarnples t-

tests displayed in Table 7.1 indicate IRM and IRD were evaluated as significantly more 

pragmatic than ethical. However, the difference between the pragmatic and ethical ratings 

of VRM was not significant. In fact, the mean score for the pragmatic rating was slightly 

higher than the mean score for the ethical rating. The t-test for ERD was non-significant, 

matching expectations. 

The mean pragmatic and ethical ratings across the four scenarios in each level are 

displayed in Figure 7,1. IRM was considered the most pragmatic scenario type, followed 

by VRM, IRD and ERD. Surprisingly, however, IRM was considered the most ethical 

scenario type, followed by VRM, ERD and IRD. 
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Table 7-1: Harmony and Conflict: T-Test for Differences between Pragmatic and Ethical 

Evaluations 

LEVEL Mean* SD t # Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Instrumental 
Relationship 
Maintenance 

.44 ,72 5.00 67 .000 

Value Harmony .08 .74 -.89 67 .378 

Instrumental Contlict .21 .84 2.05 66 .044 

Expressive Conflict .08 .75 -.89 65 .377 

*Means arc the average value of pragmatic evaluation minus cthical evaluation. 

Figure 7-1: Harmony and Competition-
Chart of the Pragmatic and Ethical Evaluation Means Across Scenario Type 

• . 

Jmt. Rei. Valu© W^i. Maintenaw Inslrumerrtgl G«3r\flict gxpmssivB Ccnfllct 
ScenaHoTyp# 

f •* Pragmattogvalnatiofy^' Vatiio(Sthleal) Evaliialiijn 
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Cooperation and Competition 

The first level of this variable is neutrality, the second cooperation, the third 

covert competition and the fourth overt competition. As indicated by Table 7.2, the mean 

differences between the Pragmatic and Etiiical Evaluations were significant tor each 

scenario type. Neutrality and both types of competition were seen as more pragmatic than 

ethical, while cooperation was viewed as more ethical than pragmatic. 

Interestingly, cooperation was seen as both the most ethical and the most 

pragmatic move and neutrality was seen as both the least ethical and least pragmatic. This 

finding is somewhat unexpected, particularly as the 3.5 mean ethical rating it received 

was more than half a scale point lower than the next nearest level, covert competition at 

4.13. Neutral moves were seen as both unethical and not vei*y useful in accomplishing 

goals. Covert competition was seen as both more pragmatic and less ethical when 

compared to overt competition, as expected, although these differences are quite small 

Discussion 

In general, this analysis confirmed the operationalization of the variables. In two 

cases, however, there are surprising findings. First, instrumental relationship maintenance 

was evaluated as more ethical than value relationship maintenance. Relationship 

maintenance was operationalized in terms of a pre-existing interpersonal relationship. It 

is possible, however, that the overriding factor in determining ethics at the place of 

employment is ensuring profitability or doing a good job (i.e., commitment to the fim) 

as opposed to commitment to any particular relationship. If this explanation is true, 
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Table 7-2: Cooperation and Competition; T-Test for Ditferences belween 

Pragmatic and Ethical Evaluations 

LEVEL Mean*' Sid 
Deviation 

t df (2~ 
tailed) 

Neutral .69 .925 6.53 76 .000 
Cooperation -.37 .855 -3.81 76 .000 

Covert ,60 .865 6.07 75 .000 
Competition 

Overt .29 .770 3.18 71 .002 
Competition 

""Means are Use average value of pragmatic evaluation minus value evaluation. 

Figure 7.2: Cooperation and Competition— 
Chart of the Pragmatic and Ethical Evaluation Means Across Scenario Type 

.X 

NcMtrnniy Cooperation Covert Csmpet/tion 
[- '0- Pragmallr, Evaluation itfiical gvatuation 

Overt Compfttlfion 
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however, it aiso offers challenges to the CCC model. Clearly much more work is needed 

in uttderstandiog how people interpret and evaluate different types of actions. Second, 

there are clear hints that ratings of instrumentality and ethics are co-dependent. They are 

strongly coixekted (Harmony and Conflict scenarios, R = .67, p < .001; Cooperation and 

Competition Scenarios, R = .71, p < ,001). 

Behaviors that are thought to be pragmatic are rated as moral, those that are less 

pragmatic are rated as less moral. This may be an artifact of the measure, the 

questionnaire administration, or it may simply be that respondents do see the two as 

highly inter-related. The evaluation of neutrality is interesting in this respect. Not only 

did respondents find doing nothing unethical, they also considered being neutral as not 

very pragmatic. This most scorned behavior was considered unethical and useless. 

Perhaps respondents tended to think that (un)ethical behavior has some sort of utilitarian 

payoff (cost) or that instrumental (im)prudence was (ini)moral. Or respondents' 

evaluations may simply reflect an undifferentiated good/bad dimension. In any case, 

recognition of either ethical or utilitarian motives cannot be ruled out. 

Internal Validity 

To check that all four scenarios adequately instantiated each level, separate 

ANOVAS were computed for each level, using scenario as the independent variable and 

the five scenario outcome measures ("I", "Others", Real, ethical evaluation and pragmatic 

evaluation) as the dependent variables. In the Harmony and Conflict scenario set, 

significant difterences were found at the instrumental conflict and expressive conflict 

levels. In the instrumental conflict level, differences among scenarios were significant for 
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the ethical evaluation. (F = 4.2 (3,62) p < .01) and the "f response (F == 2.98 (3, 62) p < 

.05) were significant. In the expressive conflict level, differences among scenarios were 

significant for the ethical evaluation (F == 4.44 (3,63) p < .01) was significant. Contrasts 

were then computed for each scenario comparing these variables. Significant contrasts 

are reported in Table 7-3. 

Table 7-3: Contrasts: Harmony and Conflict Scenarios 

Level and Variable 
Scenario Contrast t # P 

Instrumental Conflict- I and 3 -2.86 27M .008 

Ethical evaluation 2 and 4 2.2 32.98 .035 

3 and 4 4.01 30.13 .000 

Instrumental Conflict; "1" 1 and 3 -2.84 23.42 .009 

Expressive Conflict: 1 and 3 -2.05 28.61 .049 

Ethical evaluation 2 and 4 3.0 29.95 .005 

3 and 4 3.63 25.4 .001 

In the Cooperation and Competition Scenarios, similar ANOVAs were computed 

for each level. At the neutrality level, the ANOVA for ethical, evaluation was significant, 

F = 3.95 (3,70) p < .05. At the cooperation level, differences among scenarios for the 

pragmatic evaluation, F == 2.78 (3, 72) p < .05, and the "Others" response, F = 2.83 (3, 72) 

p < .05, were significant. At the covert competition level, differences among scenarios 

were significant for the ethical evaluation, F-3.17 (3, 72) p < .05. At the overt 

competition level, differences among scenarios for the "I" response was significant, F = 

2.78 (3, 69) p < .05. When contrasts for these levels were computed, 11 significant 
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contrasts were found and are reported in Table 7-4, Nine of these contrasts involved 

scenario two, indicating that this scenario is a possible outlier, 

Table 7-4: Contrasts, Cooperation and Competition Scenarios 

Level and Variable Scenario t df Sig(2-
Contrast tailed) 

Neutrality: Ethical Scale 2 and 4 3.12 34 .002 

3 and 4 2.64 30.71 .018 

Cooperation: Pragmatic evaluation 2 and 3 2.85 37.24 .007 

; "Others" 1 and 2 2.72 27.7 .011 

2 and 3 2.04 31.04 .05 

Covert Cooperation: Ethical evaluation 1 and 3 3.16 27.15 .003 

2 and 3 2.44 28.12 .02! 

3 and 4 -2.06 24.16 .048 

Overt Competition: "1" 1 and 2 2.49 34.43 .018 

2 and 4 2.26 34.5 .03 

2 and 3 2.52 26.49 .018 

It is clear that the instantiation of these variables is not as clean as might be 

desired. It is difficult to develop multiple scenarios that are interpreted consistently by 

respondents. Nonetheless, this difficultly is insufficient to wan-ant not attempting to 

ensure the questionnaires adequately represent the variability present in the world. 

Although there is clearly problematic variation across these different scenarios that 

increases the probability of non-significant findings, it is not clear whetlier that variation 

is due to (1) a failure to validly operationalize the contrast of interest in scenario two, (2) 

a bias that artificially restricts natural variation among scenarios one, three and four, or 

(3) the natural patterning of variation, in actual scenarios. Since the significant differences 
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involving scenario two follow no consistent pattern, this was assumed to be natural 

variation and the scenario was not excluded from subsequent analyses. 

Methodological Hypothesis 

This hypothesis addresses the issue of social desirability biasing results. I propose 

that respondent ratings of realism tor hypothetical behaviors will more sti'ongly correlate 

with likelihood ratings of others' behavioK than of self s behaviors. In order to test this 

hypothesis, correlations were computed among responses for I, Others and Real. 

Harmony and Conflict Scenarios 

As indicated in Table 7-5, in both relationship maintenance and conflict behavior, 

respondents indicated that the more real such situations were, the more likely the typical 

Hong Kong worker would be to engage in such behaviors. Respondents' self estimation 

of the probability they would engage in a particular behavior is significantly coiielated 

with Real only where relationship maintenance behaviors are considered. Wliere conflict 

behaviors were considered, the correlation with Real is small and non-significant. In the 

case of instrumental conflict behaviors, the correlation is negative. When the influence of 

the competing variable was partialed out of this relationship, this difference is even more 

apparent. In all cases the correlation of "Others" witJi Real is larger than the coiTelation 

of'T'with Real. In all cases the correlation of "Others" with Real is larger than the 

correlation of'T' with Real 
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Table 7-5: Scenario Level Correlations—I, Others, Real 

Others Real Real 
Partial Correlation 

Overall—I .33** .33** .19** 

Overall—Others .50** A4** 

IRM™-I .62** .32*» .25** 

IRM~Others .38** .31** 

VRM--I .26* .33* .31* 

VRM—Others .29* .26* 

IRD-~1 .23 -.04 -.03 

IRD-—Others .60" .60** 

ERD"-"I .26* .16 .15 

E,RD—Others .34** .33** 

•significant at the .05 level 
•••sigaificant at the .01 level 

Cooperation and Competition Scenarios 

Even more striking differences were found in the correlation analysis of 

cooperation and competition scenarios reported in Table 7-6. Here, "I" was significantly 

correlated with Real only in the cooperation scenarios. In all otlier cases, respondents' 

estimati on of the probability they would engage in a particular action had little 

correlation with their estimation that the action reflected the real world. In fact, in covert 

competition cases this correlation is negative and when the influence of "Others" is 

partialed out, the con-elation of "I" with Real is negative in both neutral and covert 

competition cases. The correlation of "Others" with Real, however, is large and 

significant. Thus, respondents' rating of the likelihood others would act similarly to the 

hypothetical person in the scenario was related to their rating of the reality of the 
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scenario. If others would act similarly, the scenario was described as more realistic-— 

more like actual behavior that they would expect to encounter in the workplace. If they 

indicated that they themselves would chose to engage in similar behaviors, they did not 

rank those behaviors as very realistic. 

Table 7-6: Scenario Level Correlations—I, Others, Real 

Others Real Meal (Partial 
Correlation) 

Overall—1 25** .04 -.11 

Overall—Others .50** ,51** 

Coop—^1 .45** ,44** .26* 

Coop—Others .54** .42** 

Neut—I .36** .04 -.16* 

Neut—Others .48** 

Covert Comp—I .07 -.06 -.12 

Covert Comp—Others .56** .57** 

Overt Comp—I .33** .13 .01 

Overt Comp—Others .39** .35** 

•significant at the .05 level 
^^significant at the .01 level 

Discussion 

These two correlation tables show a clear distinction between respondents' 

assessments of what they would do, what others would do, and assessments of how real 

those actions were. Significant cowelations between "I" and Real were only found in 

those scenarios that were considered the most positive ethically: Cooperation in the 

cooperation and competition scenarios, and relationship maintenance behaviors in the 

harmony and conflict scenarios. In fact, in the least positively rated scenarios (neutrality 

and covert competition in the first set, instrumental relationship disruption in the second 
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set), relationships between "I" and Real are almost non-existent. In covert competition 

and instrumental relationship disruption there is little relationship between what 

respondents indicate they would do and what they indicate othere would do. And in all 

but one case (VRM), assessments of what others would do is more highly correlated with 

ratings of reality. 

Paired Samples T-Tests for Differences between I and Others 

The hypothesis that respondents would indicate a typical Hong Kongnese 

employee's behavior was more realistic than their own behavior was supported by the 

preceding analyses. To further check this distinction, paired samples t-tests were 

conducted on means of these two variables and reported in Table 7-7. This analysis 

indicated that the respondents' assessment of the probability that they would engage in a 

particular behavior significantly differed from their assessment that co-workers would 

engage in a particular behavior across all conditions of the competition scenarios. In 

addition, in all cases except for cooperative behaviors, respondents indicated "Others" 

would be more likely to engage in such behaviors. Figure 7-4 visually represents this 

data. 
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Table 7-7: T-Test of I vs. Others—Cooperation and Competition 

Level Variable M SD Mean Diff. SD t df Sm* 
Neut I 3.53 1.64 -1.04 1.72 -5.13 71 .00 

Others 4.57 1.35 
Coop I 5.36 1.34 .91 1.41 5.58 74 .00 

Others 4.45 1.35 
Covert Comp I 4.03 1.66 -,52 2.08 -2.14 72 .04 

Others 4.55 1.39 
Overt Comp I 3.71 1.52 -.72 L61 -3.80 71 .00 

Others 4.43 1.23 
*2-tai1ed 

Figure 7-3; Cooperation and Competition—Plot of Means for I, Others and Real 

5 
Likelihood 

NeutralKy Cooperation Covert Competition Overt Competition 

Scenario Type 

(" ^ X Otters 'Raai 1 
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In the conflict scenarios, respondents indicated that their behavior and a typical 

Hong Kong employee's behavior would be similar with regard to harmony behaviors, but 

dissimilar with regard to conflict behaviors. Based upon the typical values posited by 

Collectivist writings, Maintenance behaviors should be positively valued as they support 

established relationships. Thus, subjects found no significant differences between self and 

other for positively valenced behaviors, while for negatively valenced behaviors, they did 

find significant difference. In all cases, however, respondents indicated that others were 

more likely to engage in the indicated behaviors. 

An examination of the means of the paired samples indicates that in all cases 

except that of cooperation, respondents rated their coworkers to be more likely to engage 

in the particular action, although in the harmony cases, this difterence was small (-.22 

and -.37) and nonsignificant. 

Table 7-8; T-Test of I vs. Others-Harmony and Conflict 

Level Variable M SD MeanDiff. SD t df Sig* 
IRM I 4.61 1.243 -.22 1.06 -1.74 66 .09 

Others 4.84 1.188 
VRM I 3.91 1.543 .37 1.71 -1.77 67 .08 

Others 4.28 1.232 
IRD I 3.43 1.305 -1.22 1.58 -6.32 66 .00 

Others 4.66 1.250 
ERD I 3.45 1.318 -1.07 1.55 -5.67 66 .00 

Others 4.52 1.223 
*2-tailed 
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Figure 7-4: Harmony and Conflict—Plot of Means for I, Others and Real 

^  ^  J . .  ̂  

utetihooa » . . ^ 

IwlmmBntal Harmony Valw Harmony lnstfum«ntal Corilid Value Cortlld 

Scenario Type 

Behavioral Explanation 

In order to understand how subjects' evaluation of the scenarios is related to their 

responses regarding the probability of both self and others engaging in such behavior, the 

correlation table of these variables, displayed in Tabic 7-9, was examined. While 

pragmatic ratings are predictive of responses that the subjects would do similar actions 

and that others in the workplace would engage in similar actions as well as the rating of 

scenario reality, ethics ratings were predictive of only subjects' indication that they 

themselves would engage in similar actions. Thus while respondents ascribed ethical 

explanations to their own behavior, they did not ascribe such explanations to others' 

behaviors, instead viewing others' behavior as pragmatically motivated. In addition, 

while respondents viewed their self-behavior as both highly pragmatic and ethical, the 

correlation of others' behavior with pragmatics is much smaller, and follows a pattern 
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similar to respondents' assessments of tihe realism of the behavior of the employee ia the 

hypothetical scenario. 

Table 7-9; Correlations—I, Others and Real with Pragmatic and Ethic Ratings 

Pragmatic 
Rating 

Ethics 
Rating 

N 

I .67** M** 567 
Others .21** .07 565 
Real .15** -.04 569 

^^Significant at the .01 level 

Discussion 

Thus, overall these analyses indicate support for the methodological hy|jothesis. 

Respondent ratings of realism for hypothetical behavior-s were much more strongly 

correlated with likelihood ratings of others' behaviors than of self s behaviors. In all 

cases excqjt for harmony behaviors and cooperation behaviors, there were significant 

differences between what respondents indicated they would do and what they indicated 

others would do. In addition, the correlations between what they indicated others would 

do with Real were all significant and larger than correlations between Real and what 

respondents indicated they themselves would do. Thus, a comparison of responses for 

these two behaviors may give an indication of the difference between socially valued 

behaviors and expected behaviors. Respondents clearly believe they are motivated by 

both ethical and pragmatic considerations. They believe others, however, are motivated 

by pragmatic considerations alone. 

Hypotheses One and Two 

The next sets of analyses focus on the central question of this section of the 

dissertation: Whether the Classical Confucian Collectivist model or the Pragmatic 
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Collectivist model best describes the conflict and competition patterns found in Hong 

Kong organizations. Tables 7-10 and 7-11 summarize the results tbr these hypothesis 

tests. Tables 7-12 and 7-13 display the statistical comparisons. 

Hypothesis One 

Hypotiiiesis one proposed that the Classical Confucian Collectivist model best 

describes the Hong Kong organizational actor. Supporting hypotheses proposed 

relationships between different levels of the variables. Independent samples T-tests were 

used to test these proposed relationships for both "I" and "Others". 

Harmony and Conflict 

In the Harmony and Conflict scenarios hypotheses indicate that in this model, 

respondents should indicate VRM behaviors occur more frequently than IRM behaviors 

(hypothesis la), more frequently than IRD behaviors (Hypothesis lb) and ERD behaviors 

(Hypothesis Ic). Respondents will also indicate IRM behaviors will occur more 

frequently than IRD behaviors (Hypothesis Id) and ERD behaviors (Hypothesis le). 

Self-Reports rP. Tests indicated only partial support for these hypotheses. While 

the test for differences in all but one of these relationships were significant, the direction 

of the difference for the VRM and IRM relationship was in the direction opposite from 

that expected. Respondents indicated that they would engage in IRM behaviors more 

often than they would engage in VRM behaviors, indicating the instrumental focus of 

IRM behaviors trumped the value-based focus of VRM behaviors. Hypothesis la was not 

supported. 
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Respondents did indicate, however, that they would be significantly more likely 

to engage in VRM behaviors tlian in either II® or ERD behaviors. They were also 

significantly more likely to engage in IRM behaviors than IRD or ERD behaviors. Thus, 

hypotheses lb, Ic, Id and le were supported. 

Predictions of Others. As indicated by results for the methodological hypothesis, 

responses for "Others" are less subject to self-serving biases and are more likely to reflect 

behaviors respondents consider representative of the real world. Tests of the hypotheses 

for "Others" indicated little support for the CCC model 

Hypotheses la was significant, but as with "I," the results supported a relationship 

in the opposite direction than that predicted by the CCC model Similar findings were 

revealed for hypothesis lb. Respondents indicated IRD behaviors were significantly more 

than VRM behaviors. The test tor hypotheses Ic, Id, and le were non-significant. 

Table 7-10 Hypothesis Tests: Harmony and Competition Scenarios 

Comparison 
I Others 

Comparison 
CCC Model PC Model CCC Model PC Model 

IRM & VRM Hla—No* H2a—Yes* ^ HI a—No* H2a-^Yes* 

VRM & IRD Hlb—Yes* H2b™-"No* Hib-^No* H2b^Yes* 

VRM: & ERD Hlc-™-Yes* H2c~-~-Yes* Hlc~No H2c-™"No 

IRM & IRD Hid—Yes* H2d—Yes* Hid—Yes H2d—Yes 

IRM & ERD Hie—Yes* H2e™Yes* Hie—Yes H2e--Yes 

IRD & ERD H2f™-No n/a H2f~-~Yes 

A "Yes" or "No" indicates the mean difference between the variables is in the 
hypothesized direction. 
* Indicates the t-test of the mean difference is significant. 
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Table 7-11 Hypothesis Tests: Cooperation and Competition Scenarios 

Comparison 
I Others 

Comparison 
CCC Model PC Model CCC Model PC Model 

Coop & Neut Hlg-^Yes* H2g~No* Hlg~No H2g—Yes 

Coop & CC Hlh™--Yes* H2h~-No* Hlh—No H2h—Yes 

Coop & OC Hli~~--Yes* H2i~No* Hli—Yes H2i--No 

Neut & CC Hlj-^-No* H2j—Yes* Hlj"~-Yes H2j—No 

Neut & OC Hlk—No H2k-~Yes H Ik—Yes H2k~No 

cc&oc H21—Yes H21—Yes 

A "Yes" or "No" indicates the mean difference between the variables is in the 
hypothesized direction. 
* Indicates the t-test of the mean difference is significant. 

Cooperation and Competition 

In cooperation and competition situations, the Classical Confucian Collectivist 

actor will be primarily driven by cooperative, group-oriented goals, and only secondarily 

influenced by instrumental goals. Thus, cooperative moves should be more frequent than 

neutral moves (hypothesis Ig), covert competition moves (hypothesis Ih), and overt 

competition moves (hypothesis li). Neutral behaviors will be the next most frequent, 

beating out covert competition behaviors (hypothesis Ij) and overt competition behaviors 

(hypothesis Ik). 

Self-Reports fl'). Results for respondents' own behavior support hypothesis Ig, 

Ih, and li. Results for hypothesis Ij were significant, but in the opposite direction to that 

predicted, while results for hypothesis Ik were insignificant. 

Predictions of'Others'. Predictions of other's behaviors differed little among 

levels. None of the tests tor this variable were significant. 
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Discussion 

An overall analysis of these results does not indicate clear-cut support for the CCC 

model. Wlien examining the harmony and conflict scenarios, four out of five subsidiary 

hypothesis tests for "I" support the CCC model, but no significant support for the CCC 

model was found in these same tests using "Others." Wlien examining cooperation and 

competition scenarios, three out of the five subsidiary hypothesis tests using "I" support 

the CCC model, while no support is found using "Others." 

Table 7-12: Harmony and Conflict—Means for "F* would act like this and "Others" 

would at like this 

I Others 

Mean SD N Mean SD N 

IRM 4.57a 1.25 67 4.82a 1.19 66 

VRM 3.91b 1.54 68 4.28b 1.23 68 

IRD 3.34c 1.31 67 4.66a 1.25 67 

ERD 3.45c 1.32 67 4.52ab 1.22 67 

Means with different subscripts are significantly different at the .05 level 

Table 7-13; Cooperation and Competition—Means for "1" would act like this and 

"Others" would at like this 

I Others 

Mean SD N Mean SD N 

Cooperation 5.38a 1.35 76 4.45a 1.35 73 

Neutral 3.52b 1.63 73 4,58a 1.34 75 

Covert Competition 403c 1.66 73 4.55a 1.38 74 

Overt Competition 3.67bc 1.4 73 4.43a 1.23 72 

Means with ditferent subscripts are significantly different at the ,05 level 
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Hypothesis two proposes that the Pragmatic Collectivist model best describes the 

Hong Kong organizational actor. Supporting hypotheses propose relationships between 

different levels of the variables. 

Hamonv and Conflict 

In the Harmony and Conflict scenarios hypotlieses propose that in the Pragmatic 

Collectivist model, respondents should indicate IRM behaviors occur more frequently 

than VRM behaviors (hypothesis 2a), more frequently than IRD behaviors (Hypothesis 

2d) and ERD behaviors (Hypothesis 2e). Respondents should also indicate IRD behaviors 

are more common than IRM behaviors (hypothesis 2b) and ERD behaviors (hypothesis 

2{). Last, due to the secondary influence of harmony goals, respondents should indicate 

VRM behaviors occur more frequently than ERD behaviors (hypothesis 2c), T-tests were 

used to test these proposed relationships for both "1" and "Others" 

Self-Reports ri'). Tests indicated partial support for these hypotheses. 

Respondents indicated they engaged in IRM behaviors significantly more often than 

VRM, IRD, and ERD behaviors, supporting hypotheses 2a, 2d and 2e. They were also 

significantly more likely to engage in VRM behaviors as compared to ERD behaviors, 

supporting hypothesis 2c. Results for hypotheses 2b and 2f, however, were not supported. 

Both memis tended in the direction opposite of that predicted, with respondents 

significantly more likely to engage in VRM than IRD behaviors. 

Predictions of Others. Many of the hypothesis tests for "Others" were non

significant. Significant, supporting results were found for hypotheses 2a and 2b. All other 
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tests were Eon-significant, although the means for the relationships predicted by 

hypotheses 2d, 2e, and 2f were in the expected directions. 

Cooperation and Competition 

In the cooperation and competition scenarios, Pragmatic Collectivist actors were 

predicted to choose self-interest above other-oriented behaviors. Thus, respondents 

should indicate neutral behaviors occur more ixequently than cooperative behaviors 

(hypothesis 2g), covertly competition will occur more frequently than cooperative 

behaviors (hypothesis 2h) and overtly competitive behaviors also occur more frequently 

than cooperative behaviors (hypothesis 2i). Covert competition will be more common 

than neutral behaviors (hypothesis 2j) and overt competition will be more common than 

neutral behaviors (hypothesis 2k), Last, covert competition will be more common than 

overt competition (hypothesis 21), 

Self-Reports TD. Test results for hypotheses 2g, 2h and 2i were significant, but 

means were in the direction opposite to that predicted. Results for hypothesis 2j were 

significant in the expected direction. Results for hypotheses 2k and 21 were non

significant, although the means were in the predicted direction. 

Predications of Others. No test results for predictions regarding a typical Hong 

Kong resident's behavior were significant, although an examination of the means for 

hypotheses 2g, 2h and 21 did tend in the predicted direction. 

Results also indicate ambivalent support for the PC model. In the examination of 

harmony and conflict scenarios, when using respondents* predictions of own behavior as 
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the outcome variable, four out of six tests support the PC model and one test is significant 

in the opposite direction. When using respondents' predictions of others' behavior, two of 

these tests support this model and none is significant in the opposite direction. It should 

be noted, however, that all but one of the mean differences tend in the predicted direction. 

Wlien examining cooperation and competition scenario.?, no support for the PC model is 

found when using "I" as the outcome variable. In fact, three of these tests are significant 

in the opposite direction than predicted. When making predictions regarding others' 

behavior, no tests are significant. Only three of the six means are in the predicted 

direction. 

Final Discussion 

In this section a variety of analyses were performed on the questionnaire data. The 

methodological hypotliesis that asking respondents what how a typical person would act 

would result in responses that match reality more closely than asking respondents how 

they would act was supported. There is a strong possibility that self-reports are strongly 

colored by public ideology and are not indicative of the behavior that actually occurs in 

the workplace. It is probable that this ideological bias has prejudiced much prior research 

in fevor of results that match the received view. This received view is nonetheless 

inaccurate. Asking subjects what a typical person would do will partially address this 

concern and yield answers that more closely reflect the actual behaviors that respondents 

expect to encounter in their workplace. 

Hypothesis one and two received equivocal support. Unfortunately, there are 

methodological problems with the instantiation of our intended cost-benefit ratios in the 
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variables. These problems are particularly appareat in respondeEts' negative evaluation 

of the neuti-ality cases. Even so, there are certain conclusions that can be drawn. While 1 

cannot rule out the influence of Confuciao and Collectivist values on behavior, I cati rule 

out the priority of that model in determining behavior. In particular, a few of the above 

comparisons are more important than others in evaluating the relative fit of the two 

models. For example, instrumental relationship maintenance behaviors are preferred to 

value relationship maintenance behaviors. The clear self-focused instrumental concern of 

IRM behaviors is the most preferred action in the Harmony and Conflict set. Second, 

although respondents clearly indicate they would engage in cooperative behaviors, there 

is no such indication regarding others' behavior. As the results for the methodological 

hypothesis indicate, responses for self-behavior may not reflect reality. Prior research 

indicates evaluations of self-behavior are strongly colored by socially appropriate 

behavioral expectations and may not be accurate measures of expected actions (LaPiere, 

1934-1935; Merton & Rossi, 1960). In addition, the means of these responses for 

"Others," although non-significant, imply that "Others" would engage in neutral or 

covertly competitive behaviors more often than they would engage in competitive 

behaviors. 

Thus, overall these results do indicate that people are not necessai'ily willing to 

sacrifice self-interest for the common good as implied by the Classical Conftician 

Collectivism model. Arguably, Hong Kong people are primarily pragmatic like Western 

business people. Nonetheless, it is clear that they do take CCC values into account. Mot 

surprisingly, they do talk about these values and they do indicate these values influence 
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their own actions. People are accountable to the values they espouse, even if everyday 

actions often deviate from these verbalized values. While the data suggest that Hong 

Kong actors are primarily motivated by pragmatic goals, they also are motivated by 

secondary goals that are in accordance with the CCC model. If they can satisfy both goals 

concmrently, they will do so. If these goals cotiflict, pragmatic seli-interest will triumph 

in most cases. 
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CHAPTER 8—CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS 

O n e  m o u n t a i n can't accommodate 2 tigers (—S - yi shan bu rang er 

hu). 

It means tliat if there are 2 very capable, veiy excellent people in an 

organization, they will have conflicts with each other. Each of them wants to be the 

other's leader, doesn't like each other, envy each other and goes against each other. This 

is especially true in a government organization. (Explanation of the above proverb by a 

Mainland Chinese friend, February, 2004) 

In tliis section I introduce correspondence analysis, a form of data analysis 

relatively novel to the field of communication. Correspondence analysis can display 

complex data in a way that reveals relationships otherwise less obvious. After a brief 

overview of correspondence analysis, I appiy this analysis to ray data and comment upon 

the findings, using the correspondence analysis charts to explore possible answers to the 

research questions proposed in Chapter 6 as well as to identify hypotheses for forther 

study. 

Analysis Background 

Correspondence analysis is a descriptive procedure that graphically explores the 

relationships among variables in multi-dimensional space so as to reveal relationships 

between columns and rows in contingency tables. The French sociologist Bourdieu used 

correspondence analysis to relate culture and social structure in his analysis of French 
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social structure as well as his study of the social field of the French academic world. 

Harcourt (2002, pp. 9,99-1000) quotes Bourdieu ejqjlaining his interest in correspondence 

analysis: 

To account for the infinite diversity of practices in a way that is both unitary and 

specific, one has to break with linear thinking, which only recognizes the simple 

ordinal structures of direct determination, and endeavour to reconstaict the 

networks of interrelated relationships which are present in each of the factors, The 

structural causality of a network of factors is quite irreducible to the cumulated 

effects of the set of linear relations, of different explanatory force, which the 

necessities of analysis oblige one to isolate, those which are established between 

the different factors, taken one by one, and the practice in question; through each 

of the factors is exerted the efficacy of all the others, and the multiplicity of 

determinations leads not to indeterminacy but to over-determination. (Bourdieu, 

1984, as quoted in Harcourt, 2002, pp. 999-1000) 

Correspondence analysis takes a table of rows and columns and represents these 

rows and column in multi-dimensional space. Row variables are plotted as a function of 

their distributi,on across columns, while column variables are plotted as a function of their 

distribution across rows. To conduct correspondence analysis, a contingency table is 

normalized through a transformation to chi-square deviates. These normalized cells are 

then plotted in multi-dimensional space in a way that indicates the statistical association 

between the row and column categories (Breiger, 2000). Finally, using weighted least 

squares the procedures "finds the plane that captures and explains as much of the 
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multidimensional distribution as possible" (Harccmrt, 2002, p. 1000) producing a two-

dimensional graph. Spatial proximity is an indicator of the association between variables 

in the original data matrix (Breiger, 2000; Harcoxirt, 2002; Kuhn & Coorman, 2003; 

Weller & Rommey, 1990). 

While it is not a raetl)od of hypothesis testing, correspondence analysis does rely 

upon Pearson's chi-square statistic to compute distances in order to graphically represent 

relationships among variables (Harcourt, 2002). Harcourt commented that while some 

criticize the use of correspondence analysis because it does not test hypotheses, other 

support its use for the exact same reason as it lets the data reveal its information without 

supra-imposed preconceptions. The strength of this procedure is that correspondence 

analysis reveals the relationships between a flill structure of variables within one picture, 

thus facilitating interpretation of a complex web of relationships and associations. Breiger 

(2000) observed that the popularity of correspondence analysis with structural analysts 

and practice theorists is based upon this ability to visually portray two types of entity in 

one space. Harcourt concluded that "coixespondence analysis is particularly appropriate 

to study the duality of meaning and practices. This is because it allows us to visually 

represent the web of meanings and practices in one space. It holds constant routine 

associations and portrays only those that are "above average." It shows us how the 

categories are interrelated to each other in different contexts" (2002, p. 1002). 

Although the contingency tables used in correspondence analysis typically consist 

of counts of categorical variables, it is possible to use other types of matrices (see 

Breiger, 2000). For the data in study, matrices were constructed using the correlations 
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between the personal value variables (Value Harmony, Instrumental Harmony, Trust, 

Collectivism and Individualism) and the outcome variables (Etliical Evaluation, 

Pragmatic Evaluation, 1 would act this way, Others would act this way, and How real is 

this scenario) for each set of scenarios (See Appendix E). One was added to each 

correlation to eliminate negative numbers and UCINET used to conduct the 

correspondence analyses. 

Two series of correspondence analyses were run for this study. Both looked at 

relationships among the individual value and the scenario response variables. All 

contingency charts had the individual value variables in the columns and the scenario 

response variables in the rows. The first set of correspondence analyses examined three 

scenario response variables (1 would act this way "1", Others would act this way 

"Others", and How real is this scenario "Real") for each of the four scenario types (4x3 = 

12 variables) in two large correspondence analysis charts, the first containing the data for 

the Harmony and Conflict scenarios, the second containing the data for the Cooperation 

and Competition scenarios. 

The second series of correspondence analyses was used to look more closely at 

each scenario type. Thus four separate correspondence analysis charts for each 

questionnaire set, one for each scenario type, were constructed. In these analyses, the two 

scenario evaluation variables (Pragmatic Evaluation and Ethical Evaluation) were added 

to the rows of the correlation tables and a 5x5 table constructed (Individualism, 

Collectivism, Trust, Value Hawnony and instrumental Harmony x Pragmatic Evaluation, 
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Ethical Evaluation, I would act this way, Others would act this way, and How real is this 

scenario). 

Interpretation of Correspondence Analysis Charts 

Interpretation of a correspondence analysis chart can consist of identifying 

dimensions as indicated by the axes of the chart as well as identifying relationships 

between individual variables or groups of variables. When identifying dimensions, polar 

positions on an axis indicate that a variable has a major influence on the dimensional 

structure. In Figure 8.2, for example, the location of "I would be neutral" at -.3 on the X-

axis indicates it is a primary driver of this dimension. Wlien examining relationships 

between variables or sets of variables, the distance of each entity from the point of origin 

and the angle between it and other points on the chart as measured from the point of 

origin serve to identify these relationships (Breiger, 2000). In Figure 8.1, the acute angle 

between Collectivism and two scenario response variables, "I would engage in 

Instrumental Relationship Maintenance," and "Others would engage in Expressive 

Conflict" indicates they are closely related. In addition to the angle between variables, the 

distance of each variable from the point of origin must also be taken into account. Two 

variables may be closely aligned, but if one or both are close to the point of origin, this 

indicates the influence of the variable(s) in the overall structure is minimal. This is tme of 

the variable "Others would engage in Expressive Conflict" in Figure 8.1. Thus, although 

the angle between it and Collectivism is small, the close proximity of "Others would 

engage in Expressive Conflict" to the point of origin indicates it has little influence on the 
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plotting of variables on the chart, and the relationship tliwefore must be correspondingly 

discounted. 

In sum, the forther a variable is from the point of origin the stronger the influence 

of that particular variable. Looking at the angle between two variables on a 0" to 180" 

scale, acute angles indicate positive relationships while obtuse angles indicate negative 

relationships. Angles close to 0® indicate extremely positive association between two 

variables while angles close to 180" indicate variables are extremely negatively 

associated with each other. Angles of approximately 90® indicate no association. 

Harmony and Conflict 

Harmony and conflict scenarios incorporated both relationship maintenance and 

relationship disruption behaviors. The hypothetical employee maintained a relationship 

for either instrumental or value reasons, or engaged in conflict for either instrumental or 

expressive reasons. 

The first level of analysis sought to identify any clear dimensions as indicated by 

the axis of the chart. Analysis of this table did reveal two dimensions that accounted for a 

total of 70.3% of the variance. Dimension one accounted for 49.6%, while dimension two 

accounted for 20.7%. Dimension one clearly opposes respondents' ratings of "I would act 

this way" versus "Others would act this way." The only "I" variable on the Jeflt side of the 

chart is the one responding to instrumental relationship maintenance scenarios and all the 

"Others" variables appear on the left side of the central axis. In particular, two "I would 

act this way variables" (I would engage in instrumental conflict and 1 would engage in 

expressive conflict) in combination with instrumental harmony define one side of this 
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dimension and instrumental relationship maintenance is "Real" defmes the other.. 

Dimension two, on the Y-axis, separates conflict and maintenance behaviors, although 

two of these variables (I would act this way—instrumental conflict and Others would act 

this way™€xpressive conflict) are on the line. Thus it appears that respondents see a clear 

distinction between how others would act compared to their own behavior and see 

relationship maintenance and conflict behaviors as two separate groups. 

A second level of analysis looked at the relationships between the individual 

value variables and the scenario response variables. Instrumental harmony has a close 

relationship with respondents rating that "I would act this way" in instrumental conflict 

scenarios. The more people agreed with instrumental harmony statements, the more 

likely they are also to have indicated they would engage in instrumental conflict. 

Instrumental haraiony is also opposed to "Others would act this way" in value 

relationship maintenance scenarios and ratings of both types of relationship maintenance 

scenarios as "Real." Thus, respondents' instrumental haraiony scores are positively 

associated with self-reports that they would engage in instrumental conflict, but 

negatively associated with the belief that others would engage in value relationship 

maintenance. 

The location of collectivism on the grid places it firmly in the secondary 

dimension focusing on harmony behaviors. It is located close to both "I" and "Others" 

would maintain relationships for instrumental reasons and opposed to "I" would enter 

into conflict for expressive reasons. Trust is located near the center of the two axes, 

indicating it has few strong relationships with scenario response variables. While its 
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position is near that of "Others" would engage in expressive conflict, lite location of both 

of these points near the center indicates tiie relationship is not strong. 

The individual value variables individualism and value harmony are positioned in 

the same quadrant close together. Their close positioning indicates the relationship of 

these two variables with the scenario response variables is very similar. Both are close to 

"Others" would enter into conflict for instrumental reasons and opposed to "I" would 

maintain harmony for value reasons. 

Discussion 

In this mapping of variables, the clear instrumental focus of collectivism is 

interesting. While the traditional CCC paradigm does predict a relationship between 

collectivism and harmony behaviors as displayed in Figure 8.1, this positioning indicates 

those harmony behaviors have a strong instrumental origin. While collectivism is also in 

opposition to disrupting haimony, the disruption it opposes, Expressive conflict, has a 

non-instrumental origin. 

The relationship between "1" would engage in conflict for instrumental reasons 

and instrumental harmony makes sense. This appears to indicate those people who 

maintain hannony for instrumental reasons also would engage in conflict if the conflict 

had the possibility to result in a beneficial outcome. Thus, the instrumentality of these 

responses appears to be driving the choice rather than the harmony or conflict in of itself. 

The negative relationship of instrumental harmony with "Others" would maintain 

relationships 
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for value reasons emphasizes the instramental, lack of value focus as well as a somewhat 

suspicious view of others. It is also interesting to note that instrumental harmony is in 

opposition to believing most of these scenarios are Real. 

Last, the close positioning of individualism and value harmony is interesting as it 

indicates they have similar relationship with harmony and conflict behaviors. This seems 

to conflict with the CCC models view that Confucian collectivists should be driven by 

value motivations rather than instrumental motivations. In this chart collectivism has a 

strong instrumental focus, which is more in line with the pragmatic collectivist model. 

Cooperation and Competition 

Cooperation and Competition scenarios portrayed neufral, cooperative, covertly 

competitive or overtly competitive behaviors. Neutral behaviors were those in which an 

employee saw a need but did nothing, cooperative behaviors were those in which the 

employee actively helped the other person, while in covertly and overtly competitive 

behaviors, the employee used the other employee's problems as a tool to gain an 

advantage over him. 

The first level of analysis sought to identify any clear dimensions as indicated by 

the axis of the chart. In this chart the primary dimension, which accounts tor 47.9% of the 

model, is driven by the extreme placement of "I" would be neutral on one side. On this 

dimension, most other variables can be interpreted based on their relationship to "I" 

would be neutral. Instrumental harmony is closely related to it, while Collectivism is in 

opposition to "I" would be neutral, as are "I" would be cooperative and "Others" would 

be covertly competitive. In general, Overt and Neutral behaviors are lumped together on 
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one side and Covert and Cooperative behaviors on the other. Dimension two, accounting 

for 28.6% of the model, seems driven mainly by tlie placing of "Others" would be 

cooperative and "I" would be neutral on one side, and "Others" would be both neutral 

and overt on the other. Of the individual value variables. Individualism and Value 

Harmony are on one side and Trust on the other. 

The second level of analysis looks at the relationship between column and row 

variables. Instrumental Hannony's location places it close to'T' would be neutral and in 

opposition to'T' would be cooperative as well as to "Others" would be covertly 

cooperative. Trust is in close proximity to "Others" would be cooperative and is opposed 

to "Others" would be neutral and to "Others" would be covertly competitive. As on the 

conflict and harmony chart, Individualism and Value Harmony are close together, 

indicating their relationships with the scenario response variables are similar. These two 

individual value variables are located close to believing both covert and overt 

competition scenarios are "Real" and are also related, although somewhat less strongly, 

to "Others" would be neutral and "Others" would be overtly competitive. They are also in 

opposition to "I" would be overtly competitive (although the central location of this point 

means the relationship is weak). Collectivism is located close to "I" would be cooperative 

and "Others" would be covertly competitive. It is located in opposition to "1" would be 

overtly competitive and "I" would be neutral and to the evaluation of neutral scenarios as 

real. 
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Discussion 

Several insights jump out of this analysis. First, all cooperation and covert 

competition responses appear on the same side of dimension one, which accounts for 

47.9% of the model If, as previously argued, surface cooperative moves often mask 

competitive behavior, tliis placement makes sense. It is possible that some cooperation is 

merely one step in a multi-move competitive series. Another focus of this research is on 

the differences revealed when respondents are asked what they would do versus what 

others would do. Here, collectivism's placement is close to both "I" will be cooperative 

and the belief that "Others" will be covertly competitive. Clearly, depending on which 

actor the researcher focuses on, dramatically different answers may be revealed. As 

Merton and Rossi (1960), as well as other students of reference group behavior have 

discovered, asking a person directly what he or she would do often evokes a statement of 

expected norms, while asking what others would do—e.g., a neighbor—^reveals expected 

and typical behaviors. In this case, the more highly collective the respondent was, the 

more distinction they made between their own behavior and other's behavior. The belief 

that others would be cooperative is driven by trast rather than collectivism. 
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In addition to the two main analyses above, correspondence analysis was used to 

look at the data associated with each scenario type. Again, individual value variables 

formed the columns of the matrices, while scenarios evaluation and response variables 

formed the row. Thus, in addition to the three central dependent variables ("I would do 

this" "Others would do this" and "Reality") ratings of scenario action practicality 

(Pragmatic Evaluation) and ethical nature (Ethical Evaluation) were included. 

Instrumental Maintenance 

In the instrumental relationship maintenance scenarios (Figure 8.3), the individual 

value variables of trust and value harmony clump with both "Others" and "I" would 

maintain relatiomhips for instrumental reasons. Collectivism is related to the rating of 

scenario action practicality. The more collective people were, the more they were likely 

to rate such scenarios as pragmatic in nature, while the more trusting people were, the 

less likely there were to rate these scenarios as pragmatic. Nonetheless, collectivism is in 

opposition to the belief that either "I" or "Others" would act in similar manners to the 

actions described in the scenarios. Individualism is opposed to giving these scenarios 

high value ratings. In addition, collectivism is somewhat associated with instrumental 

harmony and in opposition to value harmony and trust. 

Conflict Scenarios 
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Figure 8.4 
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The position of the variables indicates that the more highly people score on the 

Individualist scale, the less likely they are to think such behavior is ethical, although they 

also rank it as realistic. Collectivists, on the other hand, think such behavior is more 

pragmatic, although they v^rould refrain from acting similarly. At the same time, people 

ranking high in instrumental harmony also think they and others in Hong Kong will 

refrain from engaging in instrumental maintenance. 

Value Maintenance 

In value maintenance scenarios (Figure 8.4), tJie protagonist chooses to maintain a 

relationship in the face of possible negative repercussions. In these scenarios, 

collectivism is associated with believing maintaining relationship for value reasons is 

more ethical, while Individualism is closely related to believing "Others" would act this 

way and that these sorts of situations are real descriptions of the working world. Value 

harmony, on the other hand, is opposed to believing "I" would act this way as well as 

pposed to believing such behaviors are pragmatic. 

Instrumental harmony plays a major role in figure 8.4, located at an extreme 

position along the X-axis. It is strongly associated with the pragmatic evaluation of value 

relationship maintenance behaviors, as well as associated with indicating "I" would 

engage in value maintenance. It is in strong opposition to rating value maintenance 

scenarios as "real" and believing "Others" would engage in value maintenance behaviors. 

Last, trust defines the secondary dimension on the Y-axis and has a negative association 

with collectivism and evaluating value maintenance behaviors as ethical. 
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Instym-nental Conflict 

Instrumental conflict scenarios (Figure 8.5) all had the protagonist disrupting the 

harmoBy of tiie organization in order to challenge the status quo and pursue hi$ ovvn 

goals. When these scenarios were analyzed, trust and the evaluation of such behavior as 

ethical were closely located, as were value harmony and the evaluation of these scenarios 

as real If respondents were high in value harmony they did not think instrumental 

conflict was useful (Pragmatic Evaluation) nor did they believe they would act in such a 

manner. Collectivism and individualism both were associated with indicating "Others" 

would act this way, although the distance of Individualism from the center-point as well 

as its more proximal location to "Others" indicate it has a stronger association. 

These people also did not believe instrumental conflict was very ethical (Ethical 

Evaluation). Higher scores on instrumental harmony were associated with saying "1" 

would act this way and that these actions were pragmatic in nature. 
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Figure 8.5 
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Expressive Conflict 

In Expressive Conflict scenarios (Figure 8.6), the hypothetical employee 

disrupted the harmony of the organization but had no clear goal other than venting 

frustration. The action had no clear instrumental, goal-focused motive, to these scenarios, 

Instrumental Harmony scores are related to indicating "1" would engage in such conflict 

if it were usefiil to do so. Collectivism and Value Harmony are related to believing that 

"Others" would engage in such conflict, while Individualism is related to believing such 

scenarios are Real. Last, trust has no clear positive relationship with any row variable, but 

is in opposition to believing "Others" would engage in expressive conflict. 

Discussion. In all four types of harmony and conflict scenarios, instrumental 

harmony appears to be a driving factor in the creation of dimension one, while trust 

seems to drive the creation of dimension two. Appearing at right angles to each other, 

these two variables have little relationship to each other. 

Collectivism has interesting relationships to the belief that "Others" will engage 

in either relationship maintenance or relationship disruptive behaviors. People scoring 

high on the collectivism scale have less faith in the idea that "Others" would maintain 

relationships for both instrumental and value reasons, but they do believe that "Others" 

will be more likely to engage in both types of conflict This seems to be contrary to the 
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Figure 8.6 
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prevailing belief that collectivists are more likely to engage in relationship maintenance 

behaviors while avoiding conflict. Respondents do not believe the typical Hong Kong 

resident would exhibit such behaviors. At the same time, vi^hile they believe that 

instromental maintenance behavior is pragmatic; they nevertheless somewhat weakly 

believe instrumental conflict behavior is not pragmatic. 

In both instrumental relationship maintenance and instrumental conflict scenarios, 

individualism is negatively associated with believing such actions are ethical. The more 

individualistic a person scored, the more likely they were to indicate being instrumental 

in relationships was unethical Again, this does not conform to the received view that 

individualism leads to less concern for relationships and thus a more instrumental 

approach to relationships. 

Cooperation and Competition Scenarios 

Neutrality 

In neutral scenarios (Figure 8.7) the individual sees a need but does nothing to 

help or hinder the person who has the need. In these scenarios individualism and value 

harmony share similar relationships with the row variable. They are both related to 

believing "Others" would be neutral and in opposition to believing "I" would be neutral. 

Trust appears to have a relationship to "I" would be neutral Instrumental harmony is 

related to believing neuti'al behaviors are ethical and pragmatic at the same time. Again, 

since distance fi-om the center point is an indicator of the strength of a particular variable, 

the placement of ethical evaluation further from that point indicates it plays an important 

part in the responses to these scenarios. Collectivism, is related to believing neutral 
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scenarios are real descriptions of organizational life, but in oppositioH to believing such 

actions are ethical. Those who scored higher in individualism were more likely to believe 

"Others" would be neutral, but thought "1" would be less likely to be neutral. 

Cooperation 

In cooperative scenarios (Figure 8.8), the protagonist helped a colleague even 

though such help was clearly not to his own benefit. In these scenarios, individualism is 

clearly related to believing such scenarios are realistic and tlmt "I" would 

act this way. Collectivism also is related to believing "I" would be cooperative, but less 

closely related to the evaluation of cooperative moves as realistic. Trust is closely related 

to believing "Others" would be cooperative, while value harmony has a negative 

relationship with such beliefs. Last, instrumental harmony is related to believing 

cooperative mores are both ethical and pragmatic at the same time. 
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Figure 8.8 
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Covert Competition 

In covert competition scenarios (Figure 8.9), the protagonist unobtrusively uses 

information about a colleague's shortcomings to gain better position with his boss. In 

analysis of these scenarios, individualism had no direct relationships with 

the scenario response variables, but was opposed to indicating "I" would act covertly and 

believing covert moves are ethical Collectivism, on the other hand, was related to 

believing others would act this way and that covert moves are pragmatic and opposed to 

believing covert scenarios were realistic. Trust was also opposed to believing such 

scenarios were realistic. Instrimental harmony was related to indicating "I" would act 

covertly and value harmony was related to indicating covert competition scenarios were 

real 
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Overt Competition 

In overt competition scenarios (Figure 8.10), the protagonist openly uses information 

about a colleague's shortcomings to gain better position witlt his boss. In tliese scenarios, 

Individualism was related to believing such competition was realistic, but opposed to 

being this competition was ethical. Collectivism had a relationship with "1" would act this 

way and believing acting this way was etiiical and pragmatic. Value harmony was related 

to believing "Others" would act this way, while tastnimental Harmony was related to 

believing overt competition was ethical, but not realistic. Last, trust was related to 

believing overt competition was pragmatic, as well as somewhat related to indicating "I" 

would be overtly competitive. 

Four main groupings of variables appear in the mapping of these scenarios. Trust 

and pragmatic evaluation are closely related to each other and extremely negatively 

related to value harmony and "Others would act this way." These latter two form a 

second grouping. In a similar manner, real and individualism are extremely positively 

associated with each other and in opposition to two other associated variables, ethical 

evaluation and instrumental harmony. Collectivism and "I would act this way" are also 

grouped together, but at more centrally located, and therefore less influential positions, 

on tlie chart. They have a positive association with ethical evaluation, insltumental 

harmony, tmst and pragmatic evaluation, while also having negative associations with the 

remaining four variables. 
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Discussion 

As with the harmony and conflict scenarios, in all cooperation and competition 

scenarios except for overt competition, the individual value variable of instrumental 

harmony appears to drive dimension one. In overt competition, while not exerting as 

much intluence on the dimensional structure as in the other tliree scenario types, it still 

has an influence on the composition of the secondaiy dimension. 

In general, collectivism appears to lead to beliefs that "I" would do positive things 

(e.g., be cooperation) but "Others" would do negative things (e.g., be neutral). In 

evaluating competitive behaviors, those high in collectivism were more likely to say they 

would be overtly competitive, but at the same time indicated others would be covertly 

competitive. Again, these responses appear to contain a flavor of misti-ust regarding 

others' actions. Another interesting point that is revealed in these charts ties into the 

overwhelming negative evaluation of neutral behaviors. Even though extrapolation of 

arguments in the 1/C literature would indicate collectivists would be more likely to 

engage in neutral behaviors, my respondents clearly indicated that they would not. The 

more collectivistic the respondent, the more unethical they rated neutral behaviors. Even 

so, they believed others in Hong Kong were likely to engage in neutral actions. 

Collectivists also viewed neutral and cooperative behaviors as comparatively unethical, 

but saw overt and covert competitive behaviors as ethical. 

While collectivists do say they would be cooperative (although this does not 

necessarily extend to their evaluation of others' behavior), it is interesting to note that 

that individualism displays a similar pattern to collectivism in the analysis of cooperative 
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as well as neutral scenarios, although this similarity is not as strong in the analysis of 

neutral scenarios. Wliile individualism and collectivism are on the same side of the 

primary dimension, they still differ on the secondary dimension. 

In the competition scenarios, however, this similarity pattern does not hold. In 

overt competition scenarios, individualism and collectivism exhibit a mild negative 

associatioti; while in covert competition scenarios, their 90° positioning indicates little 

relationship. While individualists believe overt competition is real, collectivists do not. 

Coilectivists also do not believe covert competition is real, although they hold more 

strongly than do individualists that others might act that way. Individualists, however, 

definitely would not act covertly competitive, but have little to say about whetlier they or 

others would act overtly competitive. 

Those scoring high in trust expect others to be cooperative, but not overtly 

competitive. Covert competition is seen as more ethical than overt competition and others 

are also thought to be more likely to engage in covert competition. At the same time, high 

trust scores were also strongly positively associated with others being cooperative and 

somewhat negatively associated with others being neutral A possible explanation for the 

covert and overt competition findings is that scenarios poilraying overt competition often 

included face-threatening behaviors—the competing employees mistakes are announced 

openly rather than secretly to the boss. Thus, covert behaviors might be seen as more 

ethical in that they do not openly shame another person. People high in trust might place 

more importance on such face saving behaviors. 
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People high in insfinunental harmony viewed all four scenarios types as being 

ethical, although this relationship was strongest for both cooperation and overt 

competition. Nonetheless, although cooperation was seen as ethical, these people 

indicated they would be less likely to cooperate and more likely to be covertly 

competitive. This appears to stress the surface nalwe of this type of harmony. 

Value harmony, on the other hand, could be described as a kind of pessimistic 

conservatism. Others are not expected to be cooperative, but rather will be neutral or 

overtly competitive. These individuals do indicate they themselves would not engage in 

neutral behaviore; but in other scenarios, value harmony either has little association or a 

slightly negative association with indication of what "I" would do. When rating scenario 

reality, there are positive associations with rating cooperation and covert competition as 

real, but little associations with the other two scenario types. 

Avenues for Future Research 

In general, correspondence analysis of respondents' data supports a more 

instrumental view of collectivism as well as indicates that there is a clear division 

between self-reported behaviors and behaviors considered typical in the Hong Kong 

workplace. While respondents' self-reported behavior might match typical other-centered 

portrayals of collectivism, their reports of others' behaviors clearly do not match. In 

addition, the relationship between collectivism and trust deserves more research. In most 

of the analyses, the individual value variables of collectivism and trust had opposing 

relationships with the scenario outcome variables. The extreme opposition of tliese 

variables leads to the hypothesis that in Hong Kong organizations, the more collectivist 
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employees are, the less trusting they are. If so, it can also be hypothesized that the typical 

Hong Kong employee sees coworkers as outgroup ratlter than ingroup members. This 

hypothesis is congruent with findingvS in the interview portion of this research. 

Second, while most cross-cultural research as well as these current analyses have 

focused more on the relationships of individualism and collectivism with other variables, 

these charts indicate that collectivism has a weak role in most relationships, appearing 

relatively close to the central axis of the charts in all except neutral scenarios. On the 

other hand, instrumental harmony plays a much more significant role. The importance of 

instrumental harmony in determining dimensional structure indicates that focusing on 

haimony might reveal more insight in future research. 
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CHAPTER 9-CONCLUSIONS 

If you haven't fought with each other, you do not know each other. 

- zhi yi zhi bi, bai zhan bai sheng). A Chinese proverb meaning 

that if you know your enemy well, you will find her weaknesses and win 100% of the 

time. Before you enter into a battle, you need to gather intelligence about your enemy. 

A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stire up anger (Proverbs 15:1, 

NIV). 

Al! of the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that any of his 

possessions were his own, but they shared everything they had. (Acts 5:32, NIV) 

When I first initiated this study, I traveled to Hong Kong believing that Hong 

Kong organizational communication should reflect the CCC model. That idea turned out 

to be naYve. Upon reflection, however, this disconfirmation is not surprising. Throughout 

the social science literature we have distinctions between normative regularities and 

behavioral regularities, between attitudes and behavior, between accounts and conduct, 

between motives and rationalizations. It should not be too surprising that social scientific 

research falls prey to this same distinction and in its description of cultural influences 

winds up doing exactly what people themselves do. In the study of Chinese culture and 

communication we have reported and taken at face value the normative expectations of 

Chinese culture, accepting the ideal as the actual, and as Goffman (1959) might put it, 

politely dis-attending to conduct that might not live up to the ideal 
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Dissertation Summary 

This dissertation began as a traditional exploration of the reJationsihip between 

Hong Kong organizational communication practices and culture, much in the line of a 

great deal of prior research, with the hopes of adding some bit of additional 

understanding to the extant body of knowledge. The initial interviews I conducted in 

Hong Kong, however, revealed counter-received view accounts indicating not the 

expected abundance of conflict avoidant and cooperative behaviors, but instead 

referencing omnipresent conflict and competition. As a result, the focus of my research 

metamoiphosed into a probe of the meanings of these counter-intuitive narratives with 

the hope of understanding their existence in the face of so much contrary empirical and 

theoretical evidence. Chapters two and tliree lay out this evidence for the received 

paradigm that still dominates most cross-cultural research (witness the overwhelming 

reliance on individualism and collectivism in such research and the stereotypical views 

that dominate this literature as well as popular accounts written for the consumption of 

businesspeople). Chapter four then gives my informants voice as they one by one 

overwhelmingly indicate the Hong Kong workplace is not often the congenial, supportive 

atmosphere one would suppose based on a reading of this literature. Chapters five and six 

contain a reanalysis of the literature in the light of these contrary findings and the 

proposal of a new model of Chinese organizational communication which 1 believe can 

better account for both my current findings as well as explain the discrepancies in prior 

research. Chapters seven and eight analyze data from a questionnaire study set up to test 

these tw'o models. This analysis, while not lending complete support to the Pragmatic 
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Collectivist model, does clearly indicate tliat the Classical Confucian Collectivist in an 

inadequate explanation for Hong Kong organizational behavior. Further analyses points 

to new hypotheses and suggestions for foture research. 

Contributions 

This research makes both a theoretical and methodological contribution to the 

literature, The literature analysis and data herein identify several methodological issues 

that plague much of the extant cross-cultural research in this area. The failure to 

adequately include and conti-ol for the theoretically important in-group/out-group factor is 

particularly problematic. Unquestioning reliance on self-report measures of self behavior 

that is subject to self-presentation and nomative biases also leads to problems with the 

data. Theoretically, it argues that althougli surface examination may indicate conflict 

avoidance and cooperative behaviors predominate in Hong Kong organizations, deeper 

analysis reveals conflict and competition is common in Hong Kong. This is exceptionally 

clear in the accounts my informants provided about their day to day experiences in 

organizations. Analysis of the survey data also provided support for this claim. 

Unfortunately, current theory relies too much on ancient texts and stereotypical portrayals 

that are not a good match with reality. Last, the manner is which cross-cultural research is 

presented in our literature is problematic at best, leading to unqualified statements and 

unsupportable conclusions. 
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Methodological Contributions 

"I". "Others" and Actual Behaviors 

Statement after statement in the interview data clearly lead to the conclusion that conflict 

is common and competition is expected in Hong Kong organizations. In fact, as I listened 

to my infonnants and read and reread their comments it seemed that the stories I was 

hearing were not much different than those I might hear in the Western world. There was 

little support for the existence of the Confucian collectivistic organiation. 

If these accounts are reflective of tlie typical organization, why, then, do we often 

read of the self-sacrificing collectivist and the harmony oriented Confucian? Cultural 

values research would have us believe there should be very significant differences in 

expected behavior. It is possible since this research just focused on Hong Kong, that 

accounts in Western countries might have found that even more conflict and even more 

competition and even less trast exist in Western organizations. Nonetheless, based on the 

data I gathered in this in-depth study, little was found that would enable me to support 

any of the strong statements often made about Chinese organizations. While conflict 

avoidance and indirect behaviors were reported, almost all of these were focused on self-

serving instrumental goals. Plenty of more overt moves were also reported. 

The survey study offered a possible explanation for this discrepancy. In modeling 

expected predictions from both a Classical Confucian Collectivist and a Pragmatic 

Collectivist view, some support was found for both models. The main support for the 

Classical model, however, was found in responses to what "I" would do, while 
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indications that the Piagmatic model is a better tit were found in an examination of 

responses tor what "Others" would do. 

This finding should not be unexpected. Classical sociological studies (Merton & 

Rossi, 1960) found similar behavior in the U.S. where self-reported behaviors fit existing 

moral values and norms, but other-reported behavior significantly differed from those 

norms. Most graduate students in the social sciences have also been introduced to 

LaPiere's (1934-1935) research where his respondents' claims and actions were a 

complete mismatch. Even LaPiere's findings are discounted due to methodological 

issues, they cannot be discarded completely (Deutscher, 1973). 

In more recent research, Cialdini, Reno and Kallgren (1990) identified two types 

of norms. There are norms that refer to the typical behaviors expected in a culture and 

norms that refer to morally approved rules. These descriptive and injunctive norms may 

be quite diiferent from each others. In addition, norms may be either externally enforced 

via rewards or punishments, or internally driven by moral or ethical considerations 

(Leung & Tong, 2002; Schwartz, 1973). Merely because our subjects report they value 

certain types of actions, and that they themselves would engage in such valued actions, 

does not tnean that these are the expected actions in the culture. There is a difference 

between what we expect of people and what we expect from people. We need to be 

careful of such survey research. If there is an implicit/explicit diflerence this "questions 

the validity of survey research. If we are unable to believe what participants tell us in 

anonymous questionnaires, we are quite limited in the kinds of research tliat we can 

conduct and the conckisions that we can draw" (Heine, 2003, p. 599-600), 
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The typical questionnaire methodology that asks respondents how they would 

react in certain situations is fatally flawed if significant differences exist between stated 

cultural norms and day-to-day interactions, particularly if respondents' answers are more 

reflective of those noims than of real actions. My respondents' self-referent answers 

indicated support for the received vieM' of conflict avoidance and cooperation. Their 

answers regarding others' actions and the relationship of both self and others' actions 

with ratings of scenario realism, however, give clear indications that the received view 

does not match respondents' perceptions of the typical repertoire of actions in Hong 

Kong organizations. Others' reported actions are considered more realistic. Respondents 

also indicate they believe other Hong Kong residents will be much less conflict avoidant, 

much less cooperative, and much more competitive and conflict engaging than they 

themselves would be. These results confirmed earlier suspicions delineated in Chapter 

five. 

The "fagade of modesty" in response biases that Asian societies are particularly 

susceptible to must also be accounted for (Heine, Takata, & Lehman, 2000). The use of 

multiple measures (such as the "I," "Other" or "Real" in the current research) as well as 

multi-dimensional comparisons (TakahasM, Ohara, Antonucci, & Akiyama, 2002) and 

muhi-method research can help recognize biased answers for what they are. 

Wliose Group Do I Belong to Anvwav? 

In addition, failure to control for tlie in-group/out-group distinction in most 

studies leads to fatally flawed conclusions. One reason the collectivism—cooperation— 

hamiony link has become dogma is that research is this failure, as well as disregard of 
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other structural elements that enforce collective behavior. In an initial survey of 

management research done in China, Koch and Koch (2004) report that the majority of 

experiments did not adequately control for pre-existing group relationships. In most 

Western cultures, the assumption is the classroom relationship is not a strong or enduring 

one. While a few students might have relationships outside of a class, these are in the 

minority and classmates will vary from course to course. In China, however, students in a 

class have likely gone through tlieir entire college experience together. They live 

together, socialize together, study together and take almost eveiy class together. The 

college classmate bond is a very strong one. Thus, our assumption is that, unless steps are 

taken to ensure the contrary, students recruited from a class in Chinese universities are 

likely to be members of a pre-existing in-group with strong bonds and traditions of 

reciprocity, while the opposite is true in the U.S. This creates a major confound in the 

interpretation of data from many studies. Even when business people are recruited as 

subjects in Mainland China, often these bxisiness people are drawn from MBA courses or 

other courses oriented toward working business people and compared to similar groups in 

the West. Even these comparisons, however, may be problematic. As one informant from 

Mainland China commented, he was enrolled in such a business course not so much for 

the learning that took place, as to network with other businesspeople who might become 

important contacts in the future. Such an orientation could greatly influence the outcomes 

of game theoretical and similar research focusing on cooperation and competition. 

Buchan, Croson, and Johnson (1999), for example, found that, regardless of in-

group or out-group membership, Chinese trusted and reciprocated more, A review of 
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their methods, however, raises questions as to whether they adequately accounted tbr pre

existing group membership. In both China and the U.S. they used upper division business 

and economic students who arrived and were randomly assigned to one of four groups. 

These students then engaged in some type of non-relevant discussion (designed to create 

a sense of group membership) and were then paired to play a trust game. The Chinese 

students, however, were recruited from a limited number of classes, probably knew each 

other beforehand, and had strong |we-existing relationships as compared to the typical 

U.S. university students who do not have such close relationships. Thus, apples are being 

compared to oranges. A second study by Ma, Wang, Jaeger, Anderson, Wang, and 

Saunders (2002) suffers ixom similar lack of clarity in the subject selection process. 

Although they follow standard American procedures in the random assignment of 

students to groups, it is also clear from the study tliat the students were recruited from 

only a few classes at the Chinese university. Thus, there is a strong likelihood that group 

membership is confounded in spite of these random assignment procedures. 

Theoretical Contributions 

If You Scratch M v Back I Will Scratch Yours 

Fijneman, Willemsen and Poortinga (1996) provide another much needed 

critique in this area. They argue that the statement collectivists are motivated solely by 

the good of the group is overly simplistic. On the contrary, the expectation of tnture 

support must also be taken into account. They found that cooperative behavior occurred 

in those cases where the collectivist individuals assumed they would be receiving 
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reciprocal help from others. Thus, it is possible that collectxvists are not motivated so 

much by any particular values, per se, but rather by structural bonds of reciprocity. 

Yamagishi, Jin, and Miller (1998) argue this thesis when they say that in-group 

favoritism in collectivist societies is due to expectations of reciprocity rather than based 

on values associated with a shared social categoiy. Yamagishi and colleagues add: "The 

hypothetical collectivists and universalists [their preferred term for an individualist] both 

valued personal goals. They differed Irom each other only in the preferred means to 

achieve personal goals" (p. 325). In research Yamagishi, Cook and Watabe (1998) found 

that "infernal mutual monitoring and sanctioning" accounted for cooperative behaviors 

better than did any internalized moral values in assuring Japanese would cooperate in 

working toward group goals (p. 90). In fact Yamagishi's 1988 research comparing 

Japanese to Americans showed that once opportunities for monitoring and sanctioning 

are removed, Japanese acted less cooperatively than did Americans. On the more macro 

level, Hagen & Choe (1998) concur that sanctions do more for Japanese inter-firm 

cooperation rather than the existence of any particular collective values. In China, 

Kachelmeier and Shehata's 1997 research found that only under situations of low 

anonymity did subjects from China and Hong Kong contribute more than those from 

Canada, thus supporting the argument that structural differences might account for cross-

cultural variation. 

Thus, while there is some evidence for a collectivism—cooperation—harmony 

link, there is also evidence that this link is activated only under certain, types of 

conditions or in certain types of relationships. These conditions and relationships may be 
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somewhat rare in the modem Hong Kong organizational world where the bonds of the 

small collectivity have been mostly broken. My interviewees indicated that they had few 

close jfriends in the workplace and most had little intaaction with their coworkers outside 

of the office. Thus, for these informants, co-workers cannot be considered part of an in-

group and there should be no expectation that cooperative and hannony behaviors be 

emphasized in relationships with those colleagues. 

That Depends on What the Meaning of Conflict Is 

Inter-racial interactions in the U.S. are often subject to misinterpretation that is 

located more in stylistic differences rather than a difference in the goals of the interaction 

(Kochman, 1981). Behavior that for one group is too aggressive or too passive may be 

completely appropriate for the other and not intended to be either aggressive or passive. 

In the context of East-West relationships, Triandis commented that what may appear to 

be passive action to Westerners might be considered highly aggressive from the Eastern 

perspective. Although he was applying this to Western actions in the Eastern context, 

underlying this comment is the clear possibility that researchers are completing missing 

aggressive, conflictual, competitive behaviors. Behaviors need to be interpreted 

according to their appropriate cultural reference point and in the context of the meanings 

that cultural actors assign to them (Hymes, 1972). 

Although there has been an emphasis on taking cultural differences into account 

in research, yet Western definitions of conflict and competition seem to be 

wholeheartedly adopted. As a result, while non-Western philosophies, orientations, and 

theory have been emphasised in recent research (e.g., G. M. Chen's 2002 edited volume 
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on Chinese communication practices), many of these new advances have still not cleanly 

separated themselves from the ethnocentric perspectives of yore. Many of these new 

advances also mainly focus on the more positive differences between Eastern philosophy 

and Western practices. Two problems occur hear. First, there is plenty in Western 

philosophy that would also indicate harmony, cooperativeness and group orientation 

should be valued. A cursory scan of Judaic-Christian texts (the presumed equivalence to 

Confucian and Daoist texts) would indicate these findings. Nonetheless, few would argue 

that current Western practices closely match such ideals. In fact, these same texts are 

often pointed to as the building blocks of Western individualism. Unfortunately such 

simplistic arguments overlook the many "Christian" cultures as well as the Israeli Jewish 

culture that are also classified as collectivistic. 

In particular, actual practices are still interpreted from a Western-centric point of 

view. For example, while ihe Confucian concept of harmony is emphasized, Western 

definitions of conflict and competition are still used when interpreting behaviors. These 

definitions assume (often incorrectly even within Western culture) that conflict and 

competition are overt, single-move actions. Thus, more covert, multi-move conflicts that 

do take place are ignored or interpreted as harmony and cooperation. If Chinese cuta'e is 

high-context, where most of the information is either in the physical context or 

internalized in the interactants themselves, witli little information is in the explicit code 

(Hall, 1976), why are we still looking for explicit manifestations of conflict and 

competition, instead of looking for more implicit and indirect maneuvers 
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In any event, describing Hong Kong Chinese as conflict avoidant and non

competitive is not accurate, as it misses ways in which conflict and competition do take 

place. Brew, Hesketh and Taylor (2001, p. 14) commented that "East Asian respondents 

may be not so much avoidant and complacent as maintaining a decision-making dialogue 

which involves relationships, jointly held responsibility, and jointly-owned consensus." 

Arguably, too much research focuses on harmony and suppression of self-interest when 

this does not make sense unless we understand how getting ahead does take place and 

how conflict does get expressed. The issue of how much competition and conflict OCCUK 

can not be addressed until the question of how they occur is answered. 

Yang (1994) provides a bridge between public harmony actions and private goal-

oriented levels in her discussion oiguanxi: "the art otguami actually operates in both 

private and public realms. Guanxi is practiced for private individual and familial ends but 

relies very much on public means: generosity, mutual assistance, indebtedness and 

obligation, strings and networks of acquaintances, friends and intermediaries" (p. 311). 

H. C. Chang's research (1999,2001) provides another example of this disjunction 

between surface adherence to norms and private pursing of individual goals. 

Self-Concern Issues 

Traditionally, Rahim's (1983; 1986) dichotomous view of conflict has looked at 

conflict avoidance as exhibiting a low concern for self and the assumed conflict-avoidant 

tendencies of collectivist cultures has been seen as confinnation of this view: Collectivist 

purportedly avoid conflict because they place the group interest above their individual 

interests, It is clear, however, that conflict avoidance can actually reflect a very high 
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concern for self if, as most of my informants commented, conflict was avoided because 

the fear of negative repercussiom. Tsjovold, Morishim, and Belsheiin (1999) wrote that 

"cooperative goals do not induce avoidance or suppression of opposing views, but 

encourage open, mutual discussion that promote integrative solutions" (p. 48). 

Cooperation and conflict avoidancc are not mutually inclusi ve, although much of the 

current literature appears to make this assumption. 

And a Few Additional Things 

Validity is also a problem that must be addressed. It is clear in the current study 

that conceptualizations of the scenarios did not quite match the respondents' view of 

them. Some caution must be taken in interpreting responses due to this. Nonetheless, the 

post scenarios evaluation measures gave some insight into what people were responding 

to. Peng, Nisbett, and Wong (1997), however, argue that measurements of validity are 

often lacking in our research. Heine, Lehman, Peng, and Greenholtz (2002, p. 913) add: 

"Indeed, many of these studies are conducted without any basis of validity other than the 

face validity of the items. Without a solid criterion, these studies risk yielding invalid and 

misleading results." 

Last, we need to recognize that while there is overwhelming consensus that the 

received view of individualism and collectivism is accurate, there is evidence that all is 

not right in the state of our research. Oyserman, Coon, and Kemmelmeier's (2002) meta

analysis of the literature revealed numerous questions about some of the major 

assumptiom in this research. Many of the cultural differences between collectivists and 

indiviciua!i!5ts, particularly in their incarnation in the standard East Asian—North 
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American comparison, are not always found in studies (Matsumoto, 1999; Oysemian et 

al, 20002; Peng et al, 1997), even though there is a consensus that such views are 

accurate. Matsumoto (1999, 2002) claims many conceptualizations of Japan are based in 

outdated stereotypes. Takahashi et al. (2002) found that Americans had both higher 

affective and instrumental scores for close figures such as family members and friends 

than did Japanese and found that the American manner of social relations was also 

harmonious and interdependent even though much I/C research claims Americans prefer 

separation and independence. They conclude, "highlighting only the differences between 

the cultures provides an unbalanced perspective, and thus is misleading" (TaJcahashi et 

al, 2002, p. 462). Pilgrim and Rueda-Riedle (2002, p, 284) commented: "Collectivism 

and individualism places culture into an overly simplistic dichotomy that often overlooks 

multifaceted social situations (Turiel & Wainryb, 1994)." 

Loose terminology leads to loose thinking 

Part of my argument is semantic-based, but this does not mean it is any less 

important to our understanding of behaviors. If we are not clear in specifying social 

behaviors, then we cannot advance our understanding. Statements such that in 

collectivistic societies "self-serving behavior is unlikely because people are not motivated 

by self-interest" are patently ludicrous. Other such statements as in "A general consensus 

in research, as well as in conventional wisdom, is that collectivists tend to be more 

cooperative, whereas individualists are more competitive (Mead, 1976; Triandis, 1990)" 

(Chen, Chen & M^eindle, 1998,291) while not so overtly incorrect are still problematic. 

As we argued earlier, if group merabersMp is an important part of the collectivism— 
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cooperation link, igooring this importance in theoretical statements hinders the 

advancement of our research, while ignoring this variable in research inhibits the 

interpretation of results. The statements "collectivism leads to more cooperation" and 

"collectivism leads to more cooperation in in-group relationships" are not identical. 

Unfortunately, too many researchers fall prey to this fallacy. In tact, if one assumes that 

the majority of work relationships in a presumably collective society such as Hong Kong 

countenance out-group relationships, then the statement "collectivism leads to less 

cooperation" is a more accurate reflection of reality. 

Mars. Venus, and Other Far Off Lands 

If we assume the "other" who is the focus of our research hails from some far-off 

land with incomprehensible customs, then we can have a fascinating time focusing on 

those differences. When we look closer, however, there are always many more 

similarities than differences under tlie surface strangeness. Cooper and Denner (1998) 

wrote that: 

the strengths of individualism-collectivism theories lie in their challenge to 

psychological theories of individuals and groups that assume universality and 

their evidence of culture-specific meanings in universal processes involving the 

self, emotion, and cognition. Their limitations stem from their emphasizing 

differences between societies, thus portraying cultural communities as holding 

mutually exclusive, stable, and uniform views. 
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Schwartz and Bardi (2001) add that while "differences are more salient and compelling 

than similarities" there are underlying similarities in values and goal-structures across all 

societies. 

Much of our research follows the difference in values approach to culture. This 

approach is as much methodological as theoretical, as the evidence is predominately 

derived from survey research. Such survey research, however, can only be taken at face 

value if we assume the values we are interested in are internalized. Otherwise, social 

desirability will lead to a gap between public adherence claims and private beliefs. There 

is some clear evidence in the Chinese case that private beliefs and day to day actions are 

not consistent with the values claims. Nonetheless, often this evidence is ignored because 

of methodological biases that favor survey research. 

Confucianism does not appear to be an adequate explanation for Chinese conflict 

behavior because that behavior is found in many non-Confucian cultures. At the same 

time, however, collectivism also fails as an adequate explanation. Much of the behavior 

presumably explained by collectivism in truth looks no different than what happens in all 

cultures—collectivist or individualistic—when low power people deal with high power 

people. Braroe's (1975) research on the relationship between Canadian Native Americans 

and their Anglo neighbors illustrates such behaviors in a very different cultural milieu. 

In addition, we must acknowledge that similar behaviors can look identical locally 

but have really different meanings and should be understood as different. Is the behavior 

harmony or indirect exploitive competition? Unless we understand their meanings, we do 

not know. To underetand better, we need to look at the context, at the surrounding 
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behaviof s, at what happens in the end of a niulti~move set of behaviors in which any one 

tnove might not be able to be understood clearly. 

Yamagishi and colleagues' research (Yamagishi, 1986,1998a, 1998b; YamagtsM 

& Cook, 1993; Yamagishi, Cook et al, 1998; Yamagishi, Jin et al, 1998) takes a more 

structural or "institutional" approach to ctilture that I believe has better explanatory 

power. Rather than looking at collectivism at differences in how we value relationships, 

Yamagishi points to structural factors that make certain types of behavior more 

advantageous to the self in the long run. In other words, people privilege the group when 

it is in their favor to do so, not because they value the group more or because it is 

important in their cognitive construction of self. 

These explanations are easy to understand—if true, rather than studying the 

"Other" as a stranger whom we do not understand, we can study the neighbor who, when 

we come to know the context and structure within which she lives, engages in very 

understandable and familiar behavior. In the interviews, it is interesting to note that they 

actions and contexts informants talked about were not so uncommon. Even when 

informants ascribe their own or other's behavior to "Chinese culture" this is at least partly 

belied by the fact that the behaviors they describe are clearly recognizable forms 

The organizational sociologist Paul DiMaggio commented that "The view of culture as 

values that suffuse other aspects of belief, intention, and collective life has succumbed to 

one of culture as complex rule-like structures that constitute resources that can be put to 

strategic use (Bourdieu 1990, Sewell 1992, Swidler 1986)," (1997, p. 264). He added that 

this greatly complicates the study of culture because it forces us to acknowledge 
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inconsistencies between media representations and people's norms. It should also force 

us to aclmowledge inconsistencies between what is portrayed in academic discourse and 

the everyday lives or ordinary people. 

A focus on the structural forces influencing behavior naturally leads to a focus on 

cultural universals as opposed to cultwal idiosyncrasies. It also offers a better explanation 

for actual behavior than do explanations based on value differences. While people may 

talk the language of cultural values, actions are more similar than dissimilar and often 

belie the talk. Accounts and the accountability of conduct are important and help to 

explain why, at times, Hong Kong people may appear less competitive and disruptive, the 

pragmatic currents underlying these accounts are embedded in structures that influence 

behavior in much the same way similar stmctures would lead to similar behavior in the 

West as well as the East. 

Clearly, the CCC model is an ideal model. As such it is more the model of 

accounts, or an idealized description of norms, than a description of everyday action in 

the ordinary person's life. While there is evidence people do act on these norms if 

pragmatic goals are not greatly hindered, for most people, compliance with these norms 

is of secondary concern. Unfortunately, difficulties in quantifying the costs and benefits 

of actions in the scenarios lead to problems with interpretation of the quantitative data. 

Nevertheless, the lack of support for the CCC model in that data, particularly where 

responses regarding others' behavior is concerned, clearly indicates that a re-analysis of 

the relationship between ideal models, cultural values, and everyday action is necessary. I 

believe an understanding of power relations, structural forces, and cultural toolkits 
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(DiMaggio, 1997; Swidler, 1986; Jeppei-son & Swidler, 1994) provides more 

parsimonious explanation and offers broader explanatory power. 

Conclusion 

In Hidden Conflict in Organizations, Galbraith (1986) is quoted; "The picture of 

the great cojporation as a peacefiil cooperative of its participants is more than highly 

improbable, it is e)rtraordinarily fraudulent" (Kolb & Putnam, 1992, p, 21). The picture of 

Chinese organizations as collcctivistic Confucian families where the manager nurtures 

and protects employees and the employees loyally and harmoniously work for the good 

of the organization is equally fraudulent. Although such organizations may exist, they are 

clearly rare entities. Perhaps the Classical Confucian Collectivist model does describe 

values tliat cultural participants aspire to, but it is not a good description of ordinary 

organizational life nor of the behaviors people expect to encounter in the work place. 

Galbraith goes on to comment that while fraudulent, the picture of the corporation 

as a peaceful cooperative is actively maintained by its participants who do not "avoid 

dispute, conflict and hostility, but,.. keep them out of sight" (Galbraith, 1986, as quoted 

in Kolb & Putnam, 1992, p. 21). In the Classical Confiician Collectivist case, researchers 

and subjects together have unwittingly conspired to hide the day to day conflict, 

competition and non-harmonious behavior that are part of organizational life in Chinese 

cultures, much as they are present in cultures in other parts of the world. Lack of clarity 

in our writing, shortcomings in our logic, and faulty methodology in our research 

obscures this evidence and has allowed an admittedly fascinating but inaccurate picture 

of wide cultural dissimilarities to dominate the field. 
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This is not, however, to imply there are no unique aspects to organizational 

communication practices in Hong Kong. Nonetheless, the simplistic reification of 

organizational practices into conflict and harmony, cooperation and competition, with the 

former characteri stic of the East and the latter characteristic of the West ignores more 

complex, raulti-Ievel interpretations of behaviors and interactions. As Voronov and 

Singer commented in their 2002 critique of I/C research, such overly simplistic 

descriptions "evoke unduly fixed and caricature-like mental impressions of cultures or 

societies rather than representative pictures of their complexities" (Voronov & Singer, 

2002, p. 461). 

Rather than starting from tlie assumption that conflict and competition does not 

happen because harmony and cooperation are valued, we need to start from the 

assumption that conflict and competition does take place in Confucian societies. Our 

focus should be on how it happens, rather than assuming that since we do not see the 

overt behaviors more common (perhaps) in the West that conflict is thus non-existent 

Wang and Chang (1999), for example, indicated that Chinese often interpret American 

behaviors as more competitive or impolite than they are actually intended. In other 

words, they may incorrectly identify cooperative or relationship-building moves 

Americans make. A logical extension of this misinterpretation is that when Chinese make 

competitive or conflict moves they may also be improperly identified. 

In sum, while conventional wisdom says that Chinese avoid conflict, cooperate 

with each other and focus on harmony, I instead argue that approach conflates societal 

values with everyday practices, thus ignoring the everyday lives of people, is Western-
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centric in its intetpretations of practices, ignores multiple facets of any one action and 

makes the potentially erroneous assumption that organizational relationships are in-

group. Most of my informants in Hong Kong live in a world of conflict and competition, 

not one of txiie harmony and other-focused cooperation. While it is true that Hong Kong's 

developed economy and unique history, as well as the high education and English ability 

of my respondents make these fmdings not representative in the Chinese world, initial 

research in Mainland China coupled with Chang's research in Taiwan (1999; 2001) lead 

me to believe these findings that conflict and competition are prevalent are not so unique. 

To be sure, many authors do acknowledge that conflict and competition does 

occur in Chinese societies (Chen, G.M., 2002) but nonetheless, the argument seems to be 

that it is minimal, particularly when compared to Western societies. My counterargument 

is that w^hile surface conflict with in-group members might be more minimal, plenty of 

conflict exists beneath the surface. More overt conflict has also probably been 

underestimated, particularly if the assumption that in tlie areas with more developed 

economies, the majority of day-to-day interactions are with out-group members. 

This is not to say, however, that there are no substantive differences between 

Chinese and Western forms of conflict or the norms and values that influence those forms 

of conflict. There is too much evidence in this area to be completely dismissed. 

Understanding the philosophical underpinnings of such differences is a useful endeavor, 

particularly in a research society which is still dominated by a mainly Western-centric 

paradigm. Nonetheless, I do argue that the differences are smaller than usually believed 

and that ex.treme forms of the Classical Confucian Collectivi..st arguments are patently 
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unsustainable. Comments such as that found in the Doney, Cannon, and Mullen (1998, p. 

610) article, "self-serving behavior is unlikely because people are not motivated by self-

interest," are clearly problematic. Self-serving behavior is readily apparent in many 

interactions when one looks beneath the surface. My Hong Kong informants indicated 

such behavior was common, to be expected, and must be guarded against 

Thus, rather than starting from the assumption that conflict and competition does 

not happen because harmony and cooperation are valued, we need to start from the 

assumption tliat conflict and competition do take place in Confiician societies. From a 

cultural standpoint, Sun Tze' 36 stratagems referenced by G. M. Chen (2002) might be a 

useful starting place. Ghauri and Fang (unpublished manuscript, p. 9) write that these 

provide an "indirect Chinese way of contending." Recent work by Chang (1999,2001) 

also provides an excellent view on how harmony and conflict co-exist in Chinese 

communication practices. 
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APPENDIX A—INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Introduction: 

As I mentioned before, I am doing research on how we perceive and react to problems in 
the workplace. I will begin with a few basic background questions (education, work 
experience, etc.). The remaining questions focus on communication issues in the work 
place. I am interested in "people problems"--what kinds of things might other people do 
(co-worker, client, boss, etc) that would make you dissatisfied and how you would 
respond? AH information, of course, is held confidential-your responses would be 
anonymous. Neither your name nor your company name will be associated with this 
information. 

Background Information 
Interviewee; 
Interviewee's Position: ___________ 
Organization: 
Years worked in Organization: 
Gender Age 

1. Tell me about your work history. What jobs have you held? (how long, changes 
in positions at the same job). 

a. Why did you change jobs? (Find out if unhappy, looking for better opportunity, etc. 
Possible follow up if seems interesting) 

b. How did you find this job? Are there any people here that you knew before you came 
to work here? How did you know them? 
2. Outside of work, do you get together informally with your colleagues much? Say 

for lunch or after work for a drink? What do you talk about then? Who do you 
usually go with? With the same people? If not, why not? 

3. How enjoyable do you find your present job? What are the things you like about 
it? What would you change if you could? 

4. Do you think there are many job opportunities for someone with your skills? 
Would it be easy for you to get a different job? 

General Problem Questions 
5. Does your organization have guidelines for when you want to make a suggestion 

or voice a complaint? 
6. What do you think? If an employee has a problem with someone else at work, 

what should he/she do? 
7. Wliat do you think is the best way to voice your iinhappincss with someone else 

in tlie company, or with some policy in the company? If you had a 
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problem/conflict with someone, would you approach that person directly? What 
would you say or do? Would you openly voice your anger in such a situation? 

8. If you know about a problem at work should you tell somebody about it? Can 
you think about a time when someone confronted another person about a problem 
and it was counterproductive. What about when it helped? 

Specific Problem Identification and Reaction Questions 
9. When you are with your colleagues, ai*e there sometimes things that people 

complain about? Wiat kinds of things make people unhappy? Why? Can you 
give me an example? 

10. What kinds of problems arise between people you supervise? Between yourself 
and people you supervise? Between people to whom you report and yourself? 
Between people to whom you report? How are these usually handled? Can you 
give me some examples? 

11. Have you ever known of a dispute between two people to spill over into other 
parts of the company? If so, did people choose sides? Which side were you on? 
Why? 

12. If you wanted to talk to your superior about an issue, would you feel comfortable 
talking with him/her? How would you go about doing it? Are there things 
someone should absolutely NOT do? Why not? Would you need an 
appointment? Is there an "open-door" policy? 

13. Have you ever experienced a situation in which a subordinate wasn't performing 
up to your expectations? Hw did you handle that situation? What would you 
consider the proper way to handle such a situation? Do you have any formal 
procedures or guidelines for these kinds of situations? Do you find them helpful? 
Have you ever had to terminate another employee? How was that done? Why? 

14. Have you ever been asked to intervene or intervened on your own account in a 
dispute? What were the circumstances? 

15. What are the more difficult parts of your job? 
16. Can you think of a time when a coworker/employce/manager did something that 

really bothered you and you didn't do anything in response? What did he/she do? 
Wliat was your relationship with him/her? Why did you decide not to do 
anything? Did your frustration come out in any other way? 

17. Can you think of a time when a coworker/employee/raanager did something that 
really bothered you and decided to complain? What did he/she do? What was 
your relationship with him/her? Did you complain directly to him/her? Did you 
get someone to complain for you? Wiat did you say/do? 

18. Can you think of a time when a coworker/employee/manager did something that 
really bothered you and you decided to change jobs? What did he/she do? Wliat 
was your relationship with him/her? What made you decide to do this? 

19. Please recall a real case of friction or conflict you experienced recently with a 
colleague (any case will do, but preferably one involving personal interests and 
important to you). Describe it briefly. There is no issue of "right" or "wrong " 
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"good" or "bad" here, and you only need to describe the actual process of tlie 
case. 
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APPENDIX B--SCENARIOS 

Cooperation and Competition 

Neutral Scenarios 

LA. Tom is a colleague of Chris's. They both started at the firm at the same time and 

hold positions at the same level and hope to eventually be promoted to management 

positions. Although Tom has worked with Chris in the past, Chris is not someone with 

whom Tom is a close friend. Recently, Tom found out that their supervisor was 

considering the two of them for promotion. This promotion would involve an increase in 

salary and prestige. Tom would like to be the one who is finally chosen. Nonetheless, he 

doesn't believe he should push himself forward. However, when he noticed some errors 

in one of Chris' reports, he decided not to say anything, 

II. A. David is a salesperson at a company. He has several colleagues at the same level 

who have all worked together at tiie company about the same amoimt of time. They all 

have the same boss. While David gets along with his colleagues, he would like to be the 

one promoted to the sales supervisor position. In pursuit of this goal, he tries to do a 

solidly good job. Also, he learns techniques to help him sign new clients, and provide 

good service to those clients he already has. When he sees some of his colleague 

struggling, however, he does not think he has to share his techniques with them. 

in.A. Tim has worked in a company for several years and has hopes of eventually being 

promoted to an upper management position. Currently, however, he is working on a new 

product release. Another colleague has been working on a competing idea, and both of 

them are to present their ideas to the board. The board will then decide which of the 'two 
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of them will head the new project. The day they were to iwesent their ideas, Tim notices 

that Brad's presentation is not very polished because Brad does not know how to best use 

the presentation software. Because he wasn't asked, however, he does not offer to help. 

IV.A, Steve works at a large company in Hong Kong. He has been there for several years 

and has hopes of eventually being promoted to an upper management position. His 

principle competition for the promotion is Ronnie, one of his colleagues. A few weeks 

ago Steve's immediate supervisor gave Steve and Ronnie two separate projects to 

complete. This week, however, while looking over some of the work Ronnie has done, 

Steve noticed that there are several mistakes. Knowing that none of these problems would 

have immediate repercussions for his own work, Steve decided the best option was to not 

say anything, and instead let other people take care of tlie problem. 
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Cooperation Scenarios 

LB. Tom is a colleague of Chris's. They both started at the firm at the same time and 

hold positions at the same level and hope to eventually be promoted to management 

positions. Although Tom has worked with Chris in the past, Chris is not someone with 

whom Tom is a close friend. Recently, Tom found out that their supervisor was 

considering the two of them for promotion. This promotion would involve an increase in 

salary and prestige. Tom would like to be the one who is finally chosen. Nonetheless, 

when he notices some errors in one of Chris's reports, he pointed the problems out to 

Chris and helped Chris correct the report before the errors came to the notice of their 

superior. 

II..B. David is a salesperson at a company. He has several colleagues at the same level 

who have all worked together at the company about the same amount of time. They all 

have the same boss. While David gets along with his colleagues, he would like to be the 

one promoted to the sales supervisor position. In pursuit of this goal, he tries to do a 

solidly good job. He goes out of his way to help others in his office. In addition, when he 

works with other salespeople, he teaches them his sales techniques to make them betta 

salespeople. 

III.B. Tim has worked in a company for several years and has hopes of eventually being 

promoted to an upper tnanagement position. Currently, however, he is working on a new 

product release. Anotlier colleague has been working on a competing idea, and both of 

them are to present thei r ideas to the board. The board will then decide which of the two 

of them will head the new project. The day they were to present their ideas, Tim noticed 
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that Brad's presentation was not very polished because Brad did not know how to best 

use the presentation software. As a result, he offered to show him how to improve the 

presentation. 

IV.B. Steve works at a large company in Hong Kong. He has been there for several 

years and has hopes of eventually being promoted to an upper management position. His 

principle competition for the promotion is Ronnie, one of his colleagues. A few weeks 

ago Steve's immediate supervisor gave Steve and Ronnie two separate projects to 

complete. This week, however, while looking over some of the work Ronnie has done, 

Steve noticed that there are several mistakes, Altliough none of these problems would 

have immediate repercussions for his own work, Steve took the time to help Ronnie by 

pointing out these problems to him. 
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Covert Competition Scenarios 

I.e. Tom is a colleague of Chris's. They both started at the firm at the same time and 

hold positions at the same level and hope to eventually be promoted to maiiagement 

positions. Although Tom has worked with Cliris in the past, Chris is not someone with 

whom Tom is a close friend. Recently, Tom found out that their supervisor was 

considering the two of them for promotion. This promotion would involve an increase in 

salary and prestige. Tom was determined to be the one who was finally chosen. Thus, he 

took every possible opportunity to show the quality of his work to his manager, althougli 

he was careM that this was not obvious to his co-workers. Also, when he noticed some 

errors in one of Chris's reports, he pointed the problems out to Chris and helped Chris 

correct the report before it was turned in. Afterwards, however, he let his supervisor 

know he had helped Chris. 

lie. David is a salesperson at a company. He has several colleagues at the same level 

who have all worked together at the company about the same amount of time. They all 

have the same boss. While David gets along with his colleagues, he would lUce to be the 

one promoted to the sales supervisor position. In pursuit of this goal, he quietly tries to 

get in the good graces of his supervisor by pointing out all of the accounts he brings in 

and showing how he pleases his clients. He also works hard to maintain good 

relationships with his colleagues. If he finds out one has made a mistake, he won't 

publicly embarrass them. In fact, often he will try to help them correct the problem. 

Later, however, he let his supervisor knows about the problem and his efforts to correct 

it. 
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inc. Tim has worked in a company for several years and has hopes of eventually being 

promoted to an upper management position. Currently, however, he is working on a new 

product release. Anotlier colleague has been working on a competing idea, and both of 

them are to present their ideas to the board. The board will then decide which of the two 

of them will head the new project. The day they were to present their ideas, Brad came to 

him to ask for some help on finishing his presentation. Brad's presentation was not very 

polished because Brad did not know how to use the presentation software. Nonetheless, 

Tim told Brad he was too busy improving his own presentation. Alternative ending: Tim 

told him he could help, but at the beginning of the board meeting he commented on how 

he had helped Tim. 

rV.C. Steve works at a large company in Hong Kong. He has been there for several 

years and has hopes of eventually being promoted to an upper management position. His 

principle competition for the promotion is Ronnie, one of his colleagues. A few weeks 

ago Steve's immediate supervisor gave Steve and Ronnie two separate projects to 

complete. This week, however, while looking over some of the work Ronnie has done, 

Steve noticed that there are several mistakes. First, he pointed out the problems to his 

colleague and helped him correct them. Later, when he had the opportunity, Steve let 

their supervisor know about the problems and his help in resolving them. 
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Overt Competition Scenarios 

I.D. Tom is a colleague of Chris's. They both started at the fmn at tlie same time and 

hold positions at the same level and hope to eventually be promoted to management 

positions. Although Tom has worked with Chris in the past, Chris is not someone with 

whom Tom is a close friend. Recently, Tom found out that their supervisor was 

considering the two of them for promotion. This promotion would involve an increase in 

salary and prestige. Tom was determined to be the one who was finally chosen, Thus, he 

took every possible opportunity to openly show the quality of his work to his manager. 

Also, when he noticed some errors in one of Chris's reports, he asked some questions 

about these issues in one of their group meetings. 

ILD. David is a salesperson at a company. He has several colleagues at the same level 

who have all worked together at the company about the same amount of time. They all 

have the same boss. While David gets along with his colleagues, he would like to be the 

one promoted to the sales supervisor position. In pursuit of this goal, he makes a point of 

calling attention to his new accounts and showing how he pleases his clients. In addition, 

if a colleague makes a mistake, he often points them out publicly. In these ways, he can 

make sure the supervisor sees that his work is better than those of Ms co-workers. 

III.D. Tim has worked in a company for several yeai's and has hopes of eventually being 

promoted to an upper management position. Currently, however, he is working on a new 

product release. Another colleague has been working on a competing idea, and both of 

them are to present their ideas to the board. The board will tlien decide which of the two 

of them will head the new project, The day they were to present their ideas, Brad came to 
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him to ask for some help on finishing his presentation. Brad's presentation was not veiy 

polished because Brad did not know how to use the presentation software. Just then 

several board members stopped by, and Tim explained Brad's predicament and how he 

was going to help him. - Instead of However, Tim told Brad that he thought both of them 

should do their own work in preparing and presenting their proposals, 

IV.D. Steve works at a large company in Hong Kong. He has been there for several 

years and has hopes of eventually being promoted to an upper management position. His 

principle competition for the promotion is Ronnie, one of his colleagues. A few weels 

ago Steve's immediate supervisor gave Steve and Ronnie two separate projects to 

complete. This week, however, while looking over some of the work Ronnie has done, 

Steve noticed that there are several mistakes. Later, when the two of them were meeting 

with their supervisor, Ronnie pointed out these problems with the report. 
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Harmony and Conflict Scenarios 

Instrumental Relationship Maintenance 

LA. Chris has worked in a company for a number of years. While there he worked for 

a manager, Tom, who was later appointed a senior director in the company. Chris had a 

good working relationship with Tom, although they were not personal friends. Chris has 

done well and has recently been promoted. Recently, however, a feud has erupted 

between Tom and several other directors in the company. Tom has told Chris that he is 

going to take a job at another company. He offered Chris a position in the new company 

with him. The potential for advancement at the new company seems even better than the 

one he is currently working at and he seems guaranteed quick advancement. After some 

thought, Chris agreed to Tom's request that he go with him to the new company. 

II. A. David is a colleague of Brian's. They have a good working relationship, although 

they are not personal friends. Although he does not see him as a close friend, David still 

maintains a good relationship with Brian. David makes sure Brian is included when 

colleagues go out and is always willing to help him on projects. Brian is the son-in-law of 

the firm's CEO, Over time, the CEO has started to take extra notice of David. He now 

stops at David's desk when passing and often makes positive comments about the quality 

of his work. 

III. A. Tim is the owner of a small company that sells electronic equipment overseas. For 

some time, he has had a contact in another firm that supplies them several parts that are 

needed in their product. He has known this person, Brad, for quite some time, although 
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they are not personal friends, and do not have any contacts outside of the business 

relationship. Recently Brad has lowered his prices below those of competitors. As a 

result, because of the long relationship with Brad, Tim signs a long-term contract to 

purchase the needed parte through Brad's company. 

IV. A. Steve has worked for several years in a company and has hopes of eventually 

being promoted to a management position. Currently he has been asked to head a new 

work project. Steve has two possible candidates he can choose for one position. One of 

his possible choices is Ron, a colleague who started at the same time Steve did, and with 

whom he has worked closely over the past several years. Ron is bright and hard working. 

The second is a new employee who has just finished school. Steve decides that he wants 

to maintain his relationship with Ron, and therefore chooses Ron to be part of his team. 
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LB. Chris has worked in a company for a number of years. While there he worked tbr 

a manager, Tom, who was later appointed a senior director in the company. Chris had a 

good working relationship with Tom, although they were not personal friends. Chris has 

done well and has recently been promoted. Recently, however, a feud has erupted 

between Tom and several other directors in the company, Tom has told Chris that he is 

going to take a job at another company. He offered Chris a position in the new company 

with him. The potential for advancement at the new company, however, does not appear 

as good as at his present position. In essence, Chris will have to start a new in a job with 

less potential. After some thought, however, Chris agreed to Tom's request that he go 

with him to the new company, 

II.B. David is a colleague of Brian's. Although he does not see Brian as a personal 

friend, David still maintains a good relationship with Brian. David makes sure Brian is 

included when colleagues go out and is always willing to help him on projects. 

Unfortunately, their immediate supervisor has taken a strong dislike to Brian. Over time, 

this supervisor has noticed that David spends a lot of time helping Brian and has 

becoming noticeably cold to David. 

in.B. Tim is the owner of a small company that sells electronic equipment overseas. For 

some time, he has had a contact in another firm that supplies them several parts that are 

needed in their product. He has known this person, Brad, for quite some time, although 

they are not personal friends, and do not have any contacts outside of the business 

relationship. Lately, however, he has found that he could buy similar quality parts from a 
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competiHg supplier at a cheaper price. Nonetheless, because of the long relatiomhip with 

Brad, Tim signs a long-term contract to purchase the needed parts through Brad's 

company 

IV.B. Steve has worked for several years in a company and has hopes of eventually 

being promoted to a management position. Currently he has been a.sked to head a new 

work project. Steve has two possible candidates he can choose for one position. One of 

his possible choices is Ron, a colleague who started at the same time Steve did, and with 

whom he has worked closely over the past several years. Ron is a good person, but a slow 

worker who sometimes makes mistakes. The second is a new employee, young, and 

known to be very bright and hard working. Nonetheless, Steve decides that he wants to 

maintain his relationship with Ron, and therefore chooses Ron to be part of his team. 
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Instrumental Conflict 

I.e. Charis is working on a group project with several colleagues. The group has been 

brainstorming for ideas. They eventually start discussing an idea that Chris first 

mentioned—however, when he mentioned it, he had said it was something they should 

avoid doing rather than an idea they should consider. Unfortunately, however, the other 

group members didn't remember his negative comments, and later decided they liked this 

idea and began to discuss it. As the group starts talking about this idea, the group leader 

thanks Chris for bringing it up. Chris, however, thinks the idea is completely inadequate 

and may lead to the failure of the project. He doesn't want his name associated with it. 

Chris immediately contradicts the comment, saying that it wasn't his idea and reiterated 

his critical comments. 

lie. David is working with a colleague, Brian, on a project at work. Brian's 

contribution is very poor and David always feels like he has to do more than his fair share 

of the job. While Brian realizes his work is inadequate, he is doing the best he can. 

Unfortunately, their supervisor often assigns them projects to work on together. Finally, 

David became very upset at the situation and decided to do something about it. Thus, the 

next time he met with Brian and found that Brian's work was poorly done, he 

immediately went to his supervisor, complaining to him about Brian's quality of work 

and the fact that he often had to work with him 

Ill.C. Tim has worked at a company for several years and believes he has a strong 

career there. He is a marketing manager, and has been developing an idea for a new 

marketing plan for one of the company's products. He has told some colleagues about tlie 
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idea and is veiy excited about the impact it can have on the company (and his career, if 

all goes well). At an important meeting, it was announced the marketing plan would be 

discussed and the project head selected. Everyone knows the new project head will be 

either Time or his colleague, Brad. To Tim's surprise Brad presented the proposal that 

Tim had been developing, claiming that it was his own. The corporate V.P. of marketing 

praised Brad for being creative and insightful. Tim decided he had to do something 

immediately before any important decisions were made. As a result, in ttie meeting he 

challenged Brad's claim to the proposal, arguing that he had developed it and could prove 

that it was his own. 

rV.C. Steve has worked for several years in a company and has hopes of eventually 

being promoted to a management position. In a meeting Steve and several colleagties are 

discussing how to improve the office's record. Two proposals have been put forward that 

the group is discussing, Steve doesn't see any clear advantage in either of them. 

Nonetheless, one of the proposals was made by a colleague, Ron, who is very well-

connected in the company. Steve sees this as an opportunity to cultivate his relationship 

with Ron. Therefore, when the discussion started to favor the second proposal, Steve 

made several critical remarks about the quality of that proposal and instead argued 

strongly in favor of Ron's. 
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Expressive Conflict 

LD. Chris is working on a group project with several colleagues. The group has been 

brainstoraiing for ideas. They eventually start discussing an idea that Chris first 

mentioned—however, when he mentioned it, he had said it was something they should 

avoid doing rather thaa an idea they should consider. Unfortunately, however, the other 

gi'oup members didn't hear his negative comments, decided they liked this idea and begin 

to discuss it. Chris, however, thinks the idea is completely inadequate and may lead to the 

failure of the project. As the group concludes the discussion, the group leader thanks 

Chris for bringing up the idea. The group finishes writing their report, and it is turned in 

to their supervisor. Later, Chris complains to several of his colleagues about what a 

terrible idea the proposal was. 

II.D. David is working with a colleague, Brian, on a project at work. Brian's 

contribution is very poor and David always feels like he has to do more than his fair share 

of the job. While Brian realizes his work is inadequate, he is doing the best he can. 

Unfortunately, their supervisor often assigns them projects to work on together. Finally, 

David became very upset at the situation. Frustrated, the next time he met with Brian and 

found that Brian's work was poorly done, he was so irritated that he complained to Brian 

about the quality of Brian's work and the fact that he often had to work with him. 

III.D. Tim has worked at a company for several years and believes he has a strong 

career there. He is a marketing manager, and has been developing an idea for a new 

marketing plan for one of the company's products. He has told some colleagues about the 

idea and is very excited about the impact it can have on the company (and his career, if 
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all goes well). At an important meeting, it was announced the marketing plan would be 

discussed and the project head selected. Everyone knows the new project head will be 

either Time or his colleague, Brad. To Tim's surprise Brad presented the proposal that 

Tim had been developing, claiming that it was his own. The corporate V.P, of marketing 

praised Brad for being creative and insightful, Tim doesn't say anything. Finally after the 

decision to support the new project has been made and Brad appointed the project head, 

the meeting ends. Next week, stewing over the unfairness, Tim bursts out with angiy 

comments about Brad's theft of his idea, 

IV.D. Steve has worked for several years in a company and has hopes of eventually 

being promoted to a management position. In a meeting Steve and several colleagues are 

discussing how to improve the office's record. Two proposals have been put forward that 

the group is discussing, Steve doesn't see any clear advantage in either of them. 

Nonetheless, one of the proposals was made by a colleague, Ron, whom Steve really 

dislikes. The two have had conflicts in the past. As a result, when it was apparent that the 

discussion favored Ron's proposal, Steve began to argue strongly against it. 
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APPENDIX C—SCALES 

Pragmatic and Value Scales 

What is your opinion of Wang's actions? Read the following sentences and on a scale 
from i to 7, circle how well you think that statement describes him: 

1. His behavior was decent. 
2. His behavior was foolish. 
3. His behavior was ethical 
4. His behavior was smart. 
5. His behavior was competent. 
6. His behavior was honorable, 
7. His behavior was rational. 
8. His behavior was moral, 
9. His behavior was practical. 
10. His behavior was guided by his ideals. 
11. His behavior was sensible. 

Response items for I. Others and Real 

In a similar situation, how likely would you be to do the same as Wang? 
In a similar situation, how likely would the typical Hong Kong resident do the same as 
Wang? 
How realistic is this situation? 
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Trust Scale 

1. I feel confident that my colleagues will try to treat me fairly. 
2. I have faith in the integrity of my colleagues. 
3. I am willing to take risks at work, because I know that my colleagues will back 

me up. 
4. I feel loyalty to my colleagues. 
5. My colleagues would never try to gain an advantage by deceiving me. 
6. I have found that my colleagues are the kind of people who keep their promises. 
7. At times I am reluctant to trust my colleagues, because I' m suspicious of their 

motives. 
8. I would support my colleagues in almost any emergency, 
9. I have a divided sense of loyalty toward my colleagues. 
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Individualism ndiocentrism) and Collectivism (Allocentrism) Scales 

1. I prefer to be self-reliant ratlier than dependent on others. 
2. I act as a unique person, separate from others. 
3. I don't like depending on othei^, 
4. My relationships with those in my group are more important than my personal 

accomplishments, 
5. My happiness depends on the happiness of those in my group. 
6. I often consider how I can be helpful to specific others in my group. 
7. I take responsibility for my own actions. 
8. It is important for me to act as an independent person. 
9. I enjoy being unique and different from others. 
10.1 don't change my opinions in conformity with those of the majority. 
11. Speaking up in a work/task group is not a problem for me. 
12. Having a lively imagination is important to me. 
13. Understanding myself is a major goal in ray life, 
14.1 enjoy being admired for my unique qualities, 
15.1 am careful to maintain harmony in my group, 
16. When with my group, I watch my words so I won't offend anyone. 
17.1 would sacrifice my self-interests for the benefit of my group. 
18.1 try to meet the demands of my group, even if it means controlling my own 

desires. 
19. It is important to consult close friends and get their ideas before making decisions. 
20.1 should take into consideration my parents' advice when making education and 

career plans, 
21.1 act as fellow group members prefer I act, 
22. The security of being an accepted member of a group is very important to me. 
23. If my brother or sisters fails, I feel responsible. 
24.1 should be judged on my own merit. 
25.1 voice my opinions in group discussions. 
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Value atid Itistiumental Hamotiv Scales 

1. Harmony with others leads to open-miadedness and gives you a more 
comprehensive view. 

2. If you have patience and compromise, you can prevent problems from being 
aggravated and becoming more difficult to handle. 

3. The abi lity to maintain harmony with othas is vital to significant 
accomplishments. 

4. If you have patience and compromise you demonstrate the superiority of your 
own quality and decency over that of ordinary people. 

5. In order to maintain harmony, it may be necessary to ignore the principle of 
equity. 

6. You should accommodate to the wishes of people in powerftil positions. 
7. Seeking harmony often leaves mistakes uncorrected, thus leading to forther 

mistakes. 
8. In order to maintain haraiony, you may not be able to argue for what you deserve, 

uphold justice, and maintain a &ir position, 
9. It your losses are limited, there is no need to fight to the bitter end. 
10. Making concessions demonstrates your own maturity and capacity to forgive. 
11. Everything prospers when there is harmony in the family; maintaining harmony 

among femily members is very important. 
12. In society you often have to go with the flow; it is better to just accept things even 

if they seem unacceptable or unfair. 
13. If maintaining harmony is the only concern, problems may not be resolved fairly, 

thus leading to anger, irritation, disappointment, and even hostility. 
14. If maintaining harmony is the only concern, problems may not be resolved 

appropriately, resulting in yet more conflict and contempt behind your back. 
15. Those who make harmony with others their primary concern often become 

hypocritical and insincere. 
16. Conflict avoidance can cause people to lose their initiative and ownership of their 

work. 
17. You should maintain harmonious relationships with others so you can avoid 

embarrassment in future encounters. 
18. Don't provoke others; instead you should patch up quarrels and restore peace. 
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APPENDIX D~~BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Company Information 

Company Description Questionnaires 

1 

Locally owned high tech firm with 

approximately 40 employees in Hong 

Kong. 26 

2 

Locally owned product manufacturer 

and distributor. Approximately 40 

employees in Hong Kong. 14 

3 

Locally ran subsidiary of a European 

company with 20 employees. Product 

distribution and sales. 15 

4 

Foreign owned subsidiary of a 

European company with several 

hundred employees. Product 

distribution and sales. 63 

5 

Foreign owned property company with 

about 40 employees. 8 

6 

Locally managed insurance company 

with about 30 employees. 15 



Respondent Demographics 

Male; 

73 
Sex 

Female: 

67 

18-25: 

21 

26-35: 

65 
Age 

36-45: 

38 

46 and up; 

9 

Married; 

65 
Marital Status 

Uninamed: 

74 

High School; 

55 
Education 

Some College: 

27 
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College Degree: 

36 

Less tlian 1 year: 

15 

1 -2 years: 

24 

2-5 years; 
Tenure 

30 

6-10 years: 

31 

More tlian 10: 

6 

•Numbers will not equal the total respondent population due to differential 

response rates for different questions. 
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APPENDIX E--DESCRirnVE STATISTICS 

Harmony and Cotiflict Scenarios 

LEVEL Variable Mean SD H 

Instrumental Rolatiotiiship Maintenance Pragmatic Scale 4.88 .84 67 

Ethics Scale 4,46 .80 67 

I would do this 4.S7 1.25 67 

Others would do thiss 4.82 1.19 66 

Real 5.19 1.22 67 

Value Rl! it i liip Maintenance Pragmatic Scak ^ TM "'68 

Ethics Scale 4J5 .81 68 

I would do this 3.91 1.54 68 

Others would do this 4.28 1.23 68 

Real 4.72 1,24 68 

Instruraeiual Conflict Pragmatic Scale 3.92 .90 66 

Ethics Scale 3.71 .95 66 

1 would do this 3.43 1.31 67 

I would do this 3,43 1.31 67 

Others would do tliis 4.66 1.25 67 

Others would do this 4.66 1.25 67 

Real 5.06 1.24 67 

Expressive Conflict Pragmatic Scale 3.75 .94 67 

Ethics Scalc 3.83 .94 67 

I would do this 3.4,5 1.32 67 

Others would do this 4.52 1.22 67 

Real 5.01 1.19 67 



Cooperation and CQmpetition Scenarios 

LEVEL Variable Mean SD N 

Cooperation Pragimtic Scale 5.06 1.20 76 

Ethics Scale 5.44 1.04 76 

I would do this 5.38 1.35 76 

Others would do tliis 4,45 1.35 75 

Real 4.57 L42 76 

Neutral Pragmatic Scale 4.20 1.27 74 

Ethics Scale 3.51 1.15 74 

I would do this 3.52 1.63 73 

Others would do tliis 4.58 L34 73 

Real 5.30 1.39 74 

Covert Competition Pragmatic Scale 4.73 1,03 76 

Ethics Scale 4.13 1.20 76 

I would do this 4.03 1,66 73 

I would do this 4,03 1,66 73 

Others would do this 4.55 1.38 74 

Others would do this 4.55 1.38 74 

Real 5.14 1.41 74 

Ov€!rt Competition Pragmatic Scale 4.51 1.07 73 

Ethics Scale 4.23 1.04 73 

1 would do this 3.67 1.54 73 

Others would do this 4.43 1.23 72 

Real 5,30 1.20 73 



Descriptive Statistics Individual Scenarios: Cooncration and Competition 

LEVEL SCENARIO N Mean SD 
Cooperation I Pragmatic Scale 17 4.85 l.,33 

Ethics Scale 17 5.37 1.47 
I would do this 17 5.65 1.22 

Others would do this 16 3.87 1.31 
Real 17 4.06 1,20 

2 Pragmatic Scalc 21 5.59 1.10 
Ethics Scale 21 5.71 ,94 

1 would do this 21 5.62 L28 
Others would do this 21 4.95 1.02 

Real 21 4.90 1.26 
3 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.58 1.14 

Ethics Scale 19 5.17 1.00 
I would do this 19 4.84 1.61 

Others would do tliis 19 4.11 1.52 
Real 19 4,58 1.64 

4 Pragmatic Scalc 19 5,15 1.08 
Ethics Scale 19 5.49 ,65 

I would do this, 19 5.42 1.17 
Others would do this 19 4.74 1.33 

Real \9 4.63 1..50 
Neutral 1 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.01 1,16 

Ethics Scale 19 3.40 1.12 
1 would do this 19 3.42 1.68 

Others would do this 19 4.68 1.00 
Real 19 5,26 1.41 

2 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.35 1,39 
Ethics Scale 19 4.03 1,22 

I would do this 19 3.68 1.67 
Others would do this 19 4.53 1.54 

Real 19 5.63 1.12 
3 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.70 1.03 

Ethics Scale 19 3.71 .88 
I would do this 18 3.83 1,51 

Otljers would do this 19 4.53 1.61 
Real 19 5.26 1.66 

4 Pragmatic Scale 17 3.71 1.36 
Ethics Scalc 17 2.84 1,09 

I would do this 17 3.12 1.69 
Others would do this 16 4.56 1.21 

Real 17 5.00 1.37 
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LEVEL SCENARIO N Mean SD 
Covert Competition I Pragfinatic Scale 19 5.01 .83 

Ethics Scale 19 4.39 .79 
1 would do this 19 4.21 1,81 

Others would do this 19 4.53 1.31 
Real 19 5.32 1,25 

2 Pragmatic Scale 17 5.11 1.25 
Ethics Scale 17 4.49 1.43 

1 would do tWs 17 3.88 1.73 
Others would do this 17 4.35 1,50 

Real 17 5.24 1.09 
3 Pragmatic Stale """ ^'4^7 '~93 

Ethti H ScaL- 21 3.49 1.02 
I would do this 19 4.05 1.47 

Others would do this 19 5.00 1.25 
Real 19 5.37 1.67 

4 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.41 .10 
Ethics Sciilo 19 4.25 1.30 

I would do this 18 .1,94 1.73 
Others would do this 19 4.32 1.46 

Real 19 4.63 1.50 
Overt Competition 1 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.50 1.15 

Ethics Scalc 19 4.27 1.06 
I would do tliis 19 .3.95 1.51 

Others would do this 19 4.95 1.27 
Real 19 5.53 1.17 

2 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.27 1.063 
Ethics Scale 19 3.73 .790 

1 would do this 19 2.84 1.21 
Others would do this 19 4.00 1,45 

Real 19 5.21 1.27 
3 Pragmatic Scale 16 4.74 1.13 

Ethics Scale 16 4.31 1.29 
I would do this 16 4.13 1.71 

Others would do this 15 4.33 1.05 
Real 16 5.00 1.31 

4 Pragmatic Scale 19 4.58 ,98 
Ethics Scale 19 4.60 .89 

I would do this 19 3.84 1,50 
Others would do this 19 4.42 .96 

Real 19 5.42 L07 
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Descriptive Statistics Individual Scenarios: Harmony and Conflict 

LEVEL SCENARIO Scale N Mean SD 
Instrumental Relationship I Pragmatic Scale 12 4.88 ,793 

Maintenance Ethics Scale 12 4,27 .695 
I would do this 12 4.83 1.115 

Others would do this 12 4.83 1.193 
Real 12 5.58 .996 

2 Pragmatic Scale 20 4.82 .739 
Ethics Scale 20 4.2S .585 

! would do this 20 4.25 .910 
Others would do this 20 4.65 1.089 

Real 20 5.05 1.099 
3 Pragmatic Scale 19 4,73 .894 

Ethics Scale 19 4.52 .895 
I would do this 19 4.42 1.465 

Others would do this 19 4.79 1.437 
Real 19 4.74 1.408 

4 Pragmatic Scalc 16 5.13 ,932 
Ethics Seaic 16 4.76 .940 

I would do this 16 4,94 1.389 
Others would do this 15 .5.07 1.033 

Real 16 5.63 1.147 
Value Relationship 1 Pragmatic Scale 15 3.77 1.173 

Maintenance Ethics Scale 15 3.95 .691 
1 would do this 15 3.53 1.552 

Others would do this 15 4,20 1.320 
Real 15 4.80 1.146 

2 Pragmatic Scale 12 4.35 .598 
Ethics Scale 12 4.38 .455 

I would do this 12 4.42 1.379 
Others would do this 12 4.25 1.357 

Real 12 4.75 1.138 
3 Pragmatic Scale 21 4.08 1.059 

Ethics Scale 21 4.23 ,847 
I would do this 21 3.95 1.532 

Others would do this 21 4.05 1.071 
Real 21 4.62 1.396 

4 Pragmatic Scale 20 4.12 1.196 
Ethics Scale 20 4.08 1.010 

1 would do this 20 3.8S 1.663 
Others would do this 20 4.60 1.273 

Real 20 4.75 1.293 
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LEVEL SCENARIO Scale N Mean SD 
1 Pragmatic Scale 19 3.65 1.091 

Ethics Scalc 19 3.61 .981 
I would do this 19 2,84 1.259 

Others would do this 19 4.42 1.539 
Real 19 4.53 1,679 

2 Pragmatic Scale 14 4,01 ,B47 
Ethics Scale 14 3.94 .712 

1 would do tilts IS 3.67 1.345 
Others would do this IS 4.80 1.320 

Real 15 5,13 1.060 
3 Pragnatic Scale 12 4.28 ,816 

Ethics Scalo 12 4.37 ,489 
J would do tliis 12 4.17 i.267 

Others would do this 12 4,75 1.138 
Real 12 5,25 1.055 

4 Pragmatic Scale 21 3.90 ,742 
Ethics Scalc 21 3.29 L054 

I would do this 21 3,38 1.161 
Others would do this 21 4.71 1.007 

Real 21 5.38 ,865 
1, Pragmatic Scale 20 3.39 .937 

Ethics Scalc 20 3.67 .844 
I would do this 20 3.15 1.182 

Others would do this 20 4.40 1.231 
Real 20 4.65 .933 

2 Pra^iatic Scale 19 4.12 1.019 
Ethics Scale 19 4.06 .973 

I would do this 19 3.84 1,500 
Others would do this 19 4,47 1,467 

Real 19 4.89 1.370 
3 Pragmatic Scale 15 3.91 ,919 

Ethics Scale 15 4,30 .930 
1 would do this IS 3.53 1.302 

Others would do this 15 4.53 ,990 
Real IS 5,13 1.060 

4 Pragmatic Scale 13 3.58 .650 
Ethics Scale 13 3.18 .685 

I would do this 13 3,23 1.235 
Others would do this 13 4.77 1.166 

Real 13 5.62 1,261 

Instrumental Conflict 

Expressive Conflict 



Intlividual Value Variables 

Mean SD •N 

Value Harmony 5.27 .64 148 

Instrumental 4.26 .89 147 
Harmony 

Trust 4.52 .83 146 

todividualism 4.85 ,64 148 

Collectivism 4.92 .60 148 



Correlation Chart: Harmony and Conflict Scenarios 

Value Harmony Instrumental 
Harmony 

Trust Individualism Collectivism 

Instnimental Hanaony .22 

Individual Value Tnist .06 .07 
Variables Individualism .52 -.01 .07 

CoMectr^ism .58 .01 ,03 .51 
PragiHatic Evaluation .08 .02 -.16 .11 .24 

ImtrameHCil Ethical Evaluation ,23 .25 -.02 -.05 .25 
Relationsbip 
Mainteaance 

I B'ouid act like this 

Otiiers would act like this 
.24 

.18 

.00 

-.04 

.03 

-.03 

.13 

.06 

.22 

.23 
Real .17 -.20 -.04 .28 .15 
Pragmatic Evaluation -.09 .13 -.04 -.12 .07 

Value Relationship 
hfeixstenancs 

Ethical Evaluation 

I would act like this 

Othei  ̂would act like this 

.00 

-.02 

.08 

.04 

.15 

-.16 

-.20 

.00 

-.03 

-.07 

.03 

.16 

.10 

.11 

.11 
Ssal .25 -.05 .09 .21 .20 
Pragmatic Evaiuation .00 .24 .02 -.05 -.09 
Ethical Evaluation .07 .26 .10 -.20 -.10 

InstrumsJtal Conflict I would act like this .02 .26 -.08 -.05 -.09 
Othere would act like this .31 M -.05 .26 .16 
Real .29 .06 .09 .16 .03 
PragKBtic Evaluation .05 .31 -.01 .06 -.12 
Ethical Evaluation .09 .25 .02 .24 .11 

Expressive Conflict I would act like this 

OtheiB would act like this 

Real 

.08 

.22 

.16 

.31 

.04 

-.13 

-.04 

-.14 

.01 

.06 

.17 

.25 

-.09 

.14 

.02 



Correlation Chart: Cooperation and Competition Scenarios 

Value Hannoiq? Instrumental Trust Indh^idualism Cbilecti '̂isin 
Harmony 

lastrumental Harmony .35 

Indrviduai Value Trust -.03 -.12 

Variables ladividuaiista .44 -.12 1 o
 

Collecth'ism ,51 .15 .30 .32 

Pragnatic Evaluation -.16 .13 -.18 -.12 -.35 

EthicaJ Evaluation -.11 .27 -.28 -.22 -.40 

Neatral I would act like this -.18 .27 -.12 -.27 -.37 

Others would act like this ,07 .06 -.14 .17 -.03 

R^l ,03 .11 -.06 .06 .00 

Pragmatic Evaluation .25 .17 .08 .15 .12 

Ethical Ewluation .32 .17 .23 .21 .25 

Cooperatioii I would act like this .27 -.10 .20 .33 .39 

Others would act like this -.08 -.22 .21 -.11 .04 
Real .18 -.09 .06 .14 .20 
Pragmatic Evaluation .03 -.38 .02 .33 .09 

Ethical Evaluation -.04 -.21 -.08 .08 .03 

Covert CompetitioH I would act like this -.05 -15 -.08 .05 -.06 
Others would act like this .24 -.25 .14 .29 .15 
Real .27 -.04 -.02 .36 .13 
Pragmatic Evaluation .13 .11 .22 .11 .25 
Etiacal Evaluation .16 .22 .11 -.05 .19 

Overt Competition I would act like this .16 .15 .07 .11 .25 
Others would act like this .30 .10 -.12 .12 .11 
Real ,22 .04 -.01 .17 .07 
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